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PATH PLANNING ALGORITHMS FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
APPLICATIONS OF AUTONOMOUS AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
by Chris Crispin
Among current techniques, used to assist the modelling of atmospheric processes, is an
approach involving the balloon or aircraft launching of radiosondes, which travel along
uncontrolled trajectories dependent on wind speed. Radiosondes are launched daily from
numerous worldwide locations and the data collected is integral to numerical weather
prediction.
This thesis proposes an unmanned air system for atmospheric research, consisting of
multiple, balloon-launched, autonomous gliders. The trajectories of the gliders are op-
timised for the uniform sampling of a volume of airspace and the e cient mapping of
a particular physical or chemical measure. To accomplish this we have developed a se-
ries of algorithms for path planning, driven by the dual objectives of uncertainty and
information gain.
Algorithms for centralised, discrete path planning, a centralised, continuous planner and
finally a decentralised, real-time, asynchronous planner are presented. The continuous
heuristics search a look-up table of plausible manoeuvres generated by way of an o↵-
line flight dynamics model, ensuring that the optimised trajectories are flyable. Further
to this, a greedy heuristic for path growth is introduced alongside a control for search
coarseness, establishing a sliding control for the level of allowed global exploration, lo-
cal exploitation and computational complexity. The algorithm is also integrated with a
flight dynamics model, and communications and flight systems hardware, enabling soft-
ware and hardware-in-the-loop simulations. The algorithm outperforms random search
in two and three dimensions. We also assess the applicability of the unmanned air sys-
tem in ‘real’ environments, accounting for the presence of complicated flow fields and
boundaries. A case study based on the island South Georgia is presented and indicates
good algorithm performance in strong, variable winds.
iv
We also examine the impact of co-operation within this multi-agent system of decen-
tralised, unmanned gliders, investigating the threshold for communication range, which
allows for optimal search whilst reducing both the cost of individual communication
devices and the computational resources associated with the processing of data received
by each aircraft. Reductions in communication radius are found to have a significant,
negative impact upon the resulting e ciency of the system. To somewhat recover these
losses, we utilise a sorting algorithm, determining information priority between any two
aircraft in range. Furthermore, negotiation between aircraft is introduced, allowing air-
craft to resolve any possible conflicts between selected paths, which helps to counteract
any latency in the search heuristic.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Autonomous observation platforms are gaining popularity in the scientific community.
A number of systems previously operated by humans in the air, under water, in space or
on land are slowly being replaced by systems with increasing levels of autonomy. This is
particularly true of tasks associated with danger to a human operator, such as military
operations, systems that involve the handling of hazardous materials, and monotonous
tasks such as reconnaissance or surveillance. Of most interest in this investigation is the
automation of atmospheric monitoring and sampling.
Recent years have seen a sharp increase in the number of such applications of unmanned
air systems (UAS). An initiative named the Maldives Autonomous Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle Campaign (MAC) (Roberts et al., 2008, Corrigan et al., 2008) uses multiple
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for the measurement of aerosol, cloud and solar radi-
ation. The National Institute of Polar Research (NIPR) in Japan has a long running
project, which successfully utilises numerous small UAVs to perform Antarctic aero-
magnetic and aerial photographic surveys (Funaki and Hirasawa, 2008, Funaki et al.,
2014). Mitchell et al. (2015) developed a UAS for low-altitude airborne measurement
of CO2 and CH4 concentration. The ‘FLow Over and around HOFsjkull’ (FLOHOF)
campaign also utilises two UAS for atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) profiling (Egger
et al., 2002). The Small Unmanned Meteorological Observer (SUMO), an autonomous
system likened to a recoverable radiosonde for boundary layer monitoring, was used to
make in-situ observations in Southwest-Iceland (Reuder et al., 2012)
The successful simulation of weather systems relies partly upon the quality of the atmo-
spheric data collected, which is used to force the weather models at their boundaries and
facilitates higher resolution simulation of small-scale features in areas of complex topog-
raphy (Reuder et al., 2012). Jonassen et al. (2014) also used the SUMO autonomous air
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Figure 1.1: Ideal helical trajectories for 25 aircraft in a 5km by 5km by 5km domain
system for the FLOHOF campaign. They used a helical flight pattern of radius 50-100m.
Typically, this is the pattern chosen when mapping in three dimensions, however, a fixed
arrangement such as this has no obvious contingency for high wind or mountainous ter-
rain. Furthermore, it does not lend itself to multi-UAV systems, where the successful
combination of space-filling helices (Figure 1.1) requires complete control over launch
location and launch heading, which is unrealistic in uncertain environments. Of course,
these combined trajectories may also omit interesting sampling locations situated in-
side an atmospheric column, particularly if these regions contain dominant modes in a
multi-modal distribution of the targeted physical or chemical measure.
While such UASs are gaining in popularity in planetary boundary layer (PBL) appli-
cations, high altitude observations are still largely conducted with balloon or aircraft
launched radiosondes. In such operations the sonde is usually lost, which incurs an ex-
pense and only data transmitted during the flight can be recovered. The most notable
shortcoming of radiosonde observations, however, is the sparsity of the data collected.
The sondes collect their information while following uncontrolled trajectories, deter-
mined by the flight of a balloon (on the way up) and a parachute (on the way down),
which provides for limited control of the sampling locations.
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1.2 Designing an Unmanned Air System
The approach considered here, closely linked with the Massive Airspace Volume In-
strumentation Systems (MAVIS) platform design research project, aims to optimise the
trajectories of multiple UAVs, components of a complete UAS for atmospheric research.
Current research into co-operative models for multiple UAV systems focuses predomi-
nately on reconnaissance (Tian et al., 2006), collision avoidance (Lizarraga and Elkaim,
2008), control (Ilaya, 2007) and rendezvous (McLain and Beard, 2000, McLain et al.,
2001). The algorithm proposed here determines paths for each of the UAVs, sampling
a volume of airspace as e ciently as possible, that is, attaining the highest physical,
chemical or biological measure mapping accuracy with a given number of aircraft.
Figure 1.2: An example glider trajectory for pollutant detection in a three dimensional
domain
Figure 1.2 presents a desirable glider trajectory, which successfully navigates through all
regions of high pollutant concentration, whilst complying with the simplified kinematic
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constraints of an aircraft. The probability of producing a single trajectory of this quality
is extremely low and, in scenarios where no previous information is known regarding the
distribution of pollutant, near impossible. Using multiple aircraft and a sophisticated,
co-operative method for optimising each individual aircraft trajectory has the potential
to ensure that the domain will be su ciently searched and the mapping of the physical,
chemical or biological measure will be accurate.
1.2.1 A Paradigm for Optimisation
The final flight planner is designed to be used in real-time to dynamically decide upon
optimal trajectories in a complex, adaptive environment. Furthermore, the utilised algo-
rithm should be decentralised so that each individual aircraft is running an optimisation,
whilst communicating useful information to neighbouring aircraft. This decentralised ap-
proach facilitates a robust system (no single point of failure), without the requirement
for powerful communication devices. Moreover, as the number of aircraft increases,
the optimisation quickly becomes unmanageable via centralised approaches (Sigurd and
How, 2003). A decentralised approach ensures the algorithm complexity scales well with
the number of aircraft. Furthermore, with this system being designed for high altitude
research, a centralised system could well require a communication range up to 10km,
requiring expensive, heavy devices.
The development of our UAS can be separated into three distinct sections:
1. An o↵-line, discrete path planner for a single vehicle (see Chapter 6)
2. A centralised, o↵-line, continuous path planner for multiple vehicles (see Chapter 7)
3. A decentralised, real-time, continuous path planner for multiple vehicles (see Chap-
ter 8)
To begin with we develop a simple heuristic planner for a single vehicle, the motion of
which is simplified to discrete linear moves. Next we develop a centralised, o↵-line path
planner for rule-based, intelligent, multi-agent unmanned systems (PRIMUS), which
furthers the simple planner to incorporate multiple vehicles and continuous flight paths.
The final chapters detail the development of this into a real-time PRIMUS implemen-
tation, which runs on-board an aircraft in a ‘real’ UAS of multiple UAVs. In each of
these implementations we outline additional assumptions (on top of those outlined in
Section 1.2.3) with regards to the modelling of flight dynamics and incorporation of the
objectives O1 and O2 (see Section 1.2.2). The final implementation reduces the num-
ber of assumptions significantly ensuring that applications in ‘real’ environments are
plausible.
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Each of these path planners incorporate numerous research domains, reviewed in Chap-
ters 2 to 5, including, genetic programming, heuristic search, artificial intelligence and
multi-agent systems.
Unlike many of these popular optimisation techniques, the proposed methods are con-
strained by the kinematics of a specific aircraft. In this case a glider is modelled, not
only inhibiting the sampling to flyable points but also restricting the flight or sampling
time, which is dependent on the glide ratio of the aircraft and its release altitude or the
total energy (potential) available per flight. Other factors include wind field and altitude
a↵ects on density, which alter the handling characteristics of an aircraft. Further to this,
upon deployment, this swarm of UAVs will have no previous knowledge of the airspace,
though there may be information of varying fidelity regarding terrain and typical wind
fields.
1.2.2 Objectives and Fitness Evaluation
The e ciency of sampling and suitability of a trajectory requires multiple objectives to
define. Each glider collects samples along controlled trajectories, optimised using a path
planning algorithm, designed to satisfy multiple objectives. The combined e↵ect of the
flights should achieve all or a subset of the following:
O1 - to uniformly sample a target volume of airspace, that is, to reduce uncertainty
uniformly (or minimise the variance in uncertainty) across the domain;
O2 - to attain the highest mapping accuracy of a particular physical, chemical or bi-
ological measure with a given number of aircraft, that is, to minimise the mean
squared error between actual and predicted distributions;
First, the subtle distinction between O1 and O2 is worth noting here. While the resulting
trajectories may be identical for some variations of observed quantities (e.g. linear), the
best solution might be di↵erent in other cases. Intuitively we can conclude that in
maximising flight time we increase the quantity of observed data, thus increasing the
quantity of available information about our system, which, in turn, will contribute to
satisfying O2. We model known topography for the lower boundary of the search domain
and ensure aircraft work to extend flight time by punishing paths that intersect this lower
bound. In future PRIMUS versions, we may include dynamic soaring and the utilisation
of phenomena such as thermals, wave lift, and ridge lift to further extend flight time.
In meeting O2, however, there is often the requirement to make increased observations
in dominant modes of the distribution (Peng et al., 2014), therefore these objectives
do not necessarily lead to the same solutions. These distributions may be particularly
important when quantities are more likely to vary abruptly, when they show ‘nugget-like’
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behaviour, when the concentration plumes are complex and show smaller scale variation
due to advection and di↵usion (Peng et al., 2014), and when concentration plumes are
predicted to be sparsely distributed or confined to particular regions in the domain. The
distinction between O1 and O2 is less important when we are measuring a quantity that
we expect to vary smoothly.
In this work, we assume a static landscape, thus, O1 and O2 are not time dependent
and the final prediction of our scalar field is a ‘snapshot’. In a three-dimensional system
of gliders, we deem this a reasonable assumption under certain conditions. Consider a
three-dimensional domain broken into arbitrarily sized bands of altitude. Next, consider
that the glider release times are similar so that the temporality of collected samples is
conserved (further discussed in Section 1.2.3). All gliders will be concurrently exploring
similar altitude bands, thus, if the time-scale for significant changes in the landscape, for
a capturable spatial scale, is less than that of the time taken to fully explore a band, we
can consider each of these bands as static. Furthermore, the gliders will continually lose
altitude, so revisiting an altitude band is impossible once all aircraft have fallen below
it. Applications, for example, where some power is available to revisit altitude bands,
dynamic soaring is implemented or repeated launches are made for the same block of
airspace will necessitate alterations to the algorithm to enable adaptive sampling in
time-varying scalar fields. We discuss possible future developments in this direction in
Section 1.2.3.
As a shorthand, in what follows we shall refer to two types of measured quantity land-
scapes:
C1 - multi-modal, highly non-linear distributions (of, say, aerosol concentrations), pos-
sibly featuring nugget-like abrupt variations
C2 - low modality, smoothly (or even linearly) varying quantities.
Regardless of whether the design of the trajectories is driven by O1 or O2, the end
goal is to build a spatial model of the quantity being observed. The typical approach
here is supervised learning, that is, the training of a statistical model of the quantity in
question to fit the observational data captured by the aircraft flying the trajectories. The
flexibility of such supervised learning models should reflect our knowledge of the quantity
being observed. In most practical atmospheric physics or chemistry applications we do
not have physics-based analytical models (of, say, the shape of a plume a↵ected by a
complex wind field). This means having to use a highly flexible, generic formulation.
Bayesian emulators based on Gaussian Process models are a powerful choice and have
demonstrated their suitability in applications across many domains in the Earth sciences
(having emerged in geo-statistics (Cressie, 1990) and now widely used in climate science,
etc.), as well as in engineering (where they are more widely known as Kriging, in homage
to the mining engineer who first used it to model ore grade distributions).
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Beyond their flexibility and the relatively low numerical overheads of their training and
evaluation, the advantage of Gaussian Process emulators is that they come equipped
with two statistical measures that are very useful in the context of aerosol sampling
and the other atmospheric sampling problems we are looking at here. They o↵er an
estimate of prediction error, plus, and this is especially important in the context of O2 on
distributions of the C1 variety, they provide an indication of areas where the combination
of relatively low sampling density and high predicted aerosol density (for example) would
warrant further in-situ observations. The spatial optimisation community refers to this
metric as the expectation of improvement or Expected Improvement (EI) in reference to
its ability to point the way towards the extrema of sparsely sampled landscapes. Here
we do not necessarily seek to determine the ultimate optimum point (e.g. where the
aerosol concentration is highest), but by making additional observations at the peaks of
the EI landscape, we are still going to improve O2 performance on C1 type landscapes
over a simple space-filling strategy (such as Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS)).
The hybrid sampling plan used in Figures 1.3 and 1.4 is an example of what an intel-
ligent sampling algorithm, such as one utilising an EI metric, might achieve. Sampling
locations here (shown as red dots in panels (b) and (c)) are generated with a combination
of clustering and space-filling, with 80% of the points chosen to cluster near dominant
modes in the distribution and 20% generated via LHS.
As discussed, a C2 type function will not tend to benefit from intelligent sampling, that is
to say, O2 is generally satisfied by fulfilling O1. However, in the case of a C1 distribution,
intelligent sampling (Figure 1.3b) tends to show a noticeable improvement over a solely
space-filling technique (Figure 1.3c). In this particular case the mean squared error
between the predicted and actual distributions improves by a factor of more than two.
In exploring dominant modes we are e↵ectively reducing the entropy of the system,
therefore increasing the information gain (Coppin, 2004). This could, of course, be
detrimental to O1. Moreover, if no information about the distribution is known before
the optimisation begins, applying O1 may be the most e↵ective choice. Trajectories
must attempt to explore the entire domain uniformly, whilst showing favour to regions
with dominant modes, improving the probability that all the dominant modes will be
discovered while satisfying O2. In order to accomplish this, our algorithm (PRIMUS) is
designed to employ a dynamic, weighted, multi-objective optimisation algorithm, com-
bining O1 and O2.
The ultimate goal of the trajectory optimisation process is an accurate mapping of the
quantity of interest (aerosol concentration, temperature, etc.), where the word ‘accuracy’
maps to two subtly distinct goals we formalised here as O1 and O2. This has to be
translated into an objective function that can be evaluated a priori, generally measuring
the space-filling qualities and information gain of the waypoint cloud. Applicability in
‘real’ environments also demands that such formulations account for the presence of
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(a) Actual Plumes (b) Hybrid Sampling (c) Latin Hypercube Sampling
Figure 1.3: Illustrative Kriging predictions for a sparse, non-linear, multi-modal plume
distribution (C1) using a hybrid (local exploitation and global exploration) sampling
technique and a purely space-filling (global exploration) sampling technique
(a) Actual Plumes (b) Hybrid Sampling (c) Latin Hypercube Sampling
Figure 1.4: Illustrative Kriging predictions for a smooth, bi-modal plume distribution
(C2) using a hybrid (local exploitation and global exploration) sampling technique and
a purely space-filling (global exploration) sampling technique
complicated flow fields (wind) and boundaries (terrain). Additionally, such measures
have to be computationally inexpensive. Their real time optimisation is only feasible
if the objective function requires very little computational time compared to the time
taken to follow the waypoints selected. This ensures that multiple evaluations can be
made in real-time before a decision is made on-board an aircraft. In addition, the
computational time must not scale with the number of waypoints, ensuring evaluation
time is consistent throughout the flight. Furthermore, the decentralised nature of the
proposed system necessitates communication between aircraft. For the metric to be
successful, the rate of data transfer must align with that of the algorithm, whilst not
unreasonably impeding progress.
The success of this system relies upon the sophistication of the utilised optimisation
algorithm, which allows co-operative behaviour, and the objective function definition.
To first satisfy O1, this requires a fast and dynamic method for assessing the space filled
by trajectories.
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1.2.2.1 A Metric for Space-filling
Figure 1.5: Multiple trajectories traversing a domain and the waypoint cloud that results
Figure 1.5 displays ten simultaneous trajectories exploring a three dimensional domain
and the respective waypoint cloud on a zoomed in section, the resolution of which
depends on the chosen time step between each successive point. In this case we are
only concerned with the space-filling properties of the combined trajectories in three
dimensional space (O1).
Figure 1.6: An orthographic projection of multiple trajectories traversing a domain
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Figure 1.6 projects the ten trajectories onto combinations of two dimensions, enabling
easier visual inspection of the associated waypoint cloud and its space-filling quality.
Although it is obvious from inspection that some regions are less searched than others,
it is impossible to visually evaluate a waypoint cloud consistently and accurately.
Figure 1.7: A 2D example: two very di↵erent, but equally space-filling curves
Consider the two, equal length, two dimensional trajectories in Figure 1.7. Simple sta-
tistical measures indicative of space-filling, such as variance, confirm intuition: these are
two equally space-filling curves. This suggests that any reasonable space-filling metric is
likely to be multi-modal (even if we exclude the modes resulting from di↵erent rotations
of the same trajectory). An obvious way to approach the problem of space-filling curves
is via the well-trodden path of space-filling point clouds, which have a rich history in
statistical sample planning (design of experiments). Perhaps the most popular formu-
lation is the family of Latin Hypercube Designs (LHDs). These are sampling schemes
used in multidimensional experiments, where space-filling (computational and physical)
and good projective properties are particularly important Roshan and Ying (2008). The
most popular criteria for evaluating the optimality of an LHD are the Morris-Mitchell
Maximin ( p) criterion Morris and Mitchell (1995) and the pairwise correlations between
columns vectors, ⇢2 Hernandez et al. (2012). However, these measures can be ambigu-
ous and so multiple criteria are often used. Roshan and Ying (2008) use a weighted,
multi-objective scalar of the form w1⇢2+w2 p and Jin et al. (2005) use a ranked multi-
objective criterion comprised of the  p, entropy and centred L2 discrepancy criterion.
They also introduce e cient methods for the evaluation of these metrics, however, all
of the aforementioned criteria are not only computationally expensive but also scale
poorly with the number of points to be evaluated, thus, making them unsuitable for the
dynamic decision making required here.
Another source for inspiration, the space-filling curve (SFC), was developed for use in the
modelling of structures for multi-dimensional data Xu and Tirthapura (2014). Haverkort
and van Walderveen (2010) discuss several quality measures for SFCs, which give good
approximation for the lower bounds on the locality and bounding-box quality of points
along a curve in n-dimensional space. Measures, such as those generated by the bounding
box and locality algorithms presented in Haverkort and van Walderveen (2010), Wierum
(2002) are non-trivial and, once again, not suitable for our purposes owing to their high
computational cost. Another measure concerns the clustering property of points within
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the domain. Moon et al. (2001) and Xu and Tirthapura (2014) provide formulae for the
number of clusters in an arbitrarily shaped query region or the number of contiguous
sections of a curve required to cover a query region. This measure does not appear
favourable as it would require a number of repeated evaluations within irregular domain
shapes, which, again, would be computationally demanding.
What we develop here instead is a computationally inexpensive objective function, which
is updated as each aircraft travels through the domain. In each of the paradigms (dis-
cussed in Section 1.2.1) we utilise a matrix,M , which is used to describe the environment.
In early implementations, this matrix is two-dimensional with each discrete cell repre-
senting the statistical uncertainty of any observations made in a particular region. In
later implementations, we consider C1 type distributions which require the integration
of objective O2 into M , whilst also considering a third dimension. Moreover, the matrix
M accommodates a decentralised mindset. In the final implementation each aircraft is
able to store local copies of M and communicate the updates required to keep all local
copies equal, provided they are in communication range and no data packets are lost.
1.2.3 A System-Level Perspective
While the above discussion focused on the aircraft themselves, it is worth taking a step
back to consider the place of this technology in the broader context of the complete
unmanned air system and its concept of operations.
A key component of the system is the means of placing the gliders above the target
domain. This can be a larger, high altitude aircraft serving as a ‘mother ship’, but
the best cost versus altitude range solution is typically a weather balloon. Of course, a
disadvantage of the latter is its limited in-flight controllability (in the horizontal plane its
movements are those of the parcel of air surrounding it - it is, essentially, a Lagrangian
drifter), so the concept of operations is based on changing the emphasis from controlling
to predicting its trajectory up to the release point of the gliders and selecting the balloon
launch locations as a function of the desired release points (see So´bester et al. (2014) for
a description of the simulation capability developed for this phase of the overall concept
of operations).
From a practical standpoint, it is also worth considering the fate of the aircraft upon
completion of the paths discussed in this work. Two approaches are possible here. First,
the aircraft can be regarded as essentially disposable; indeed, work is currently underway
on the development of a disposable platform (King et al., 2015), which will ultimately be
capable of executing the paths generated by PRIMUS. The second approach is to recover
them, in which case, depending on the size of the block of airspace under consideration,
it may be practical to guide them to a particular landing zone. In later PRIMUS
implementations (Chapters 7 and 8) this can be achieved by adding a ‘virtual plume’
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overhead the desired landing zone or biasing the matrix M (see Section 1.2.2.1) by
artificially increasing uncertainty at lower levels in the target area. Essentially, attracting
aircraft to these regions in the domain. In any case, the aircraft are expected to be
equipped with a ‘data dump’ capability activated just before landing, to ensure safe
retrieval of the data even if the aircraft is lost or damaged on landing.
The complete system would, potentially, include a higher level, tactical optimization of
the trajectories from balloon release to aircraft collection, including weightings associ-
ated with the cost of each operation, taking into account landing zone accessibility and
other criteria - this may be a fruitful research direction in the future, once su cient
operational data is available to allow an estimate of the weightings.
Let us now consider a final practical aspect of deploying a PRIMUS-based unmanned air
system in a ‘real-life’ scientific application: the case of dynamic quantity sensing. The
discussion in this work assumes that the matrix M is static, so that sensed quantities
show no time variation. Thus, cell uncertainties are assumed to be deterministic in
the presence of any flow or windfield. Although (for reasons discussed in Section 1.2.2)
we deem this a reasonable assumption for this work, this will be a shortcoming for
future work, where perhaps a purely two-dimensional application is considered or the
temporal scale for variation in a C1 or C2 type distribution is small. There has been
significant work into the scalar field reconstruction of time varying fields and the search of
moving targets that will inform the introduction of a non-static matrixM in future work.
Sydney and Paley (2012) devise a decentralised algorithm for the coordination of multiple
autonomous vehicles for sampling a nonstationary, spatiotemporal field. Shem et al.
(2008) present a method for modelling uncertainty in a system of UAVs coordinating the
search for a moving target. The framework developed employs a probabilistic description
of an environment, representing uncertainty surrounding sensor readings. UAV paths
are planned based on a potential field, generated from the probabilistic map. This is
comparable to Ka´lma´n filtering techniques, such as those used in Fiorelli et al. (2003)
and O¨gren et al. (2004), where the predicted field is compared with new measurements
to provide a probabilistic description of a landscape over time. In Chapter 7 we discuss
the possibility of using data assimilation techniques, such as Ka´lma´n filtering, optimal
interpolation (Alvarez and Reyes, 2010) or spline models (Alvarez, 2011), between a
predicted distribution and in-situ observations to improve the accuracy of a predicted
windfield or a C1 or C2 type scalar field.
1.3 Operation of the Unmanned Air System
When employing a real-time PRIMUS implementation, the operation of our unmanned
air system for atmospheric research is as follows:
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1. A block of airspace, defined by the geographic latitude and longitude of the min-
imum bounding box and a desired release altitude, is identified as the location of
the study.
2. The topography model for the bounding box is generated to define the lower bound-
ary. The model is based upon data collected as part of the Shuttle Radar Topog-
raphy Mission (SRTM).
3. The wind field is identified (see Section 1.2.3).
4. A target physical, chemical or biological measure is identified and appropriate
sensors integrated into the flight payload.
5. The number of aircraft is chosen based upon the size of the domain and available
resources.
6. Balloon launch locations are calculated (see Section 1.2.3).
7. O↵-line testing of PRIMUS may now be performed.
8. Flight communications initialised at launch site.
9. Aircraft are balloon launched and, once at the desired altitude, released. Upon
release the real-time PRIMUS instance is initialised.
10. Upon landing, communication continues, ensuring information is transmitted to
aircraft still in flight.
1.4 Case Study: South Georgia
A case study is used in order to display the results of the optimisations presented in
chapter 7. In this study, the physical atmospheric property to be mapped is wind
velocity. In this case, we are only concerned with the uniformity of sampling, thus,
space-filling (O1) is the single objective for optimisation. Wind data is supplied by the
British Antarctic Survey (BAS) and the terrain data is sourced from the Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM).
1.4.1 Context
The complex orography of South Georgia can a↵ect the conditions in the atmosphere
through the formation of gravity waves downwind of mountainous regions on the island,
as in Figure 1.8. Mountain waves propagate horizontally owed to low stability and
strong wind shear, producing lenticular clouds and oscillations, which can a↵ect the
troposphere and in high wind the stratosphere (Smith et al., 2008). South Georgia
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is an island, thus, the wind upstream and the gravity waves forming downstream of
mountainous regions do not interact with further terrain, making it the ideal location
to decipher the behaviour of gravity waves.
Figure 1.8: Mountain waves and the resulting cloud formations, (Jenkins, 2008)
1.4.2 The Data
The SRTM supplies 90m by 90m resolution terrain data as a binary file, which is plotted
in Figure 1.9.
Figure 1.9: A map of South Georgia depicting altitude above sea level and the region in
which high resolution wind data is supplied.
Wind data is available in two regions at unevenly spaced altitude levels, for instance
there are more levels in the lower troposphere, that are formulated using a terrain-
following hydrostatic pressure vertical coordinate system. A high resolution region,
900m by 900m, is supplied immediately downstream of the largest peak, see Figure 1.9
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and a low resolution, 2000m by 2000m, region covers the entire island, as in Figure 1.10.
The wind data is the result of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, a
state-of-the-art weather forecasting tool, which uses a coarse global forecast for boundary
conditions. Observations such as those performed by a UAS can be used to validate or
improve the WRF model and provide higher resolution data in areas of interest. More
on the preprocessing of terrain and wind data used in this case study is presented in
Section 7.8.
Figure 1.10: Low resolution wind data at surface level

Chapter 2
Genetic Programming and
Evolutionary Algorithms
2.1 Overview
In this chapter we introduce genetic programming (GP), an evolutionary algorithm used
to evolve tree-like programs. In order to introduce this topic, we recreate a classic GP
application, the Santa Fe ant trail, discussing genetic operators and common obstacles
when using the method. GP is later used in a centralised, o↵-line, discrete path planner,
presented in Chapter 6.
2.2 Evolutionary Computation
Natural processes, such as Darwinian evolution, have inspired scientists to tackle com-
plex optimisation problems with evolutionary computational models. This survival of
the fittest paradigm has driven a scientific movement that has seen massive growth. Be-
ginning in the 60s with the work of Holland (1962), Rechenberg (1965) and Fogel et al.
(1966), based on models of adaptive systems, search and optimisation techniques have
been applied to a vast range of problems.
Holland’s initial ideas are widely credited as playing a fundamental role in the progression
of evolutionary computation (Jong, 2005). He identified the attraction of self-adapting
systems, forming the base for the genetic algorithm stencil, where the adaptation of a
system is the result of the selective pressure of the fitness function, Figure 2.1.
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Generate the ini-
tial population
Evaluate the fitness
of each chromosome
based upon the
objective function
Perform selection
Advance to the
next generation
Perform crossover
Perform mutation
The next gener-
ation consists of
individuals that
have been selected
and those that are
children of crossover
Has the
number of
generations
been
exceeded?
Terminate and save
the best individual
no
yes
Figure 2.1: The framework for a “simple genetic algorithm”
Evolutionary computation has traversed new areas and applications allowing unique
strategies, based upon traditional approaches, to continually mature. These include
evolution strategies (ES) discussed by Beyer (2001) and genetic programming (GP)
reviewed in detail by Koza (1992) and Langdon and Poli (2002). Koza remarks how
GP lends itself to many problems, where the solution is most naturally represented by
a hierarchical computer program, rather than a fixed-length character string operated
on by a genetic algorithm (GA). He argues that fixed-length character strings can limit
system learning and that using such schemes would constrain the representation of a
computer program.
2.3 The Santa Fe Ant Trail
To explain the representation of hierarchical computer programs, some inherent obstacles
of GP and its relevance to the problem of UAS path planning, we begin with a simple
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toy problem, the Santa Fe Ant Trail.
Koza (1992) uses the “artificial ant” as an illustration for both conventional GAs oper-
ating on strings and GPs operating on hierarchical structures. In addition, the spatial
nature of this problem is expedient, o↵ering transferability to a discretised route plan-
ning algorithm.
Figure 2.2: Santa Fe ant trail generated in Common LISP
The Santa Fe ant trail problem is inspired by Collins and Je↵erson (1991), wherein an
ant navigates an irregular trail of food. The ant can operate within a 32 ⇥ 32 grid,
containing a total of 90 pieces of food. This grid has periodic boundary conditions so
that ants are always allowed to move in any direction from any cell but will appear at
the opposite boundary should they travel outside of the domain. The trail, Figure 2.2,
is comprised of single, double and triple gaps on straights and corners.
The ant begins from the top left corner of the grid and is orientated east. The ant’s aim
is to gather all of the food by traversing the grid within a set number of moves, in the
cases presented this limit is set to 535. These moves are used when executing any of the
following actions (Koza, 1992):
• RIGHT without moving the ant, rotates by 90  clockwise.
• LEFT without moving the ant, rotates by 90  anti-clockwise.
• MOVE the ant moves forward into one of the four directly adjacent cells based upon
its orientation. If this square belongs to the food trail, the food is eaten and so
removed from the grid.
In addition to these moves the ant also has a sensor, which allows it to ‘see’ the cell
directly adjacent based on its orientation, granting an ant the ability to sense whether
there is a food pellet ahead.
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Figure 2.3: A selection of programs that may appear in the initial population for the
Santa Fe ant trail problem visualised in LISP
Figure 2.4: The fittest programs in a population for the Santa Fe ant trail problem
visualised in LISP after 25,50,100 and 150 generations, respectively.
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The optimisation of the Ant Trail Problem was completed, by the author, in order to
compare the results to those in Je↵erson et al. (1991) and was validated against those
in Koza (1992). This was to also provide the building blocks for the GP kernel used to
investigate aircraft control via GP.
Both Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 were produced in Common LISP from programs gen-
erated and evolved by custom LISP code. Figure 2.3 shows examples of the programs
that are likely to be found in the initial population, where individuals are randomly con-
structed via the ramped half and half method, discussed in Section 2.5. The population
of programs is evolved over a number of generations, thus, the best program in each
subsequent generation tends to gather more food and so gain fitness (see Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.5: An optimal tree produced in LISP via genetic programming
Figure 2.5 represents the optimal program found after 200 generations, with a popula-
tion size of 600, tournament size of 10 and a percentage mutation of 2%. Tournament
selection and mutation are discussed in Section 2.6. This is identical to the solution
found in Koza (1992), hence, validating the evolutionary operations programmed in the
custom LISP code, which is included in full in Appendix A.
2.4 LISP and Program Representation
We use LISP to program this example. Although many programming languages are
capable of expressing and executing hierarchical programs, LISP has many features
which lend it to GP (Koza, 1992).
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Figure 2.6: An example of a parse tree for a LISP
s-expression.
Symbolic expressions (s-
expressions) are recursively
built lists in LISP. They can be
used to define data or can be
stored as variables, which can be
conveniently executed as func-
tions. This allows a population
of individuals to be manipulated
easily as data during selection,
crossover and mutation, whilst
retaining the structure of an
executable program. Furthermore, the visualisation of computer programs is more
accessible than in many other languages as the parse trees, which represent the
hierarchical structure of an s-expression (see Figure 2.6) adopt the same appearance
and syntax as the designed programming language. For example, the hierarchical or
parse tree in Figure 2.6 represents the s-expression (+ (1) (* 3 ( + 2 4))).
GP uses variables and constants to form the leaves and the roots of a tree. These
variables and constants form the unique programming language and are referred to as
functions and terminals, together forming the primitive set in GP (Poli et al., 2008).
The artificial ant problem in this report was given a terminal and function set shown in
the example LISP code below, which together form the primitive set.
1 (setf *terminal* ’((left) (right) (move)))
2
3 (setf *function* ’(if-food progn2 progn3))
The terminal set is comprised of the actions available to the ant according to those
previously introduced. The function set includes the if-food function, which is written
as a macro in LISP (Koza, 1992), allowing it to be used in a similar manner to an
if-statement, where if-food-ahead returns a boolean.
progn is a built in function within LISP which takes any number of arguments from
both the terminal and function set, and executes each in turn. The PROGN2 and PROGN3
used throughout utilise this built-in routine but limit the arity of the function to two and
three respectively. The following arbitrary program tree, Figure 2.7, gives an example of
how these functions and terminals might be combined to form a hierarchical computer
program. In tree representations, such as these, we evaluate nodes, starting from the
root node, from left to right for a given branch. If the node is a function, which evaluates
as a boolean, we take the left branch if the result is false and the right if the result is
true.
In this example, the IF-FOOD function is the first to be evaluated. If the function returns
TRUE, the MOVE terminal is executed. This node terminates this subtree, therefore, the
program restarts and the function IF-FOOD is re-evaluated. If however, the root node
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Figure 2.7: An example program tree for Santa Fe ant trail problem
returns FALSE, the subtree is much more complex. As discussed PROGN3 will execute
each of its arguments in turn so the ant will first perform a left turn. Next PROGN2
is executed and the IF-FOOD function is evaluated once again. If there is food in the
directly adjacent cell, the ant will move into it and if there is not, it will turn right. This
time, however, this is not a terminating node, as there are still branches of the tree to
be executed. The ant will now turn right, then left, then right. The last of the subtrees
is now evaluated, where once again the ant is asked to move into a space if it contains
food, but turn left if not. Finally the ant moves into the space it is facing and the tree
is terminated, thus, begins executing again from the root node.
2.5 The Initial Population
The key to discovering the most favourable program is in the diversity of the initial
population, (Xie, 2005). The two simplest methods of initialisation introduced by Koza
are referred to as full and grow.
Full tree generation produces optimally bushy trees, that is, a tree where a function is
chosen for every node of the tree until the maximum depth of the program is reached
(see Algorithm 1 and Figure 2.8), at which point a terminal is chosen (Luke and Panait,
2001), whereas a partial tree generated via the grow method (see Algorithm 2 and
Figure 2.9), gives both functions and terminals an equal chance of being chosen at each
node. Notice that the only di↵erence between Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 is in line
4 where nodes of the tree, f , are chosen. This produces uneven trees (see Figure 2.9),
giving more diversity in the size and shape of programs. When initialising program
trees, the root node is always a function, so as not to produce a tree with zero depth.
With neither single method for program generation providing su cient diversity, Koza
(1992) proposed an alternative: ramped half and half (RHH). RHH, now traditionally
used for tree generation for GP (Luke and Panait, 2001), first picks a random number
within the desired depth range and either uses Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2, with equal
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Algorithm 1 full(d, D)
Input:
d depth of current tree
D  maximum depth of desired tree
1: if d = D then
2: return a random terminal
3: else
4: f  a random function
5: if f is a terminal then
6: return f
7: else
8: for each argument a of f do
9: a grow(d+ 1, D)
10: end for
11: return f
12: end if
13: end if
Figure 2.8: An optimally bushy parse tree produced by the full method
Algorithm 2 grow(d, D)
Input:
d depth of current tree
D  maximum depth of desired tree
1: if d = D then
2: return a random terminal
3: else
4: f  a random function or terminal
5: if f is a terminal then
6: return f
7: else
8: for each argument a of f do
9: a grow(d+ 1, D)
10: end for
11: return f
12: end if
13: end if
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Figure 2.9: An uneven parse tree produced by the grow method
probability, to construct the tree. This ensures the population is diverse, consisting full
and partial trees with equal probability, and some random distribution of size and depth
within each.
Beadle and Johnson (2009) provide evidence that compared to other techniques with
similar intentions, such as the semantically driven initialisation (SDI) algorithm (Looks,
2007), and a hybrid based upon RHH and SDI (HSDI), the RHH technique takes less time
to generate programs. However, RHH requires a predetermined depth limit, which may
in fact rule out what might be an optimal, if not e cient, program. A compromise here
would be to penalise programs based upon execution time to quickly eliminate ine cient
programs, whilst also adding diversity to a population (more in Section 2.7.2).
2.6 Genetic Operators
2.6.1 Selection
Hutter and Legg (2006) discuss the standard selection schemes such as, proportion-
ate, truncation, ranking and tournament selection as well as less common schemes,
such as Boltzmann selection. Any evolutionary selection mechanism can be utilised,
although tournament selection is most commonly used in GP, closely followed by fitness-
proportionate selection (Poli et al., 2008).
Selection is used as a means to choose programs for reproduction or crossover. The
selection pressure is a property of a selection algorithm, which controls how highly
favoured fitter individuals are. An algorithm with a high selection pressure is strongly
biased towards fitter individuals, whilst a weaker selection pressure is less discriminative.
A stronger selection pressure may cause genetic diversity to decline, constraining the
algorithm to a local optimum and contributing to premature convergence. Conversely,
low selection pressure may damage the e↵ectiveness of the evolutionary algorithm.
2.6.1.1 Fitness-proportionate Selection
Fitness-proportionate selection can be summarised as follows (Koza, 1992):
1. Calculate sum of the fitnesses of each individual in the population.
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2. Generate a pseudo-random number in the interval between 0 and the sum of all
fitnesses in the population.
3. Loop through the individuals in the population and sum the fitnesses incrementally,
up to the current individual. When the sum becomes greater than the generated
random number, return from the loop with the current individual.
This method is often referred to as roulette-wheel selection, as it can be easily visualised
as a wheel, where the areas occupied by an individual are scaled by fitness, Figure 2.10.
Individual D
10%
Individual C
20%
Individual B
30%
Individual A
40%
Figure 2.10: Simple roulette wheel selection example
Those that cover a larger area are more likely to be selected, therefore, selection pressure
is determined by the nature of the fitness function. If there are large deviations in
fitnesses the selection pressure is greater. Thus, to increase or reduce the selection
pressure, each fitness can be raised to a power in the interval R(0,1) or R(0, 1),
respectively.
2.6.1.2 Hybrid Selection Methods
With many factors to be considered, such as population size, mutation and crossover
rates, and selection parameters, it is often di cult to decide upon an appropriate se-
lection pressure. There are hybrid methods attempting to combat this, which combine
or incorporate additional selection methods. For example, Hutter and Legg (2006) de-
veloped a fitness uniform selection scheme (FUSS), which “generates selection pressure
toward sparsely populated fitness regions, not necessarily toward higher fitness”. Eiben
et al. (1999) and Hutter and Legg (2006) also argue that often constant values for se-
lection parameters are not su cient at all. Further approaches preserve the diversity of
the individuals within the population using niching methods, allowing for convergence
to multiple solutions, (Goldberg and Richardson, 1987, De Jong, 1975).
2.6.1.3 Tournament Selection
Tournament selection performs selection across groups comprising of randomly chosen
individuals from within a population. Tournaments typically comprise of two programs
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but the tournament size can be adjusted to alter the selection pressure (Koza, 1992).
Increasing tournament size reduces the chance that weak individuals will be chosen for
crossover and so selection pressure is increased. Tournaments are repeated until the
desired number of parents are acquired for crossover and, in most cases, after each
tournament, selected parents are reintroduced into the population, enabling reselection
(Koza, 1992). This is the most common selection routine utilised in GP and allows for
easy adjustment of selection pressure, thus, it is used in all evolutionary optimisations
in this work.
2.6.2 Crossover
Crossover is a recombination of two parent programs, producing genetic variation in
subsequent generations. The parents are chosen by means of a fitness-based selection
method, as previously discussed. There are many variations of crossover, of which
subtree crossover is most prolific, (Koza, 1992, Poli et al., 2008). Subtree crossover begins
by randomly selecting a point in each tree based on a uniform probability distribution.
As the parents are typically of di↵erent size the random number is chosen between one
and the length of the s-expression, which represents the program tree as a list. However,
to ensure there is genetic material from both parents present in the resulting program
the root node is excluded. The subtree rooted at the crossover point in the first tree
is then combined with the subtree rooted at the crossover point in the second tree,
Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: Subtree crossover resulting in one child (Poli et al., 2008)
Owing to the uniform selection of crossover points, terminals are more commonly se-
lected, leading to trees with an average branching factor (the number of children of each
node) of at least two (Poli et al., 2008). This results in small exchanges of genetic ma-
terial reducing the e↵ectiveness of the genetic operator, thus, reducing the diversity in
the program population. Koza (1992) suggests introducing bias into the selection of the
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crossover points, where functions are chosen more frequently as the roots of subtrees.
It is obvious from Figure 2.11 that it is possible to return two o↵spring from crossover,
but this is not commonly used (Poli et al., 2008). Instead, only one subtree is chosen
from each parent, thus, we are e↵ectively discarding all other material not included at
the crossover point. However, it is still possible that this discarded genetic material be
included in another crossover, should the same program happen to be reselected.
2.6.3 Mutation
In GP the most commonly used form of mutation is subtree mutation, as in Figure 2.12,
(Poli et al., 2008). A point within the program tree is chosen randomly based on a
uniform distribution. The subtree rooted at this point is then replaced by a randomly
generated tree. Point mutation is another method, inspired by bit-flip mutations, an
operation often utilised within GAs (Koza, 1992). A random node is selected within
the program tree, however only the function or terminal is replaced at this node and in
the case of a function, one of the same arity is chosen. Point mutations often consider
every node in a tree in turn, where there is a certain probability that each node will be
mutated, unlike subtree mutation where each program is considered and mutated once.
The percentage chance of mutation is typically much lower than that of crossover and
often considers every program in a population regardless of fitness.
Figure 2.12: Subtree mutation, (Poli et al., 2008)
2.7 Obstacles in GP
According to most practitioners, GP has many inherent issues. These must be tackled to
ensure the search space is fully traversed and the globally optimal solution is discovered.
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2.7.1 Premature Convergence
The most common obstacle in GP, as in numerous other search algorithms, is prema-
ture convergence, where a suboptimal solution is found as a result of loss in diversity
(Blickle and Thiele, 1995). Across generations the gene pool is narrowed or flooded with
the selection of fitter individuals and the introduction of new individuals consisting of
genetic material from two selected parents. At an intuitive level, this is desirable but
can also narrow the search space too hastily, possibly removing genetic material that
may contribute to a globally optimal solution. Variation is eliminated from a popu-
lation of reasonably fit individuals before the global optimum is discovered (McKay,
2001). Fitness sharing aims to preserve and enhance the diversity of individuals within
a population (McKay, 2001, Ciesielski and Mawhinney, 2002, Xie, 2005). The concept
is based upon a metric, which measures the genetic diversity in individuals. Individuals
that are genetically similar are forced to share their fitness or are penalised. Isolated
individuals retain their fitness value achieved and so are now more likely to survive.
2.7.2 Bloat
Another common concern in GP is bloat (Gustafson et al., 2004). The genetic operators
applied to individuals, namely crossover, cause the average size or depth of programs to
grow rapidly. Large individuals are computationally more expensive to evaluate and, if
found to be a solution, execution time in applications where speed is a requirement, such
as in real-time systems, becomes a problem (Song et al., 2010). Soule and Foster (1998)
observe that inactive code tends to appear lower in program trees, therefore residing
in smaller than average subtrees. During crossover these subtrees are often removed,
producing children with similar fitness. On average, the inherited subtree is larger than
that of the subtree removed, whilst the parents’ fitness is retained. This causes a growth
in average program size over a number of generations, however, Smith (1999) contends
that this is not a full explanation.
A smaller parse tree is not only easier to visualise and understand but excessive code
growth is also said to lead to stagnation in the GP, limiting the global search (Smith,
1999). Smith cites the cause of bloat as a section of code, which does not provide
any utility, called an intron. In his experiments, the resultant program trees contained
subtrees which often had no e↵ect on the fitness of the program, but may use some
allotted time or moves available to a program. Smith (1999) then goes on to define an
array of introns, which may be encountered: the hierarchical intron, the transient intron,
the asymptotic intron and the incremental fitness intron.
2.7.2.1 The Hierarchical Intron
This is an important category, which is primarily responsible for exponential code growth
and the resultant stagnation of the GP, during selection and crossover (Smith, 1999).
A hierarchical intron occurs when a subtree in a program will never be executed. This
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intron is common and has the potential for infinite growth, due to its resistance to
destruction by crossover.
2.7.2.2 A Transient Intron
Transient introns are those where subtrees have no e↵ect on the fitness of the program.
(PROGN2 MOVE (PROGN2 LEFT RIGHT))
In this example, using the artificial ant problem introduced earlier, the
(PROGN2 LEFT RIGHT) subtree could be replaced by a no-operation to no e↵ect. Al-
though common these subtrees are susceptible to change via crossover, thus, there is
less chance of them propagating through the population and causing stagnation.
2.7.2.3 Asymptotic Introns
Asymptotic introns result in small changes in fitness when crossover is performed. Con-
sider a problem where mathematical operators might be used for program functions and
numbers for terminals, where % is a protected division.
% (- Y 3) (EXP (EXP 10)))
As the first term has very little bearing on the final result, due to the size of the second
subtree, it is rendered almost immune to change by crossover.
2.8 The Application of Genetic Programming
As alluded to, certain problems, such as a UAS path planning tool, lend themselves to
being represented by hierarchical program trees, where each subtree facilitates a scenario
in flight, prioritising actions or responses based upon data driven decisions.
Canonical genetic algorithms (GAs) are also commonly used to optimise such problems,
however, a GA requires a more complex method for mapping states, decisions and actions
(a finite-state machine (FSM)), which make it less desirable. Je↵erson et al. (1991) used
a conventional genetic algorithm to solve the Santa Fe ant trail problem. The resulting
optimal FSM is presented in Figure 2.14 below the optimal program tree discovered
through genetic programming by Koza (1992). GP allows for natural, readable syntax,
making interpretation of the resulting program much simpler than that of a GA.
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Figure 2.13: An optimal tree produced in LISP via genetic programming for the Santa
Fe ant trail problem
Figure 2.14: The optimal finite-state machine for the Santa Fe ant trail problem (Jef-
ferson et al., 1991)
2.9 Conclusion
Genetic programming is useful in applications where decisions are to be made regarding
the control of a vehicle or agent. They are also easy to visualise, providing instant
feedback on how well an agent may meet an objective. Evolutionary algorithms, however,
are notoriously di cult to tune. The selection of micro-parameters, such as tree depth,
are regularly optimisation problems in themselves. Furthermore, the number of functions
and terminals required to model a problem accurately, can become excessively large,
introducing computational constraints on the optimisation. Obstacles such as premature
conversion and bloat also make GP di cult to implement. That being said, GP is
successfully applied to the single glider control problem pursued in Chapter 6 and,
owing to their easy interpretation, the optimal program trees influence the direction of
the various later contributions in this work.

Chapter 3
Route Planning and Space-filling
As alluded to, in Section 1.2.2.1, we require some computationally inexpensive objective
function to measure the optimality of trajectories based upon objectives O1 and O2,
which can be updated as each aircraft travels through the domain. This metric should
accommodate a decentralised mindset, allowing each aircraft to store local copies of
the information and communicate the updates required to keep all local copies equal.
Further to this, this objective function should allow for the easy integration of objectives
O1 and O2. In this chapter we discuss solely the metrics for the evaluation of objective
O1 and traditional methods and algorithms for path planning in uncertainty, however,
methods which lend themselves to the multi-objective optimisation of both O1 and O2
are highlighted and preferred.
Space-filling and route planning, as research areas, often overlap. Consider for example,
the heuristic solution of NP-hard Euclidean travelling salesman problems (TSP) (Garey
et al., 1976). In this chapter the fundamentals of space-filling and route planning are
first introduced, followed by specific methods for the path planning of unmanned aerial
vehicles, which are constrained by the kinodynamics of aircraft flight.
3.1 Space-filling
3.1.1 Space-filling Sampling Schemes
In Section 1.2.2 we gave a short introduction to experimental sampling plans, such as
Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS). This section gives a deeper insight into statistical
sample planning and the measures often used to determine which scheme produces the
most space-filling plans.
Consider the two, equal length, two dimensional trajectories in Figure 3.1. Simple sta-
tistical measures indicative of space-filling, such as variance, confirm intuition: these
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Figure 3.1: A 2D example: two very di↵erent, but equally space-filling curves
are two equally space-filling curves. This suggests that any reasonable space-filling met-
ric is likely to be multi-modal (even if we exclude the modes resulting from di↵erent
rotations of the same trajectory). An obvious way to approach the problem of space-
filling curves is via the well-trodden path of space-filling point clouds, which have a
rich history in statistical sample planning (design of experiments). Perhaps the most
popular formulation is the family of Latin Hypercube Designs (LHDs). These are sam-
pling schemes used in multidimensional experiments, where space-filling (computational
and physical) and good projective properties are particularly important (Roshan and
Ying, 2008). The most popular criteria for evaluating the optimality of an LHD are
the Morris-Mitchell Maximin ( p) criterion (Morris and Mitchell, 1995) and the pair-
wise correlations between columns vectors, ⇢2 (Hernandez et al., 2012). However, these
measures can be ambiguous and so multiple criteria are often used. Roshan and Ying
(2008) use a weighted, multi-objective scalar of the form w1⇢2 + w2 p and Jin et al.
(2005) use a ranked multi-objective criterion comprised of the  p, entropy and centred
L2 discrepancy criterion. They also introduce e cient methods for the evaluation of
these metrics, however, all of the aforementioned criteria are not only computationally
expensive but also scale poorly with the number of points to be evaluated, thus, making
them unsuitable for the dynamic decision making required here.
Metrics used in the evaluation of LHDs appear, on the whole, to be too computationally
expensive and often scale poorly with the number of points to be evaluated, thus, are not
suitable for use in the evaluation of our objective function. Furthermore, these methods
do not lend themselves to a decentralised system. With no centralised controller, every
aircraft would have to re-evaluate these metrics upon receiving new information or when
assessing the optimality of any new paths.
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3.1.2 Space-Filling Curves
Another source for inspiration, the space-filling curve (SFC), was developed for use in
the modelling of structures for multi-dimensional data (Xu and Tirthapura, 2014). A
space-filling curve is a continuous, surjective mapping from R to Rd, where d represents
the number of dimensions in which it exists (Haverkort and van Walderveen, 2010).
Peano (1890) proved it possible that a surjective, continuous map could exist for d > 1
and since then multiple examples for space-filling curves have been devised. The first
geometric construction for such a curve, and possibly the most well known example, is
the Hilbert curve introduced in Hilbert (1891).
Figure 3.2: Hilbert space-filling curves of increasing order
Figure 3.2 displays a Hilbert curve with orders, n, one through to six. The order n
determines both the Euclidean length of a curve, 2n   12n , and the number of discrete
cells within the unit square, 4n.
Haverkort and van Walderveen (2010) discuss several quality measures for SFCs, which
give good approximation for the lower bounds on the locality and bounding-box quality
of points along a curve in n-dimensional space.
Measures, such as those generated by the bounding box and locality algorithms pre-
sented in Haverkort and van Walderveen (2010), Wierum (2002) are non-trivial and,
once again, not suitable for our purposes owing to their high computational cost. An-
other measure concerns the clustering property of points within the domain. Moon et al.
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(2001) and Xu and Tirthapura (2014) provide formulae for the number of clusters in an
arbitrarily shaped query region or the number of contiguous sections of a curve required
to cover a query region. This measure does not appear favourable as it would require a
number of repeated evaluations within irregular domain shapes, which, again, would be
computationally demanding. However, the notion of a clustering property is an avenue
of interest if, say, the domain were split up into a number of discrete query regions post
optimisation.
(a) An optimal second order Hilbert curve (b) A suboptimal random walk
Figure 3.3: Two equal length, directed paths (starting at S and ending at E) through a
two-dimensional, discretised domain consisting 16 uniform cells
Consider the two equal length, directed paths (starting at S and ending at E) in Fig-
ure 3.3. The first (Figure 3.3a) is a Hilbert curve of order two, which visits each of
the discrete regions in the two-dimensional domain. This can be considered optimal
as each of the 16 regions contains at least one point, thus, the number of empty cells
is zero. The second (Figure 3.4) is of equal length but revisits two of the cells, thus
leaving two cells completely empty of a point. This is clearly visually suboptimal, which
is represented by the number of empty cells, two. Of course, with a continuous path,
this clustering metric will be sensitive to the number of sampling locations along a path
and the number of discrete cells we use to discretise the domain. For a large number
of cells, our clustering metric will converge to the number of sampled points, resulting
in a space-filling metric that generates little di↵erence between optimal and suboptimal
paths. Furthermore, with a small number of cells the cell size is too large to capture the
di↵erences between optimal and suboptimal paths.
Figure 3.4 splits the domains in Figure 3.3 into four instead of 16 for the same two paths.
All four cells for both paths contain at least one point, thus, the number of empty cells
for both is zero. Sensible choice of cell resolution is paramount in the e↵ectiveness of this
measure, however, additional metrics may also be employed to o↵er more confidence in
any evaluations. For example, a maximum clustering could be useful. Figure 3.4b has
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(a) An optimal second order Hilbert curve (b) A suboptimal random walk
Figure 3.4: Two equal length, directed paths (starting at S and ending at E) through a
two-dimensional, discretised domain consisting 4 uniform cells
a maximum cluster of 4 whilst Figure 3.4a has a maximum cluster of 3 implying that
the Hilbert curve has better space-filling properties, even when our original clustering
metric has failed to resolve the finer di↵erences between the paths.
These two metrics (clustering and maximum clustering) are suitable for a fast evaluation
of space-filling in a two or three dimensional domain. Unfortunately, they proved too
slow for the dynamic evaluation of space-filling in later real-time experiments, however,
they provide for a meaningful one-o↵ measure for the quality of a complete waypoint
cloud, the result of a full optimisation. In our later experiments these measures are used
in the post processing of optimised paths allowing for a comparison of algorithms and
parameter values.
3.1.3 Space-Filling Trees
Space-filling trees and space-filling curves share many similarities. However, space-filling
trees, as the name suggests, have a tree like structure comprised of a root and branch
like paths, which extend into a domain. A space-filling tree is defined as a continuous
path, which connects every point in space to any other in that same space (Ku↵ner and
LaValle, 2011). Space-filling trees perhaps have more relevance than space-filling curves
when concerned with the motion planning of vehicles and artificial intelligence, however,
they appear to be less popular, within the robotics community, than Rapidly-exploring
Random Trees (RRTs), Section 3.2.3.
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Figure 3.5: Six iterations of a space-filling tree (Ku↵ner and LaValle, 2011)
3.2 Route Planning Algorithms and Heuristic Search
Nilsson (2003) uses the TSP to apply heuristic optimisation to the field of operations
research and route planning. Most route planning exercises can be likened to the TSP in
that each move made by a vehicle has an associated cost, which will impact optimality.
That cost would likely consider time and energy but could also incorporate an entirely
bespoke fitness metric to suit application specific objectives. In our case these would
be how well space-filling a path is (O1) and the mapping accuracy for a measurable
atmospheric quantity (O2). Section 3.3 draws parallels between these two objectives
and the probability of detecting a target, a common metric used in vehicle planning
optimisations.
As alluded to, optimal solutions to these ‘hard’ problems, the TSP being one of them,
are often unlikely due to the computational complexity associated with the algorithmic
search required. For example, when solving a TSP, the number of possible routes gener-
ally grows exponentially with the number of nodes included in the connected graph, thus,
the problem soon scales beyond any reasonable computational time. Often, when solving
problems such as this, we settle for a heuristic approach, which, in general, exploits some
known or calculated information to determine which paths should be explored further.
Typically, we have no way of telling whether this solution is optimal so we accept that
it is most likely suboptimal, however, in certain applications, particularly when fast,
dynamic search is required, this solution is deemed acceptable due to the much reduced
complexity of the problem.
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When solving the TSP one might break a route down into moves or node traversals,
where each move is accessed individually. Moves would be made based on the next
best edge connected to the current node until the final node is reached. This is an
extremely simplified approach to heuristic search, however, it illustrates the greediness
often employed when solving these hard problems. When we have a much simpler
objective and information about an entire graph we can use more sophisticated heuristics.
A* search is a prime example of this.
3.2.1 A* Search
A* search is an algorithm for determining the single-source shortest path between any
two nodes in a graph with non-negative edge costs (Edelkamp and Schroedl, 2011).
It is an optimisation tool for heuristic search, commonly used in ad-hoc networks for
graph traversal, Dong and Li (2009). The A* star search algorithm performs a heuristic
search, improving search e ciency by estimating the distance between a yet unexplored
node and a goal node. Depth-first search, breadth-first search and Dijkstra’s algorithm
are also used to solve the single-source shortest path between any two nodes but do
not take advantage of this estimate, thus, they are generally less e cient, uninformed
search algorithms. In this case, the complexity of both A* and Dijkstras algorithm,
O(|E| + |V |log|V |) where E is the number of edges and V is the number of nodes,
is equal. This means an optimal solution can be found in reasonable computational
time, unlike the TSP, but also that the A* star search algorithm is just a generalised
form of Dijkstra’s algorithm, thus, in the worst case, A* will be equivalent to Dijkstra’s
algorithm. For A* star search to outperform Dijkstra’s, we rely on a good heuristic
function. With this A* will not need to expand and search all of the nodes and edges
that Dijkstra’s algorithm does.
Algorithm 3 displays pseudo code for the A* algorithm and Algorithm 4 is a function
used to generate the complete ordered path once the goal node is reached. The algorithm,
essentially, keeps track of the cost, g(n), associated with visiting a node, n, based upon
some edge weight, whilst also exploiting an estimate for potential nodes, h(n) based on
the current accumulative cost and some heuristic function. Here, g(n) is determined by
the distanceBetween function and the estimate, h(n), the heuristic function so that
f(n) = g(n) + h(n) (line 27 in Algorithm 3). Nodes with the lowest values of f(n) are
prioritised and explored first. Figure 3.6 shows the single-source shortest path between
two nodes in an OpenStreetMap graph using Algorithm 3, the Python code for which is
included in Appendix B.
Simple search algorithms, like A* search, work well for graph traversal, where nodes
and edges are known and fixed, however, for continuous path planning, where the cost
associated with edges or manoeuvres is dynamic, they are less useful. Our UAS requires
dynamic evaluation of an ever changing environment, across nodes that are not fixed in
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Algorithm 3 A*(start, goal)
Input:
start the starting node
goal the desired goal node
1: ClosedSet empty set
2: OpenSet set containing start node
3: CameFrom empty dictionary
4: g  empty dictionary
5: g[start] 0
6: f  empty dictionary
7: f [start] g[start] + heuristic(start, goal)
8: while OpenSet do
9: current node in OpenSet with lowest f
10: if current = goal then
11: return constructPath(CameFrom, goal)
12: end if
13: remove current from OpenSet
14: add current to ClosedSet
15: for each neighbour in current do
16: if neighbour in ClosedSet then
17: continue
18: end if
19: newg  g[current] + distanceBetween(current, neighbour)
20: if neighbournotinOpenSet then
21: add neighbour to OpenSet
22: else if newg   g[neighbour] then
23: continue
24: end if
25: CameFrom[neighbour] current
26: g[neighbour] newg
27: f [neighbour] g[neighbour] + heuristic(neighbour, goal)
28: end for
29: end while
30: return failure
Algorithm 4 constructPath(CameFrom, current)
Input:
CameFrom dictionary of all parent nodes and their children
current initially the goal node
1: Path [current]
2: while current in CameFrom.keys do
3: current CameFrom[current]
4: Path append current
5: end while
6: return Path
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Figure 3.6: Path optimisation between two nodes on an open street map using A* search
algorithm presented in Algorithm 3.
space but are shifted due to uncertainties in wind velocity or vehicle dynamics. However,
research in planning algorithms draws inspiration from many of these simple algorithms
to bridge the gap between algorithms for determining the single-source shortest path
between any two nodes in a known graph, where g(n) and h(n) are fairly trivial to
evaluate, and finding some optimal path traversing a dynamic graph whilst optimising
for application specific objectives, for which g(n) and h(n) are uncertain and more
troublesome to determine.
3.2.2 Voronoi Diagrams
Qu et al. (2005) begin to bridge the aforementioned gap by using A* search to find the
shortest paths between two nodes in a Voronoi diagram, a connectivity graph which can
be constructed based on information known about an environment. A Voronoi diagram
partitions a domain into regions, constructing polygons formed based on the distance
between edges and the locations of known sites (Tsourdos et al., 2010). In robotic
path planning applications, such as the one presented in the work by Qu et al. (2005),
Voronoi diagrams are utilised to find unobscured paths. Essentially, any known obstacles
are modelled as sites so that the edges of a Voronoi graph become routes, which occur
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furthest from any obstacle, thus, are more likely to avoid collisions. Figure 3.7 displays
a Voronoi diagram for 150 randomly positioned sites.
Figure 3.7: An example Voronoi diagram produced for 150 random sites, using a modified
Python implementation of Fortune’s sweeping line algorithm (Fortune, 1987), for which
the original open source code is included in Appendix C
As in the following illustrative examples, Voronoi diagrams can also be interpreted to
exploit the properties of the Voronoi (or Dirichlet) cells.
If each site is considered to be a mobile phone mast, we could reasonably assume that
each of the cells, surrounding a mast, represents the region containing users, of said
mast. Similarly, if we were to imagine each site as a supermarket, that o↵ers the same
products at the same price, we could reasonably conclude, assuming that customers
would prefer the closest store, that each cell area is a good estimation for the number
of potential customers for the shop located within it. In our UAS, optimsation of the
objective O1 aims to produce trajectories that are space-filling. If we interpret each of
these sites as feasible waypoints, a larger associated cell size indicates waypoints that
are further from any other point, thus, are more space-filling.
Borto↵ (2000) divides the domain into Voronoi polygons to produce a network of nodes
and applies a two step path-planning algorithm. The first step produces a rough, sub-
optimal path between nodes and the second uses ordinary di↵erential equations (ODEs)
with initial conditions based upon the graph solution. These ODEs represent virtual
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masses, which are repelled by obstacles via a virtual force field. This is similar to
potential field methods further discussed in Section 3.3 and Chapter 4.
3.2.3 Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees
As previously highlighted, RRTs are common place in motion planning and robotics.
LaValle (2006) introduces this incremental sampling and searching approach. RRTs
are stochastic and exploit properties of both space-filling curves and space-filling trees.
The tree is constructed so that the resolution of search gradually improves, thus, in the
limit, the tree will be e↵ective in densely covering a domain, which can be observed
in Figure 3.8. The RRT algorithm requires trees grown at each iteration. Early on,
trees rapidly reach unexplored regions and as iterations increase the tree becomes dense,
getting arbitrarily close to any chosen point within a domain (LaValle, 2006). Essentially,
an RRT can be thought of as a Monte-Carlo method, favouring search towards Voronoi
regions (or Dirichlet cells) with larger area, in a connected graph.
Figure 3.8: A coarse, far-reaching RRT at 45 iterations and a dense RRT at 2345
iterations (LaValle, 2006)
Algorithm 5 displays the steps involved in generating an RRT, generalised by LaValle
(2006). Firstly, an RRT, T , is initialised at the initial state of a vehicle in a domain,
xinit. Next for K vertices, states are generated and added to the RRT along with the
edge that joins states together based on a state transition equation, x˙ = f(x, u), where
u is vector representing inputs and x˙ the derivative of the state x over time. This state
transition equation can be thought of as the kinematic model for a particular vehicle so
that xnew can be approximated by numerical integration over time. For example, using
Euler integration yields xnew ⇡ x + f(x, u) t. If we relate this back to Algorithm 5,
newState is the function responsible for performing this integration and returning xnew
based on the nearest neighbour found in our RRT, to a randomly generated state, with
control inputs u.
Figure 3.9 displays two example RRTs, with five obstacles, produced in C++, with the
help of a nearest neighbour library (ANN) developed at the University of Maryland and
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Algorithm 5 generateRRT(xinit, K,  t)
Input:
xinit  a given initial state
K  number of vertices
 t integration time interval
T  an RRT
1: T.init(xinit)
2: for k in range 1 to K do
3: xrand  randomState()
4: xnear  nearestNeighbour(xrand, T )
5: u selectInput(xrand, xnear)
6: xnew  newState(xnear, u, t)
7: T.addVertex(xnew)
8: T.addEdge(xnear, xnew, u)
9: end for
10: return T
(a) RRT with 20 allowed iterations (b) RRT with 2000 allowed iterations
Figure 3.9: Example RRTs with 20 and 2000 allowed iterations and five circular objects
plotted in Python. Here, the dynamics of the vehicle are simplified to straight lines,
much like a ground based robot that is allowed to turn on the spot.
RRTs are extremely appealing when tackling path planning problems due to their in-
herent bias towards visiting unexplored regions of a domain. Furthermore, the RRT
algorithm requires little to no parameter tuning for good performance unlike many op-
timisation algorithms (Barraquand and Latombe, 1990). In addition, it is a simple
algorithm, which is easily adapted, allowing for easy integration into path planning
algorithms.
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Ghoshal and Shell (2011) use RRTs for the path planning of simple robots, unaware of
their position, demonstrating a decentralised approach to space-filling and environment
exploration. The agents in this study are purely reactive to messages passed from
robot to robot, which is an interesting topic for further investigation within a system
of autonomous aircraft as well as ground based robots. A decentralised approach also
reduces the amount of mandatory communication bandwidth needed to a ground station
as well reducing the range of communication required.
Levine et al. (2010) introduces the Information-rich RRT (IRRT) for target detection on
constrained environments using vehicles with complex vehicle dynamics. This implemen-
tation is computationally superior in its characterisation of constraints upon the RRT,
allowing for more complex behaviours to be reasonably modelled. The simple model for
trade-o↵ employed by Levine et al. is also novel, as it aims to strike an optimal balance
between the information gathering of a vehicle and its goal arrival. For a UAS path
planner, the information gathering may refer to the measurable atmospheric quantity,
which may require the dynamic alteration of trajectories towards areas of interest to
satisfy O2, whilst still to performing a well space-filled trajectory to satisfy O1.
Another advantage of RRT is its execution speed. This allows Nieto et al. (2010) to
perform an algorithm utilising RRTs for on-line path planning, which is what we aim to
achieve in the final iteration of our path planner. Nieto et al. use a number of heuristics
to produce collision free paths for a ground based robot, however, the method is not
suitable for applications striving for near perfect automation, as human input is used for
comparable data throughout. The use of a human operator’s best prediction to evaluate
the fitness of a found path may limit the algorithm, as the best solution may be one
that is not immediately obvious. In particular, when problems become more di cult to
visualise for a human operator, this method will become increasingly unsuitable.
Kothari and Postlethwaite (2013) use RRTs to search for optimal paths for UAVs in
uncertain environments. Combining both heuristics to improve e ciency of the algo-
rithm as well as probabilistic dynamic constraints, Kothari and Postlethwaite produce
trajectories for aircraft that are probabilistically safe in the presence of an uncertain
environment and consequently also uncertain aircraft dynamics.
Levine et al. (2013) present the information-rich rapidly-exploring random tree (IRRT)
algorithm, where the RRT algorithm is utilised to grow tree-structured graphs, for the
purpose of motion planning. The cost associated with each branch of the tree is cat-
egorised by its potential reduction in uncertainty or how informative it is. Paths are
grown incrementally by generating a number of random nodes, keeping those that form
a dynamically feasible path with the vehicle’s origin. As discussed, the probability that
a node is selected is proportional to the size of the Voronoi cell it occupies, thus, paths
tend to grow in a space-filling manner and o↵er rapid exploration of the domain Levine
et al. (2010). The IRRT algorithm, therefore, incorporates metrics for the reduction of
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uncertainty in both tree growth selection and optimal path selection. Perhaps we could
emulate this trait in optimising for both O1 and O2. Not only would paths be selected
based on their optimality but the paths to be explored are grown based upon a predicted
optimality of some kind, much like how an A* star search algorithm incorporates some
heuristic to guide exploration towards promising nodes.
Shkolnik and Walter (2009) remark, the e ciency of RRT algorithms can be jeopardised
when the kinodynamic constraints of a vehicle are complex. Each randomly generated
node must be checked for feasibility and, even after employing guided sampling Shkolnik
and Walter (2009), the generation and multi-objective evaluation of these paths in a
real-time, in-flight optimisation is unrealistic for large domains. This shortcoming is
enough to reject the RRT algorithm, as the UAS we have proposed requires multiple
computationally cheap optimisations and communication protocols to be run on-board
whilst aircraft fly. There are certainly some facets to the design and application of
the algorithm, in particular the work done in Levine et al. (2013), that provide some
inspiration when developing our UAS in Chapters 6 to 8.
3.3 Search Theory and Target Detection
Thus far we have discussed algorithms, which, predominantly, aim to find the shortest
path between two points in some connected graph, whilst also, optionally, avoiding
some obstacles. Although these algorithms serve for a vast amount of inspiration in the
development of our algorithm, they do not fully accommodate our specific application
and both objectives O1 and O2. In this section we introduce search theory and the
numerous ways popular target detection techniques have been utilised to discretise the
search of a domain in a bid to simplify the problem.
We can liken our application to those concerned with detecting targets within a domain.
If, say, a pollutant is our target, we wish to discover all regions of high pollutant concen-
tration in order to satisfy O2. Furthermore, we can liken target detection to space-filling
in two dimensions, where it is solely the ground track of the vehicle, through a number
of discrete cells in a domain, that is considered.
Target detection involves the use of ground or air vehicles, which are allowed to traverse
a domain for a select amount of time or distance, usually based upon available energy.
These vehicles are looking for targets and so need to cover the space as e ciently as
possible. Target detection techniques widely draw upon long studied techniques in op-
timal search theory, which aims to associate some cost to a search decision based upon
the probability a target will be detected.
The theory of optimal search for target detection is a well investigated field. Stone (1975)
introduces classical search theory or, more specifically, the optimal allocation of e↵ort
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to detect a target, which is considered stationary. Although much of classical search
theory does not incorporate kinematic constraints, many of the techniques are extremely
pertinent for our investigation. The work done by Stone considers applications where
the search domain can be considered two-dimensional, where sensors used for detection
cover an area determined by the sensor track and sweep width. Stone defines the target
arrangement based upon a probability distribution, which corresponds to uncertainty in
each cell of a domain. The probabilities are constructed by subjective means, however
this investigation assumes no prior knowledge of the airspace in question and so only
requires that the starting target distribution is uniform.
Stone continues by discussing models for detection, and a method of relating the e↵ort or
cost of a search decision to the probability of detecting a target. Let r be the minimum
distance between a possible target and the sensor track, i.e. the lateral range of the
sensor. Provided the probability of detection depends solely on lateral range, it can be
denoted as ↵ˆ(r). The sweep width, W of the sensor can thus be defined as
W = 2
Z 1
0
↵ˆ(r)dr.
Assuming an ideal sensor with perfect discrimination and that detection is certain within
a lateral range, d, we can state that,
↵ˆ(r) =
(
1 for 0  r  d
0 for r > d.
Since W = 2d for this case, the search area, A, is now a rectangle.
If we assume a random search, as in Stone (1975), so that: a) the target distribution is
uniform over the rectangle; b) the sensor’s track is randomly but uniformly distributed
in the rectangle; c) no e↵ort falls outside of the search region; the random-search formula
of Koopman (1956b) can be derived.
b(z) = 1  exp(  zWA ) for z   0,
where b(z) is the probability that the target is detected by the time the sensor has
travelled a track length of z. Koopman (1956a,b, 1957) discusses the original models
discussed by Stone and goes on to define some commonly used models of a similar nature,
which are based upon the probability of target detection in a time interval.
Sujit and Ghose (2004) draw inspiration from these detection functions using an algo-
rithm which aims to maximise the reduction in uncertainty across a discrete domain.
For a path, P , the sum in uncertainty values for the cells, which constitute P , are max-
imised. Sujit and Ghose define their path between a source and destination cell for a
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number of sorties, where the UAV must visit the destination and return to the source
within the available flight time. An uncertainty map is assigned to the search region,
where each cell is associated a number between 0 and 1, which represents the undetected
mass in that cell, much the same as Stone’s target distribution. If a cell is visited, the
uncertainty is reduced based on the time spent in the cell and an exponential detection
function, as proposed by Stone (1975). Sujit and Ghose use an exponential detection
function, 1   e t, where t is the time spent in the cell and   is a scaling factor, known
as the detection rate. The philosophy behind this function is the same behind those
formulated by Koopman and used by Stone. The function has diminishing returns, as
the result of spending more time in a certain cell in the domain gives a decreasing return
on the probability of detection.
Another approach, which appears to draw inspiration from this technique, is the poten-
tial field method proposed by Khatib (1985). This method is primarily used for obstacle
avoidance and is covered in more depth in Chapter 4 when discussing mechanisms for
collision avoidance. Essentially the vehicle is repelled by regions, which are presumed
to contain obstacles. Prior knowledge of the domain in this case is assumed, making it
di cult to pursue, however the idea that the aircraft would be repelled by areas that
have been visited more and attracted to areas that have been less discovered bares a
resemblance to classical search methods.
The classical search methods used here often decompose the domain into cells. Paths
are constructed by connecting adjacent cells, thus, the result often oversimplifies ve-
hicle dynamics. The next section aims to introduce some mechanisms for producing
kinematically constrained paths that better represent the flight of aircraft.
3.4 Flyable Paths for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
Path planning, has roots in ground-based robotics through to the route planning for
modern UAVs. The constraints placed on a coordinated path include kinematics, safety,
the operational environment and those inherent of the predetermined mission. The
complex matter of path planning is tackled with a variety of two dimensional (2D) and
three dimensional (3D) techniques (Tsourdos et al., 2010). A flyable path ensures that
the motion of the UAV remains within the UAV’s achievable flight envelope. The focus
of Tsourdos et al. mostly remains upon the optimisation of the planned path, which is
ideally suited to this investigation. However, Tsourdos et al. (2010) define an optimal
route as one that joins two predetermined sites in the shortest distance or time, whilst
avoiding collisions – essentially, a network traversing problem, such as those discussed
in previous sections, with kinematic constraints. This gives little use to the majority of
the techniques discussed by Tsourdos et al., as an optimal path for this path planning
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UAS is space-filling one where waypoints are not predetermined, however, methods for
generating the paths themselves are still entirely relevant.
Tsourdos et al. (2010) discuss a multitude of methods to produce flyable paths including
Clothoid paths and Dubins paths, but the most notable is the Pythagorean Hodograph
(PH) further discussed by Farouki and Ne↵ (1995). This is commonly used to produce
a higher resolution, flyable path based on a series of coarser waypoints produced by a
discrete cell decomposition based model. Hwangbo et al. (2007) decide upon a coarse
global path, and then use a fine local motion planner to compute a more accurate
trajectory, based on 2D Dubins curves. Yang and Sukkarieh (2008) use a method similar
to PH curves, whereby a path smoothing algorithm is used to generate a continuous
curvature path, satisfying the UAVs constraint on minimum radius of curvature. PH
curves are e↵ectively five point cubic Bezier curves, where the intermediate points are
generated via Hermite interpolation of the outermost points. The boundary conditions
for these are dictated by the orientation of the aircraft and some constant, which should
ideally be chosen to produce a minimum energy curve (Farouki, 1996).
Considering the expensive nature of running an ODE solver or flight simulator (see
Chapter 5) for every node in a program tree, it is beneficial to simplify aircraft flight by
subdividing the airspace into a discrete number of cells as is commonly done in target
detection algorithms. Platzman and Bartholdi (1989) discuss the setup of a TSP, which
uses a similar method. Cells are treated as nodes, which can be visited and are connected
like a simple network. As alluded to, at the beginning of this chapter, a TSP can be
likened to this investigation since it would be desirable if our gliders could visit as many
discrete cells in a domain within a given time constraint (Oberlin et al., 2010). Hwangbo
et al. (2007), Sujit and Ghose (2004, 2010) further develop this idea for use within the
field of autonomous aircraft. The direction of these articles are fairly di↵erent but the
problem setups are very similar. Hwangbo et al. (2007) uses a square cell to discretise
the volume of airspace in question, see Figure 3.10. This allows the grid to be sized
based upon the minimum turn radius, Rmin of the aircraft. So the cell resolution should
be
2
3
⇥Rmin.
Sujit and Ghose (2004) propose that the search region be partitioned into a collection
of identical regular hexagonal cells, as in Figure 3.11. This allows the aircraft to move
in six directions and arrive in any neighbouring cell whilst expending the same amount
of energy. The solution presented by Hwangbo et al. allows for equal energy, E, in four
directions, whilst the other four are equal to
p
2E according to Pythagoras’ theorem.
Using hexagonal cells does limit the number of headings from eight to six, whilst making
the sizing of the cells problematic. Provided the cells are large enough, the UAV is
able to manoeuvre and change its heading to any of the six directions, however when
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Figure 3.10: A discrete cell as in Hwangbo et al. (2007)
considering a smaller search space and higher cell resolution, Hwangbo et al.’s solution
appears superior.
Figure 3.11: A discrete cell as in Sujit and Ghose (2004)
Hwangbo et al. also employ an attractive invention referred to as control based action
sampling. This uses motion primitives, as in Figure 3.12, which are a set of feasible
vehicle manoeuvres based on the dynamic characteristics of an aircraft at a given state.
Hwangbo et al. propose interconnecting these motion primitives to produce more com-
plex behaviours. For fast computation these motion primitives can be precomputed via
a flight dynamics model, allowing for a simple lookup table to be used within a discre-
tised path planner. This method still requires an accurate model for the dynamics of an
aircraft, however, for any given state there will only be a finite number of simulations
required, based upon achievable states. The use of motion primitives is attractive and
discussed more thoroughly in the following section.
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Figure 3.12: Control based action sampling as in Hwangbo et al. (2007)
3.5 Motion Primitives for Flight
Hwangbo et al. (2007) use the combination of a greedy, coarse global heuristic com-
bined with a much denser local planner to produce an algorithm capable of producing
a reasonable suboptimal trajectory for aircraft intended to navigate a number of ob-
stacles. Where the optimal trajectory is one of shortest length that reaches the target
area without hitting an obstacle. In order to improve the e ciency of the dense, local
planner a look up table is used to represent the dynamics of the aircraft. For Hwangbo
et al. this look up table contains a precomputed set of feasible motions available to
the aircraft, holding the dynamic characteristics of the aircraft at any of the possible
states throughout the flight. Stitching any of these possible motions together from each
motions initial and final state, will produce the more advanced manoeuvres. Hwangbo
et al. sets up a grid of points in front of the aircraft and, using dynamically defined
Dubins curves, generates a look up table containing the manoeuvres possible within the
aircraft’s kinematic constraints.
There are other examples, whether it be with ground or air vehicles, where path planning
relies on a number of motion primitives for a vehicle. Often these motion primitives are
used to retain a reasonably accurate solution whilst reducing the computational cost of a
trajectory optimisation. Vonasek et al. (2013), Bakolas and Tsiotras (2008) use motion
primitives to simplify the motion planning of ground vehicles and robots. Bakolas and
Tsiotras (2008), much like Hwangbo et al. (2007) uses motion primitives to navigate
a partially known environment, where paths should avoid obstacles or mountainous
regions of terrain and join two points in the domain for the least time penalty. The
primitives in Bakolas and Tsiotras (2008) describe the motion of a ground vehicle, thus,
the implementation requires a less complex dynamics model. Nonetheless, the work done
by Bakolas and Tsiotras provides more validation for the e ciency of such schemes.
Vonasek et al. (2013) carried out more complex work with ground vehicles, using a
Rapidly Exploring Random Tree (RRT) algorithm to explore a region with mixed terrain.
Each type of terrain requires a di↵erent set of motion primitives, which are precomputed
for each of the vehicles used.
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Motion primitives are less mature in three-dimensional space but are still common prac-
tice in the path planning of aerial vehicles. Pachikara et al. (2013) explores the use
of sequential motion primitives to produce a high level motion planner for an aircraft,
under environmental constraints. Xu et al. (2013) refers to the use of a motion library
based on the dynamics equations governing the flight of a UAV, to find optimal trajec-
tories, which might otherwise have been di cult to find because of an aircraft’s flight
envelope restrictions. Quadrotors and model helicopters are also well represented in the
literature. Frazzoli (2002) has a novel approach to the use of motion primitives for co-
ordinating a multi-vehicle system. Frazzoli defines a language, which describes a finite
number of possible motions and interactions based upon the dynamic constraints of a
small model helicopter. Creating a bespoke language allows for versatility in the optimi-
sation scheme. Although attractive, the look up table based approach provides for more
e cient interchangeability. If the aircraft in question were altered, the aerodynamic
properties refined, or the geometry of the primitives reassessed, it is extremely simple to
alter the file containing the motion primitive data and the optimisation scheme would
not need revising. Pivtoraiko et al. (2013) use motion primitives to produce real-time
motions of a quadrotor, despite the high dimensionality of the problem and complex,
altering dynamics of the system, thus, providing confidence that an on-board UAS path
planner is plausible in complex environments, which consider both wind and terrain.
Many of the route planning techniques discussed in this chapter are closely linked with
methods developed in artificial intelligence, a field dedicated to replicating human be-
haviour and perception in the development of artificial systems. In the next chapter, we
first discuss this field as a whole then delve into areas within artificial intelligence which
will aid in addressing the rational behaviour of a system of multiple unmanned aerial
vehicles for optimsiing a set of objectives.
3.6 Conclusion
Space-filling techniques have seemingly influenced many of the algorithms used in the
path planning of vehicles, whether it be in the pursuit of a target or the shortest path
between two points in a complex graph. Path planning can be discretised to simplify
the problem, as in Sujit and Ghose (2004), or multi-iteration methods can be used to
maintain a continuous domain, as in Levine et al. (2010). In this thesis, both tacts are
exploited. First, the domain is discretised and the kinematics of the aircraft simpli-
fied. Later, motion primitives are utilised to include a real-time, continuous flight path,
whilst allowing for pre-computed flight manoeuvres. Methods for introducing heuristic
optimisation into the growth of these manoeuvres into multi-step paths, inspired by the
IRRT, are also developed in Chapter 8.
Chapter 4
Artificial Intelligence
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Artificial Intelligence and Rationality
“Artificial intelligence (AI) is the Science and Engineering domain concerned with the
theory and practice of developing systems that exhibit the characteristics we associate
with intelligence in human behaviour.” (Tecuci, 2012).
Russell and Norvig (2009) compare a typical human response and a rational response.
Experimental psychologists who scrutinize human reasoning have concluded that hu-
man subjects appear to “regularly and systematically invoke inferential and judgemental
strategies ranging from the merely invalid to the genuinely bizarre.” (Stich, 1985). The
study of irrational behaviour is heavily debated and concerns many areas of research
including cognitive science, economics, game theory, and evolutionary psychology. Ta-
ble 4.1 reproduced from Russell and Norvig (2009) attempts to compare human rea-
soning with rational reasoning to indicate how artificial intelligence di↵ers from human
intelligence.
Modelling human cognition is not only complex but also produces unpredictable and
irrational decisions. Within economics this may be useful because it is these human
decisions that are to be simulated but in an engineering application this does not make
sense. Consider a pilot attempting to fly an aircraft along an optimally space-filling
trajectory. Visually detecting an optimal heading or dynamic processing of multiple
datasets would be inaccurate and unreliable whilst also being adversely a↵ected by
cognitive factors associated with human decision making (perhaps close proximity to
another aircraft induces irrational concern and so negatively a↵ected an otherwise opti-
mal heading). Using sensor measurements, e cient data interpretation and programmed
logic, a UAV can make these decisions quickly and rationally. However, the limits to
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Thinking Humanly Thinking Rationally
“The exciting new e↵ort to make computers
think...machines with minds, in the full and
literal sense.” (Haugeland, 1989)
“The study of mental faculties through the
use of computational models” (Charniak
and McDermott, 1985)
“[The automation of] activities that we as-
sociate with human thinking, activities such
as decision-making, problem-solving, learn-
ing...” (Bellman, 1978)
“The study of the computation that make it
possible to perceive, reason, and act.” (Win-
ston, 1992)
Acting Humanly Acting Rationally
“The art of creating machines that perform
functions that require intelligence when per-
formed by people” (Kurzweil, 1990)
“Computational Intelligence is the study of
design of intelligent agents”” (Poole et al.,
1998)
“The study of how to make computers do
things which, at the moment, people are bet-
ter” (Rich and Knight, 1991)
“AI...is concerned with the intelligent be-
haviour in artefacts” (Nilsson, 1998)
Table 4.1: Some definitions of artificial intelligence reproduced from Russell and Norvig
(2009)
the logic of a UAV would be constrained by the quality of the decision architecture
programmed before flight. Therefore, the optimality of a flight would depend on how
intelligent a UAV or artificial agent is, as well as how much interaction each agent is
allowed with its environment and fellow agents.
4.1.2 Agents and Agent Based Systems
An agent is a program that acts autonomously, whilst perceiving its environment, and
can adapt to change (Russell and Norvig, 2009). This ‘perceive and adapt’ feedback
between an agent and the system in which it exists allows it to create, pursue and
optimise goals. A rational agent acts to achieve the best possible outcome for itself
based on the expected outcome and is uncertain of the a↵ects of other agents on the
system. As alluded to, much of the research on how these decisions are made to maximise
the utility of an agent is due to scholars of economics. Interestingly this also often
introduces cooperative e↵ects and the interesting discussion: are crowds more intelligent
than individuals?
Surowiecki (2005) writes about the accumulation of information in groups, which results
in decisions that are often better than those made by any individual member of the
same group. Smith (1776) began the debate, studying the manner in which choices were
made to give the preferred outcome, or to maximise utility. This gave rise to decision
theory, combining probability and utility theory and providing a formal framework for
decision making whether it be economic or otherwise. Decision theory, however, can
only be used under uncertainty, where probabilistic descriptions su ciently capture the
agent’s environment.
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To model smaller economies where each agent should be concerned with the actions of
others, game theory was introduced (Neumann and Morgenstern, 1947). Game theory
introduced the notion that one agent’s actions could positively or negatively a↵ect the
utility of another in the system, which is true of robotic systems as well as economic
systems. This idea can be applied to a multiple UAV system where aircraft are trying
to detect a target with a single sortie of finite length across a finite domain. If no
aircraft is aware of the decisions made by any other they may cover similar space in the
domain. The utility of any succeeding aircraft is therefore more likely to be lower, as the
uncertainty across the whole domain may not have been reduced to the fullest potential.
Decision making in a space-filling UAS, where interactions between neighbouring vehicles
are compulsory, a probabilistic description for each point in a region is required. This
description estimates how well visited a region in a domain is based upon communicated
information from neighbouring aircraft. Of course, uncertainty in the description of
the environment may arise due to the limited communication range and bandwidth
available to each aircraft, thus, limiting the completeness of communicated information.
If information is centralised this additional uncertainty can be overcome.
4.2 Intelligent Agents
Weiss (2013) and Wooldridge and Jennings (1995) consider an agent to be intelligent
if it exhibits three behavioural properties in order to maximise an objective function:
pro-activeness, reactivity, social ability. Creating agents with each individual quality is
not di cult but the combination of all three is what makes creating intelligent agents,
that adhere to this definition, a challenge.
4.2.1 Proactive Agents
Proactive agents are intelligent agents with initiative. They are able to make decisions
in order to satisfy an objective (Weiss, 2013). Pro-activeness is fairly trivial, as any
written code forms a recipe for a procedure that reaches a goal, however a simple model
for procedural programming is not acceptable when it comes to creating an intelligent
agent (Weiss, 2013).
4.2.2 Reactive Agents
An intelligent agent is a component in a system in which the agent’s environment cannot
be assumed static whilst a procedure is executing. In particular in environments with
multiple agents, which can all a↵ect the environment, procedures must be dynamic or
responsive to changes whilst executing.
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Reactive agents are able to perceive their environment and respond to changes in their
surroundings dynamically in order to satisfy an objective (Weiss, 2013). Agents should
systematically attempt to achieve an objective through procedures but must not execute
these procedures blindly without considering a dynamic environment. From another
standpoint, an agent cannot be reacting to an environment interminably and thus not
concentrating on a single objective for long enough to accomplish it. This is a trade-o↵
which has perplexed agent designers, who have proposed many methods to satisfy both
proactive and reactive properties in agents (Weiss, 2013, Jennings, 2001, Ducatelle et al.,
2005).
4.2.3 Social Agents
Intelligent agents with social ability can communicate with fellow agents or a human
controller in order to satisfy an objective, that is to say that they are interactive. In
order to optimise its own objective an agent must be able to negotiate and/or cooperate
with other agents in the system. Not only does this require the passage of information
between agents but also a means by which they can interact, compare objectives and
adapt their own decisions.
4.3 Multi-agent Systems
Many applications require interaction between multiple intelligent agents to optimise
an objective. These systems are called Multi-agent Systems (MAS). It is important to
realise that the result of an agent based simulation in a MAS cannot be fully described
by the sum of the agents which comprise it. It is often the case that any organisation
in a system will be an emergent property based upon the interactions between agents.
The concepts of emergence and complexity within adaptive systems are demonstrated
in research within complexity science (Bianchi, 2011).
A system can be considered complex when the observed macroscopic e↵ects cannot be
fully understood without knowledge of the interactions between its constituent parts.
Further to this, a complex system cannot be fully understood with only knowledge of
the interactions at the micro-level (Holland, 1995, 1998). This is owed to the emergence
of behaviour in a system based upon the interactions among individual parts of the
system as opposed to the properties of the individual parts, making it impossible to
study a complex system simply as a whole. Agent based models (ABM) are often used
to emerge laws and conventions within a system with a bottom-up approach (Shoham
and Leyton-Brown, 2008), which di↵ers from the top-down approach commonly em-
ployed for MAS in engineering applications. However, elements of ABM can be used in
engineering applications to evolve the decision making abilities of agents, introducing
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decision heuristics that may otherwise have not been imagined by a human operator.
Sycara (1998) describes MAS as systems where each agent has incomplete information
and insu cient proficiency for reaching a global objective. Further to this there is no
global control on the system and data is decentralised and so not completely available
to all agents.
4.3.1 Agent Communication
MAS are distributed systems, which requires the specification of agent communication
and interaction protocol. However, the autonomous and heterogeneous nature of agents
in a MAS require agent interaction protocols that go beyond those of a traditional
distributed network or system, (Weiss, 2013). In engineering applications the e↵ective-
ness of agent cooperation, or interoperation, is highly dependent on protocol quality,
each agents enactment of their protocol and the conformance of each agent to their
roles within the system and respective definitions in the protocol. The di culty here is
achieving a balance between conserving autonomy in the system whilst attempting to
constrain the interaction between agents for interoperation. Traditional AI approaches
to communicate aim to simplify the programming of such a protocol. Of particular
interest are knowledge-based systems, where each agent makes decisions based upon its
knowledge of an environment or other agents, which simplifies communication between
agents to simple transfer of information. Of course this may oversimplify agent inter-
action as it neglects to include negotiation among agents, which is fundamental to a
MAS.
4.4 Agent Negotiation and Heuristics
4.4.1 Negotiation
Agent negotiation reduces to a series of deals or agreements between agents, which result
in a set of possible outcomes. These outcomes can be defined in a number of ways with
the simplest being a single continuous or discrete set of outcomes based upon a single
issue. Weiss (2013) gives the example where two agents must split a tank of petrol
between them. A continuous scenario would represent the outcome in the interval [0, 1],
where this represents a percentage of the tank. A discrete single-issue scenario might
be the allocation of time slots to multiple teachers. Of course more complex negotiation
extends this to encompass multi-issue scenarios where multiple negotiations must be
made for a set of outcomes. An example might be the negotiation of a time and place
to eat lunch in the o ce. Both time and place are negotiated and the outcome becomes
a space domain defined by combinations of choices available for each issue.
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Negotiation is essentially the reallocation of resource. Each agent will have their own
preference to a resource and will negotiate to improve their utility, which may or may
not di↵er from that of the agent they are in negotiation with.
Game theory, introduced in Section 4.1.2, can be used to model and analyse negotia-
tion in a MAS. Within game theory bilateral negotiations, much like the fuel example
used above, can be modelled with cooperative or non-cooperative negotiations. In a
cooperative game, agents can negotiate for outcomes that are mutually beneficial. Con-
versely, a non-cooperative game relies solely on individual agent incentive, where agents
are self-interested only. The Prisoner’s Dilemma can be used to illustrate the di↵er-
ence between the two strategies on the outcomes of a game played between two agents.
Poundstone (1992) defines the dilemma as follows. Two men are imprisoned and indi-
vidually o↵ered a Faustian bargain, which involves either betraying the other prisoner
by testifying that the other had committed the o↵ence or cooperating with the other
prisoner and remaining silent. The decision from both parties results in the following
three outcomes:
• If both choose to betray each other they both remain in prison for two years
• If one decides to betray but the other to remain silent, the first will be set free
and the latter cooperator will remain in prison for three years
• If both remain silent, both will serve one year in prison
The game can therefore be represented in a payo↵ matrix, Figure 4.1, where years in
prison is given a negative value in keeping with the idea that utility should be maximised.
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Figure 4.1: The Prisoner’s Dilemma payo↵ matrix
If this game is assumed non-cooperative the dominant strategy for each prisoner would be
to betray the other, giving a non Pareto optimal equilibrium outcome of ( 2, 2), which
results in two years in prison for each player. If it were to be played cooperatively both
prisoners would opt to cooperate with a Pareto optimal outcome of ( 1, 1). It seems
that a cooperative model is of much greater use within a MAS of engineering application.
Engineering problems often require the global optimisation of an objective (or several)
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and therefore the optimality of the overall outcome of a negotiation is important, making
the optimality of an individual’s utility at another’s expense unfavourable.
Game theoretic approaches can also be applied to multi-issue negotiations, where multi-
ple factors are to be negotiated for a domain of possible outcomes. Multi-issue bargaining
requires a number of procedures or protocols to be in place to determine how each issue
is negotiated. Ponsati et al. (1994) describe the four key protocols for bargaining in
multi-issue negotiations.
Global bargaining addresses all of the issues at once in an attempt to optimise the
global problem.
Independent/separate bargaining separates each individual issue and performs
completely independent negotiations on each.
Sequential bargaining with independent implementation considers one issue at
a time in an order defined by an agenda. After agreement on an issue it is imme-
diately acted upon and the next issue is then negotiated.
Sequential bargaining with simultaneous implementation is similar to the
above but the outcome of an issue is not carried out until all subsequent issues are
negotiated and agreed upon.
4.4.2 Cooperative Models for Negotiation
Cooperative models for negotiation are mainly based upon work introduced by Nash
(1950, 1953). He analysed the bargaining problem with an economic application in
mind and using an axiomatic approach he produced a solution that determines how
much each individual should expect to benefit from any bargaining situation. Nash
mathematically described the utility and outcomes for a negotiation and, based upon
these, formulated a number of axioms that a reasonable solution to a negotiation should
comply with.
Individual Rationality asserts that the result of a negotiation for each individual
should not be less than what an individual would have received had the negotiation
broken down under disagreement.
Symmetry asserts that the result of a negotiation should be individual independent.
That is to say, any asymmetries in an individuals pay-o↵ is solely dependent on
an individuals utility function or negotiation protocol.
Strong E ciency asserts that the solution to a negotiation should be feasible and
Pareto optimal.
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Invariance asserts that linear alterations made to the utility of an individual should
not alter the result of a negotiation. Instead the individual should value its pay-o↵
by said linear change.
Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives asserts that the elimination of possible
negotiation solutions, which would not have been chosen anyway, does not a↵ect
the final solution.
Nash’s work has also been extended to account for situations where information is in-
complete. Myerson (1984) surveys the logical issues with negotiation in uncertainty,
which applies to most real world systems. Uncertainty in a UAS designed for atmo-
spheric research is inherent. Until areas of interest are identified they are unknown and
may only be known to the aircraft that have discovered them. Further to this if data
is decentralised each aircraft will be uncertain of areas explored by other aircraft unless
the data has been communicated.
4.4.3 Approximate Algorithms for Distributed Optimisation
Heuristic approaches are also utilised when designing negotiation protocol between
agents. When multiple issues are negotiated, the equilibrium for Pareto optimality
may be computationally hard to compute. Heuristics can be employed to predict an
opponent’s agendas and generate counter-o↵ers (Faratin et al., 2002), reducing the time
required to find a negotiation solution.
4.5 Distributed Intelligence and Multiagent Learning
Agents operating in unknown environments must possess the ability to learn from pre-
vious negotiations and decisions. For a UAS designed for atmospheric research this is
extremely pertinent as each agent must have the ability, at some level, to account for the
actions of other agents in the system at a macro scale and exploit them. Further to this,
they must act in a manner that improves decisions made by other agents in the future.
In engineering applications, learning agents within a MAS present a validated approach
to distributed control systems such as multirobot coordination, (Weiss, 2013). There
are also many benefits to producing MAS with learning agents, which can contribute to
modularity and reliability of a UAS.
Robustness Robustness is important in a system involving the control of multiple air
vehicles. The decentralised nature of a multiagent approach ensures that if single
components fail, the system will still operate properly. A centralised approach has
a single point of contact between all aircraft, making the system susceptible to
complete failure or communication loss.
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E ciency The speed of computation is important in a dynamic UAS where the time
taken to make decisions will directly a↵ect the optimality of a solution. The
decentralised nature of a MAS allows computation to occur in parallel, allowing
independent task completion.
Reconfigurability MAS are inherently modular allowing for components to be inter-
changed. This is particularly useful when introducing a variety of aircraft to the
UAS as well as streamlining the development of MAS software.
Scalability Decentralised systems largely scale better than centralised systems as
agents do not require full information about the environment to operate and rely
upon agent communication.
There are a number of paradigms associated with multiagent learning (MAL), for ex-
ample, reinforcement learning (RL), evolutionary theory and nature. Sutton and Barto
(1998) describe RL as an agent learning what to do over time or how to map actions
available to it so as to maximise a numerical reward signal. Essentially, RL rewards
desirable behaviour in agents so as to encourage a behavioural change over time, with
the objective of RL being the ability to map all agent states to available actions so as to
maximise reinforcement in agents. RL is a semi-supervised learning technique, meaning
the agent learns from exploring available actions and determining a utility to assign to
each. Sutton and Barto (1998) present Figure 4.2, which illustrates the basic concept of
RL. At time step t, the agent has a state, st and performs the action at, resulting in a
reward or utility of rt and a new state, st+1.
Figure 4.2: A basic reinforcement learning scheme (Sutton and Barto, 1998).
4.5.1 Markov Decision Processes
The majority of studies conducted on single-agent RL systems are based upon the
Markov decision process (MDP) framework (Puterman, 2008). For example, Ragi and
Chong (2013) use MDPs to track one or more targets with UAVs, under a number of
environmental constraints, including obstacles. Al-Sabban et al. (2013) produce optimal
energy flight paths for a single UAV in a temporallly and spacially variable wind field
using MDPs. MDPs, much like RL, aim to map a set of actions to the states of an
agent and are defined by a tuple, hS,A, T,Ri, where S is a set of states, A is a set of
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actions, T is a transition function and R is a reward function. The transition and re-
ward functions provide a model for the environment in which the agent exists. MDPs all
obey the Markov property : the dynamics, transitions and rewards at any point in time
depend solely on the current state of the agent. Ultimately an MDP aims to locate an
optimal policy for selecting actions with maximal expected accumulated future reward.
Puterman (2008) defines the value, V , of a policy, ⇡, as a function of the current state,
s, where   determines the importance of future rewards:
V ⇡(s) = E
" 1X
t=0
 tR(st)|s0 = s
#
(4.1)
A myopic value, where only the immediate reward is considered and optimised, is
achieved when   is set to zero. A   greater than zero will add to the importance of
future rewards in the value and so future rewards will contribute more to the result.
This leads neatly to a trade-o↵ within MDP exploration. Clearly an exhaustive explo-
ration of all possible actions and subsequent states from any given initial state becomes
computationally intensive when the finite list of available actions and states becomes
large. The trade-o↵, therefore, becomes one between optimality and speed of execu-
tion, more specifically when to stop or limit exploration and start exploring the values
calculated thus far.
Greedy exploration selects the best action thus far. This approach discounts the
further exploration of immediate actions that are less good and so is inclined to
produce suboptimal solutions.
"-greedy exploration behaves greedily most of the time but also has a random ele-
ment for action selection to improve variability. A greedy action is chosen with a
probability 1  " and a random action is chosen with a probability ".
Boltzmann exploration chooses actions probabilistically, where better actions are
exponentially more likely to be selected. This approach also includes a parameter,
⌧ , that controls the degree of exploration. The probability, pj , for selecting an
action, aj , can be expressed as follows (Weiss, 2013):
pj =
e
Q(s,aj)
⌧P
ie
Q(s,aj)
⌧
. (4.2)
⌧ is selected to calibrate the level of exploration and exploitation of knowledge,
where low values increase the probability of selecting the optimal action and higher
values cause all action probabilities to converge. Chen et al. (2011) begin with a
high value for ⌧ , reducing it as the simulation progresses to good e↵ect. Weiss
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(2013) concurs, stating that this technique, also referred to as annealing, will, in
most cases, produce the best results.
When extending MDPs to systems with multiple agents, the basic model presented is
insu cient.The interaction of agents through RL requires the introduction of Markov
games, which become more complex. Moreover, for MDPs to be useful, the map of
actions to states must be consistent so that learning is e↵ective. In the UAS we propose
an action, such as a control input, will not repeatedly result in the same state of a
vehicle. Due to the spatial nature of the objectives O1 and O2, states would define a
position in the domain, thus, there could be infinitely many states. The inevitability that
one action may map to many states suggests that MDPs are not suited to the problem
presented here, particularly when a dynamic enviroment is also to be considered. Let
us insted explore some learning techniques rooted in evolutionary theory, inspired by
natural systems.
4.5.2 Swarm Intelligence
Swarm intelligence is a machine learning paradigm inspired by biological systems, which
aims to replicate the self-organisation and decentralised nature of observed phenomena
such as ant foraging, fish schooling and bird flocking (Bonabeau et al., 1999). Swarm
theory is concerned with the interactions between agents of limited cognitive ability as
opposed to the intelligence of each individual agent as in RL paradigms. Thus, the
behavioural characteristics of individual agents are less complex but still produce an
emerging, overall complex behaviour as a collective. This is another branch of research
within complexity science, introduced in Section 4.3, where simple microscopic behaviour
results in emergent, intelligent macroscopic behaviour. Although RL di↵ers from swarm
intelligence techniques in this respect, both techniques rely upon an iterative process,
which uses a reward or fitness to search for optimal solutions.
4.5.2.1 Ant Colony Optimisation
Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) is inspired by foraging ants, which deposit pheromone
to instruct other ants on favourable paths that lead to a food source. ACO is considered
a metaheuristic or an algorithmic framework, which can be applied to a wide set of
di↵erent problems via heuristic optimisation. There are a number of ACO algorithms
used commonly within N-P hard problems (Dorigo et al., 2006). Suitable applications,
therefore, derive from a travelling salesman problem (TSP) and include various routing
problems. Of particular interest are ACOs used within UAV routing, where Voronoi
diagrams, see Section 3.3, segregate a domain and introduce a network of nodes, between
which a UAV can travel (Zhou et al., 2012, Zhang et al., 2010).
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Further to this, of interest are applications to distributed covering problems in unknown
environments such as those presented by Wagner et al. (1999). Although, these appli-
cations commonly aim to map or clean an unknown building, this can be likened to
the mapping of a concentration of a measurable atmospheric quantity within a volume
of airspace. Of course, using unmanned gliders complicates the vehicle dynamics and
so introduces more complexity to the algorithms presented by Wagner et al. (1999),
however robotic covering as a research area provides much insight into new techniques.
Weiss (2013) and Bonabeau et al. (1999) present a basic ant system algorithm, where m
ants are to iteratively traverse between nodes or states, s, on a graph. Individual ants
first search for a solution, indirectly influencing other ants by depositing pheromones
along paths that they traverse. At iteration t, the probability that an ant, k, will move
between states si and sj can be computed using:
P ki,j =
[⌧ij(t)]↵[⌘ij ] P
l2Nki [⌧il(t)]
↵[⌘il] 
(4.3)
where, ⌧ij(t) is the amount of pheromone found when traversing between states si and sj
and ⌘ij is the desirability of moving between states si and sj , where ↵ and   determine
their respective weighting in the probability calculation. Nkl is the set of unvisited nodes
that can be reached by an ant from the current state. This equation essentially ensures
that ants prefer paths between nodes that are shorter and have higher concentrations of
pheromone.
After each individual ant has completed their search and determined a solution the
pheromones along each edge between nodes are updated.
⌧ij(t+ 1) = (1  p)⌧ij(t) +
mX
k=1
 ⌧kij(t) (4.4)
Here p is a parameter for controlling the evaporation of pheromone over time and the
amount of pheromone present on an edge can defined as follows:
 ⌧ij(t) =
1
Lk(t)
(4.5)
where Lk(t) is the length of a solution discovered by ant k, making shorter solutions
preferable.
Weiss (2013) refers to four principles, which determine the swarm intelligence of a social-
insect inspired system. Firstly, an individual’s view of an environment is limited to the
local surroundings. Further to this, an individual does not use knowledge of previous
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actions to determine any future actions, hence it is unintelligent. Secondly, a social-
insect system is decentralised, so as to preserve performance with increasing agents
and distance between agents. Central control of individuals would most likely limit
these in simulation and certainly in any empirical research. Thirdly, individuals rely
heavily on interactions with other local individuals. Lastly, as previously discussed
when introducing complexity science, this local interaction produces emergent global
trends, in particular self-organisation.
4.5.3 Evolution for Agent Learning
Evolutionary algorithms are prolific in optimisation and single-agent control problems.
An evolutionary algorithm aims to evolve a population of individuals across generations
where each individual has a chance of reproduction, selection and mutation, often based
upon the individuals evaluated fitness or utility (see Section 2.2 for more on evolutionary
computation).
4.5.3.1 Evolutionary Game Theory
Evolutionary game theory (EGT) considers a population of infinite size as opposed to
the games of finite number of players previously discussed. The evolutionary aspect
then ensures that, over time, individuals within the population are continually adapting
strategies in order to maximise their utility within a dynamic population. Of course,
fitter individuals are probabilistically more likely to survive and reproduce, gradually
improving the average fitness of the population.
4.5.3.2 Neuro-Evolution
Neuro-evolution is a paradigm distinct from RL and SI, using evolutionary algorithms
to train the policy, which determines the map between the states and actions of an
agent, (Salichon and Tumer, 2010). Essentially, this is a search for an optimal policy
and is superior to RL techniques where the state and action sets become continuous
and so infinite. Haykin (1994) states that the most popular technique used alongside
evolutionary algorithms for policy design is a neural network with non-linear activation
functions. A neural network aims to map states and actions to satisfy the task assigned
to an agent and provide the desired behaviour. When the correct actions for a state are
not known, as is the case in most engineering applications, an evolutionary algorithm is
used to search through viable policies. This method has strong similarities with genetic
programming (GP), Section 2.2, where the policy here is comparable to the program of
functions and terminals evaluated at each generation in GP.
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4.6 Conclusion
This chapter introduces artificial intelligence, an influential subject, which spans mul-
tiple disciplines. Many parallels can, in fact, be drawn between some of the methods
discussed in Chapter 3 and those discussed here. However, where space-filling and route
optimisation solely considers the algorithms employed, artificial intelligence recognised
the importance in the interactions between multiple agents with similar objectives, act-
ing in the same environment. Multi-agent systems research inspires much of the work
in the latter sections of this thesis. In particular, knowledge based systems, where deci-
sions are made purely based upon information in the system, whether that knowledge be
obtained by an individual agent or communicated by neighbouring agents. Multi-agent
systems are also discussed in depth again in Section 8.10, where agent negotiation is
utilised for collision avoidance. Aircraft are extremely small compared to the size of the
domain (of the order 10 4), thus, we do not consider collisions likely enough to warrant
sophisticated means for avoidance. However, later we exploit the many similarities be-
tween multi-agent collision avoidance techniques and those designed to optimise domain
exploration.
Chapter 5
The Simulation of Flight
5.1 Introduction
Within the aerospace industry, the numerical modelling of flight dynamics is used in the
design and development of modern aircraft. The model used is a mathematical represen-
tation of the dynamic response and steady state performance of a vehicle. Essentially,
this defines the movement of an aircraft, considering the forces and moments acting
upon it due to control surface deflections and its interactions with the atmosphere. The
uses for a flight dynamics model (FDM) are extremely diverse, covering commercial and
military sectors as well as playing an increasingly important role in academia, where
UAV design and control systems are abundant (Chavez and Bernard, 2001).
Regardless of application, all FDMs are based upon mathematics derived from Newton’s
second law and allow for an aircraft’s motion in six degrees of freedom (6DOF) to be
represented by a series of di↵erential equations. The simulation of flight dynamics,
requires the accurate integration of this system of non-linear, first order di↵erential
equations, in the time domain, whilst also considering environmental and control e↵ects
(Tewari, 2007, Stevens and Lewis, 2003, Etkin, 2005).
Due to the large array of applications for FDMs the methods of implementation vary
considerably, in particular in the assumptions made to simplify the equations and the
algorithms used to solve them. The techniques employed range from e cient, less stable
methods, such as Euler, to the much more precise, computationally intensive methods,
such as high order Runge-Kutta or Dormand-Prince.
Indeed there are several UAV flight systems where the non-linear dynamics are solved
directly (Guglieri et al., 2006), however, simplifying the governing equations through
linearisation is sometimes preferred and considered su ciently accurate when compu-
tational resources and processing power are limited (Zhengmao et al., 2006). When
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complex decisions are to be made dynamically by an on board computer, a linearised
set of equations would most likely be used, as in Jackowski et al. (2004).
As well as deciding upon the system of equations to solve, there is also a choice re-
garding the representation of the aircraft’s orientation and there are advantages and
disadvantages to both. First is the Euler angle representation, which is the most com-
mon method, due to its simplicity (Chen et al., 2009). However, Euler angles in some
cases have mathematical singularities, which is undesirable. The second representation
uses quaternions, which are generally more complex but do not result in any mathemat-
ical singularities. According to Cook (2012) and Diebel (2006), quaternions are more
accurate than Euler angles when used to integrate incremental changes in attitude over
time, making them favourable, though more di cult to implement.
As discussed in Section 3.5 we propose that motion primitives be generated as in
Hwangbo et al. (2007). These will be generated based upon some initial conditions
and a desired glide angle, producing a time series of aircraft position for a number of
manoeuvres designed to be gradual and close to steady state.
In this Chapter we first derive and implement a simple six degree of freedom (6DOF)
FDM for a point-mass, zero-thrust aircraft. These non-linear di↵erential equations de-
scribe the position and attitude of a small glider over time based upon fixed angles for
roll, pitch and yaw, thus, ignore control e↵ects. Creating an accurate FDM, which re-
sponds to control inputs and allows for easy integration of flight management systems
or autopilots is extremely involved, thus, we then go on to discuss open source, black
box FDMs and their suitability for generation of motion primitives.
5.2 Building a Flight Dynamics Model for a Simple Glider
5.2.1 Simplifying Assumptions for Flight Dynamics
The modelling of flight dynamics requires: a) assumptions to idealise the problem;
b) selection of an appropriate reference coordinate frame; c) derivation of the govern-
ing equations of motion according to that reference frame and in accordance with the
assumptions made.
Common assumptions reduce the degrees of freedom (DOF) to six by simplifying the
equations, which relate velocity, acceleration, position and orientation to the forces
acting upon the aircraft.
1. The translational motion calculation is reduced by considering the aircraft as a
point mass, thus ignoring size and mass distribution, reducing the problem to
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3DOF. Further to this, aerodynamic e↵ects owed to the movement of the control
surfaces are removed.
2. The aircraft is considered to be a rigid body.
3. The atmosphere through which the aircraft travels is assumed to be quiescent,
although wind can be incorporated into the equations as a means of translating
the frame of reference (on the Lagrangian assumption that the aircraft will move
with the parcel of air surrounding it).
4. The Earth’s rate of rotation is assumed to be zero, thus, there need not be any
considerations made for a rotating frame of reference when translating. The equa-
tions are also easier to derive with a ‘flat Earth’ assumption, where the aircraft is
described in a roughly inertial reference frame, where gravity acts perpendicular
to the Earth’s surface.
5.2.2 The Model
Beeler et al. (2003) details the point-mass, zero-thrust equations of motion used to
formulate a simple dynamics model. The model is controlled by three control angles:
pitch, roll and yaw.
The reference frame in which the equations are derived is important in the understanding
of the origins and significance of the equations and their progression.
Firstly, the four coordinate systems that will be referred to in the derivations are out-
lined.
5.2.2.1 The Coordinate Systems
Inertial Frame
Exyz - In this case, as per the flat Earth assumption, the inertial frame of reference
is approximated as the axes system fixed to the surface of the Earth at mean sea
level.
North-Oriented, Local-Level (NOLL) Frame
Oxhyhzh - This frame centres about the aircraft’s centre of mass and remains
parallel with the inertial or ground axes.
Velocity-Orientated (VO) Frame
Oxwywzw - xw within this frame is coincident with the velocity vector. Also
referred to as the wind axes, this frame is centred about the nose of the aricraft
and allows for easy resolution of the aircraft’s aerodynamic forces.
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Body-Fixed (BODY) Frame
Oxbybzb - This frame is fixed to the aircraft (see Figure 5.1) and is coincident with
the origins of both the NOLL and VO frames.
Figure 5.1: The BODY frame as in Etkin and Reid (1995), where L represents rolling
moment, M represents pitching moment and N represents yawing moment.
The flight path angle,  , and the angle of attack, ↵, represent the orientation between
the VO and NOLL frames and BODY and VO frames, respectively. ~i, ~j, and ~k with
subscripts are the unit vectors for each frame. The NOLL unit vectors are equal to the
inertial unit vectors and the VO unit vectors are related to the NOLL unit vectors as
follows:
~iw = cos  ~ih   sin   ~kh, (5.1a)
~kw = sin  ~ih + cos   ~kh. (5.1b)
Furthermore, the unit vectors in the NOLL and inertial frame are both constant and
so have no variation over time. Di↵erentiating Equation (5.1) therefore produces the
following relations:
d ~iw
dt
=   ˙ ~kw, (5.2a)
d ~kw
dt
=  ˙ ~iw, (5.2b)
which will be used in the derivation of the aircraft dynamics.
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5.2.2.2 The Kinematic Equations
In order to locate the position of the aircraft in the inertial frame, equations describing
x, y and h in terms of the flight path angle   are derived. As the atmosphere is assumed
at rest the velocity of the aircraft relative to the ground is simply the velocity of the
aircraft. This can be defined in terms of the centres of the VO and inertial frames.
~V =
d ~EO
dt
(5.3)
Defining both the velocity and the vector ~EO in terms of NOLL unit vectors and sub-
stituting into Equation (5.3),
V cos  ~ih   V sin   ~kh = x˙~ih   h˙ ~kh. (5.4)
Separating this equation gives two scalar equations in the vertical plane:
x˙ = V cos  , (5.5a)
h˙ = V sin  . (5.5b)
5.2.2.3 The Forces
Saarlas (2006) begins reviewing the standard dynamics approach of a point mass aircraft
by considering the forces. From Newton’s second law the total force acting on the aircraft
in the inertial frame of reference can be described as
~F = m
d~V
dt
, (5.6)
where the total force can be described as being comprised of the aerodynamic force (i.e.
lift and drag) and a force due to gravity. As this model is describing a glider the addition
of a thrust term as described by Saarlas (2006) is dropped to give,
~L+ ~D +m~g = m
d~V
dt
. (5.7)
For this model one can ignore the thrust force along with the angle ✏, which describes
the deviation of an aircraft from the velocity orientated frame of reference. ~iw and ~kw
denote the wind axes system, where   is this frame’s angular rotation from the VO
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frame. Hull (2007) uses the wind axes system to describe the forces acting the aircraft
in the following equations:
~D = D ~iw, (5.8a)
~L =  L ~kw, (5.8b)
~g =  mg sin   ~iw +mg cos   ~kw. (5.8c)
This makes the resulting force,
~F = ( D  mg sin  ) ~iw   (L mg cos  ) ~kw. (5.9)
Given that the velocity acts along the xw axis, the acceleration can be written as
~a = V˙ ~iw + V
d ~iw
dt
. (5.10)
Substituting the result from Equation (5.2) gives
~a = V˙ ~iw   V  ˙ ~kw. (5.11)
Remembering Newton’s Second Law and Equation (5.9), the dynamic scalar equations
for flight can be finalised in the vertical plane using
V˙ =  D
m
  g sin  , (5.12a)
 ˙ =
L
mV
  g
V
cos  . (5.12b)
In order to introduce a third dimension, as in Beeler et al. (2003), another parameter,
µ ,describing the attitude of the aircraft, is introduced. µ represents our bank or roll
angle and is introduced to form the following six equations:
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x˙ = V cos   cos , (5.13a)
y˙ = V cos   sin , (5.13b)
h˙ = V sin  , (5.13c)
V˙ =  D
m
  g sin  , (5.13d)
 ˙ =
L sinµ
mV
, (5.13e)
 ˙ =
L
mV
cosµ  g
V
cos  . (5.13f)
Equation (5.13) assumes a coordinated turn, thus sideslip is neglected, that is, the
velocity, lift and drag vectors are in the aircraft’s plane of symmetry.
In the following, the Euler sequence, { ,  , µ} will refer to the yaw, flight path angle
and roll of an aircraft.
5.2.3 Solving the Equations of Motion
The idealised flight dynamics equations (Equation (5.13)) have been derived for a system
with 6DOF. As these equations are non-linear and complex, these equations cannot be
solved analytically so numerical techniques, with appropriate initial conditions, need to
be considered.
5.2.3.1 Numerical Techniques for Solving Non-Linear ODEs
The accuracy of the final solution depends upon the numerical procedure and the com-
putational algorithm written. Varying degrees of approximation are used depending
upon the numerical technique employed. These approximations are determined by the
number of terms retained within the evaluated Taylor series expansion. The higher order
terms neglected are collectively referred to as the truncation error. In order to reduce
this error, thus, permitting the neglection of higher order terms, the step size must be
small. This adversely then increases the error associated with the truncation of the Tay-
lor Series as the number of steps required to complete the simulation is increased, whilst
the step size is reduced. Therefore, there is a trade-o↵ towards reducing the total error
associated with truncation along with the number of terms, which are also required to
be stored in memory for each step.
The stability or convergence of a numerical scheme is also important to consider. So-
lutions to some di↵erential equations with certain numerical techniques are unstable,
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resulting in an unbounded truncation error, which is allowed to propagate through the
solution.
The Euler Method
The simplest numerical method for solving an ODE is called the Euler Method.
The Euler method is said to be a first order method as the error per step is
proportional to the square of the step size, ✏ / dt2, whilst at any given time the
error is proportional to the step size, " / dt.
The Euler method is fairly easy to derive. First, define the problem which needs
approximating and the initial state of the system using the following constructions:
y0(t) = f(t, y(t)), (5.14a)
y(t0) = y0. (5.14b)
Next, choose a step size, h and define all steps using previous steps and the step
size as follows:
tn = t0 + nh, (5.15a)
tn+1 = tn + h. (5.15b)
The definitions in Equation (5.15a) can then be used to formulate a single full step
in the Euler method,
yn+1 = yn + hf(tn, yn). (5.16)
Essentially, this method is a Taylor series expansion where the higher order terms
are ignored,
y(t0 + h) = y(t0) + hy
0(t0) +
  
  
 1
2
h2y00(t0) +  
 O(h3). (5.17)
The Euler method, although the simplest to implement, is often disregarded due
to stability issues. A small deviation from the true solution tends to grow as the
solution is iterated. Careful selection of the step size can be made if the ODEs
are simple enough in nature, however for complicated equations the stability is
di cult to assess. In flight simulation, we are able to observe if our solutions
appear physical or flyable. If not, then the time step should be reduced.
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Using a Taylor series expansion, as seen in Equation (5.17), the Euler method
can be extended to produce a number of methods referred to as Runge-Kutta
techniques.
Runge Kutta
Although for higher order the global error is reduced, higher order Taylor ex-
pansions also require higher order derivatives, which for complex ODEs may be
di cult to obtain. The Runge-Kutta method aims to retain the desirable features
of the Taylor expansion, whilst eliminating the need for evaluating the higher or-
der derivatives. The formulation of the second order Runge-Kutta method is well
known (see, for example, the classic text by Butcher (1987)) and is detailed in
Equation (5.18) through Equation (5.26).
Firstly, define y00(x) as,
y00(x) = fx(x, y) + fy(x, y)y0(x), (5.18a)
y00(x) = fx(x, y) + fy(x, y)f(x, y), (5.18b)
for a function of the form f(x, y(x)), where y0(x) = f(x, y) and subscripts indicate
a partial di↵erential with respect to x or y.
With these definitions the Taylor series in Equation (5.17) can be written as follows,
y(x+ h) = y(x) + hf(x, y) +
h2
2
(fx(x, y) + fy(x, y)f(x, y)) +O(h3). (5.19)
The Runge-Kutta techniques assume that the slope between steps can be defined
as a linear amalgamation of y0(x). Where y0(x) is evaluated at points within the
step. Consider a Runge-Kutta of second order with an iterative step,
y(x+ h) = y(x) +Ahf0 +Bhf1, (5.20)
where, f0 and f1 can be defined as:
f0 = f(x, y), (5.21a)
f1 = f(x+ Ph, y +Qhf0). (5.21b)
Comparing the Taylor series with Equation (5.21) allows the constants A, B, P
and Q to be determined. f0 does not need additional information as it requires
evaluation at the initial position (x, y), whereas f1 must use a Taylor expansion,
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f1 = f(x, y) + fx(x, y)Ph+ fy(x, y)Qhf0 +O(h2). (5.22)
This allows for the Runge-Kutta formula at the point y(x+ h) to be obtained,
y(x+h) = y(x)+ (A+B)hf(x, y)+Bh2Pfx(x, y)+Bh
2Qfy(x, y)f(x, y)+O(h3).
(5.23)
At this point the coe cients are still unknown. By comparing Equation (5.23) with
Equation Equation (5.17), the following simultaneous equations can be formulated:
A+B = 1, (5.24a)
BP =
1
2
, (5.24b)
BQ =
1
2
. (5.24c)
This gives conditions for which the Runge-Kutta of second order will agree directly
with a Taylor series of second order. All that is left is to choose combinations of
these four coe cients, which produce useful and interesting results.
First try A = B = 12 and P = Q = 1. The Runge-Kutta formula results in what
is known as the Heun method, which is e↵ectively just a modified Euler method,
which is now second order, thus more accurate.
y(x+ h) = y(x) +
h
2
(f(x, y) + f(x+ h, y + hf(x, y))) (5.25)
Another method related to the Euler can also be formulated using coe cients
A = 0, B = 1 and P = Q = 12 ,
y(x+ h) = y(x) + hf(x+
h
2
, y +
h
2
f(x, y)). (5.26)
This method is known as the midpoint method, which requires two evaluations of
y0(x), making it a second order method.
5.2.4 A Simple Implementation in Python
Here, we employ a first order Euler method for three dimensional flight by first solving
for longitudinal flight and then adding the required equations for a third dimension.
The equations allowing for longitudinal flight are a result of the equations in Equa-
tion (5.13), where  = µ = 0, that is, the Euler angles corresponding to yaw and roll
are set to zero.
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Firstly, the change in velocity and the velocity pitch are calculated using the initial
conditions, based on Equation (5.12).
The change in height, h˙, and longitudinal distance, x˙, are calculated using Equa-
tion (5.5). Di↵erentiating these equations also allows the second di↵erential to be nu-
merically evaluated.
h¨ = V˙ sin   +  ˙V cos   (5.27a)
x¨ = V˙ cos      ˙V sin   (5.27b)
The evaluations of both x˙, h˙ and x¨, h¨ are utilised to approximate the position of the
aircraft for the next iteration using a second order Taylor expansion. Next, the values of
velocity and pitch for the subsequent iteration are approximated by a first order Euler
method. With the Euler angles and the coordinates for each iteration approximated,
the trajectory and attitude of the aircraft are now known.
This method is then extended to solve the equations in Equation (5.13), requiring the
addition of a non-zero change in roll and a constant yaw, as well as third Euclidean
co-ordinate y. With the addition of yaw, the second di↵erentials for h, x and y become:
h¨ = V˙ sin   +  ˙V cos   (5.28a)
x¨ = V˙ cos cos      ˙V sin cos      ˙V cos sin   (5.28b)
y¨ = V˙ sin cos   +  ˙V cos cos      ˙V sin sin   (5.28c)
The change in  is evaluated and used to predict the value of  (t) for the next iteration
via a first order Euler method.
The position and attitude can now be evaluated and the resulting trajectories plotted.
The Python code used to generate the data plotted in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 is included in
Appendix D.
Figure 5.2 displays a steady glide after an aircraft, the parameters for which are included
in the Appendix D, is released with zero velocity and nose down orientation. The
parameters for this aircraft result in a lift to drag ratio of around four, which is echoed
in this plot, going some way to validating the model.
Figure 5.3 highlights both the capabilities and drawbacks of such a simple model. Whilst
we are able to model a change in roll angle and produce a chain of di↵erent manoeuvres,
we are not able to model the raw control inputs that would result in such a manoeuvre,
hence we lose some control dynamics and response. Furthermore, we do not consider
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Figure 5.2: A steady glide manoeuvre, simulated using a custom built zero-thrust, point-
mass flight dynamics model and visualised in MATLAB
the mass rotations of the aircraft or the aerodynamic a↵ect of control surface deflection.
Ideally, we would like to model more accurately, including a model for the response of an
aircraft to control inputs. Furthermore, we would like to have some automated control
over these inputs so that we can employ a software autopilot, which would accurately
simulate waypoint navigation and pitch hold. Instead of developing our own, we review
a number of established, open source FDMs, which would readily o↵er these features.
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Figure 5.3: A series of varying degree turns, simulated using a custom built zero-thrust,
point-mass flight dynamics model and visualised in MATLAB
5.3 A Review of Available Flight Dynamics Models
It is worth reviewing a selection of open source FDMs and proprietary FDM libraries,
which would allow access to the internal models, whilst eliminating the need to write
custom code. These include the Aerospace Blockset (previously the AeroSim BlockSet),
which is part of the Matlab/Simulink library and JSBSim/YASim, the FDMs used in
the popular open source flight simulator, FlightGear.
5.3.0.1 Aerospace Blockset
The Aerospace Blockset is a library included with MATLAB and Simulink, which re-
quires a paid license. This could be considered a drawback seeing as it would be beneficial
that all of the software used be open source, ensuring work is convenient to reproduce
and develop. However, Tarek (2006) discusses the advantages of MATLAB as well as
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providing example code for some simple flight simulations. Primarily, it is an attractive
option as it allows for fast development of non-linear 6DOF FDMs, providing conversions
for both Euler and quaternion reference frame representations, where models are also
included for aerodynamics, propulsion and standard atmosphere. Furthermore, there is
the option to combine the results of the model with FlightGear, providing a graphical
output of the dynamics as well as allowing for sanity testing using joystick or keyboard
inputs.
However, there seem to be some obvious drawbacks with using the Aerospace Blockset,
particularly in the long term of this project. Firstly, it does not appear to accommodate
an electrical propulsion system, which is the most likely to be used to power a UAV
here, should it be fitted with a propulsion system. In addition to this, MATLAB can be
slow and requires a significant piece of software to run, whereas lower level languages,
although typically more time consuming to write in, often run faster if written well and
only require a compiler. Even then the program can be pre-compiled and the resulting
executable becomes a stand alone program, which can be executed by any supported
machine. Speed is not only a concern for any dynamic on board calculations that may
eventually be required but also for o↵-line computation carried out preflight, where
thousands of evaluations may be required.
5.3.0.2 JSBSim and YASim
JSBSim and YASim are both open source FDMs written in C++ and are the default
models used for the FlightGear simulator. JSBSim and YASim are similar, yet JSBSim is
more widely used and documented due to its online support and continued development.
The JSBSim FDM can be run as a stand alone program, where the results can be
logged to a file, or as a part of a flight simulator, which provides graphical output.
There is also the advantage of access to the source code. A Python module is also
available, which interprets the C++ source code and allows those unfamiliar with C++
the ability to write programs utilising the JSBSim libraries. The JSBSim FDM is also
built to be generic and so versatile in terms of the aircraft to be simulated, as well as its
propulsion system and autopilot. In order to simulate the full flight of an aircraft, its
flight control systems, aerodynamics, mass balancing and autopilot must be defined in an
XML document, along with the simulation initialisation and script. Although, JSBSim
is predominantly used to model faster aircraft that are preferred in the FlightGear
simulator, there are a few examples of remote controlled (RC) aircraft included, such as
the Rascal 110, which is later used to to test devised path planners.
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5.4 Implementing a JSBSim Flight Dynamics Model
In the light of the discussion above, we can identify a series of pros and cons for each
approach from the perspective of our requirements.
Whilst implementing a custom model allows full control and enables the writer to cus-
tomise the code for the specific application, the time and budget constraints of this
project will not permit it. Given the versatility of JSBSim and the existing, open source
RC models included in both JSBSim and Flightgear, the building of a custom model can
be dismissed in favour of a readily available software project. The ability to visualise
the attitude of the aircraft in Flightgear is also extremely useful, a visualisation that
would not be easily available in a custom FDM, Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Example FlightGear output with Rascal 110
Further to this, if motion primitives are to be used, the FDM will only be required to run
for a number of manoeuvres before running an optimisation. Once a table containing
the relevant flight data is produced, the FDM is no longer required and so does not need
to be integrated with the optimisation. A standalone piece of software is then no longer
a disadvantage.
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5.4.1 File Structure
JSBSim requires a certain file structure to run. The root directory must contain an
aircraft folder, an engine folder (if propulsion is required), and a scripts folder. Each
contain configuration files written in extensible mark-up language (XML), which con-
tain the properties of the aircraft, the initial state of the aircraft and the events to be
performed during the simulation.
5.4.2 The XML Configuration Files
The aircraft’s configuration file contains the following sections:
• Metrics, which defines the aircraft’s basic geometry such as the wing chord and
span.
• Mass balance, which defines the aircraft’s moments of inertia and mass.
• Ground reactions, which defines the locations of the aircraft’s contacts with the
ground and their sti↵ness.
• Propulsion, which defines the type of propulsion (this often refers to a separate
XML file).
• Autopilot, which defines any autopilot systems available to the aircraft (this often
refers to a separate XML file).
• Flight controls, which defines all available control surfaces and their minimum and
maximum deflections.
• Aerodynamics, which defines the aerodynamic properties of the aircraft often as a
function of a control angle or speed.
The XML responsible for the aircraft initialisation requires the latitude, longitude and
attitude of the aircraft at the beginning of the simulation. This initialisation serves
as the beginning of the script XML. The script can be used to time events, which the
aircraft can perform during flight. It is essentially a means to program the flight of
the aircraft using the flight controls defined in the aircraft’s XML file. For example a
simple command to set the elevator to the normalised position  0.1 after five seconds
of simulation time might look like Listing 5.1.
1 <event name=”Lower Elevator ”>
2 <cond i t i on> simulation/sim time sec >= 5 </ cond i t i on>
3 <s e t name=” f c s / e l eva to r cmd norm” value=” 0.1”/>
4 </ event>
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Listing 5.1: A Simple JSBSim Scripted Event
JSBSim event scripts, however, are not much use when attempting to adequately control
a fully automated aircraft flight, as the aircraft’s response to a command is uncertain
before a simulation. To combat this, a series of more complex events are programmed to
model a heading and pitch hold autopilot. Programmed in XML, these provide scripted
commands, allowing JSBSim to calculate and maintain the attitude of an aircraft cal-
culated based upon a desired waypoint and angle of pitch.
Data from multiple straight flights in JSBSim is used to produce a plot, Figure 5.5,
displaying the flight path angle held by the programmed JSBSim autopilot and the
resulting LD configured for an aircraft, in this case the Rascal 110
1, allowing the optimal
flight path angle to be extracted. This extracted data allows for the visualisation of the
configured aircraft performance at a number of held flight path angles, thus, enabling a
sensible choice to be made regarding the held flight path angle during simulation. The
manoeuvre simulations are performed at an angle of attack of 2.5 , the optimal LD angle
of the Rascal 110. This improves flight endurance, thus, works to maximise the amount
of the domain the aircraft is able to explore before landing, maximising objectives O1
and O2,
1An RC aircraft already configured for JSBSim
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Figure 5.5: Identifying the optimal LD for the gliding Rascal 110 in JSBSim
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5.5 Conclusion
JSBSim is an extremely versatile, open-source flight dynamics model that enables the
programming of autopilots, custom aircraft and scripted flight. For the fast generation
of motion primitives (developed in Section 7.5) a non-real time simulation can be per-
formed with multiple instances running in parallel. In addition, a real-time flight can
be simulated and visualised with the help of FlightGear allowing for human verification
of the manoeuvres and orientation of the aircraft.

Chapter 6
A Discrete Path Planner
6.1 Introduction
Evolutionary algorithms are widely used for optimisation problems and when it comes
to robotic control, including that of UAVs, a branch of evolutionary computation known
as genetic programming (GP) is prominent, (Barlow et al., 2004). Hierarchical programs
such as the one in Figure 6.1, an example tree for the Santa Fe ant trail problem presented
in Section 2.3, are evolved to define a program procedure, formed by a number of actions
and decisions.
Figure 6.1: An example program tree for Santa Fe ant trail problem
These procedures or programs can be used in real-time alongside an autopilot by individ-
ual aircraft. Much like Hwangbo et al. (2007), Sujit and Ghose (2004, 2010) the domain
can be discretised and represented by a matrix, M . Rules determining movement be-
tween cells in M , like those devised for the Santa Fe ant problem (see Section 2.3) are
also constructed for the aircraft in the UAS.
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6.2 Assumptions
When developing this centralised planner, as well as the system level assumptions dis-
cussed in Section 1.2.3, we make the following simplifying assumptions:
1. Only a single glider is simulated, thus, this aircraft can be assumed to be operating
with full information.
2. The kinematics of the glider can be approximated by a number of discrete linear
moves (discussed in Section 6.3).
3. The glider has a constant descent rate.
4. We are solely concerned with optimising for the objective O1, that is, we are
sampling a C2 type landscape.
5. We are solely concerned with space-filling in x and y, thus, the objective O1 is
su ciently described in two dimensions with a matrix, M , of discrete cells.
6. The environment is completely still, that is, no wind will a↵ect the flight of vehicles.
7. Sensors are perfect, thus, uncertainty reduction in M is not noisy.
8. The planner is o↵-line, thus, runs in non-real-time.
6.3 Implementation
As aforementioned, this implementation is inspired by the work of Hwangbo et al. (2007),
Sujit and Ghose (2004, 2010), where the goal is to reduce the uncertainty across a
discretised domain. Though, instead of implementing a search algorithm here, we aim
to generate one through the evolutionary computation of program trees, as discussed in
Chapter 2.
Each glider has eight available headings: north, north-east, east, south-east, south,
south-west, west and north-west. This allows for travel to one of eight surrounding
cells from its current location. However, when moving from cell to cell, an aircraft may
only ever alter to a heading su ciently close to its previous heading. This allows for
three states: bank left (state  1), maintain heading (state 0) and bank right (state
1). With this restriction on heading alteration and a cell resolution that is relatively
large compared to the minimum radius of turn, Rmin, the kinematics of the aircraft are
preserved. Assuming a turn between two points maintains constant acceleration a cell
size of 23 ⇥Rmin, as in Hwangbo et al. (2007), can be used.
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Based upon techniques in Sujit and Ghose (2004), we assume that cell information is
available to the aircraft. This is much like the function used in the Santa Fe Ant trail
problem, which gave ants the ability to detect food in an adjacent cell.
6.3.1 The Primitive Set
The evolution of program trees utilises the following primitive set.
Functions
• IF-BOUND the aircraft can evaluate its x and y position and determine whether it is
some distance, set to two times the cell width/height, within the domain boundary.
Outside of the boundary this has no e↵ect.
• PROGN2 this allows for two nodes to be executed in turn.
• PROGN3 this allows for three nodes to be executed in turn.
Terminals
The terminals require much more detail as they must consider all states available to the
aircraft as well as obeying the rules for movement between cells.
• LEFT/RIGHT/STRAIGHT these terminals perform one of three primitive moves avail-
able to the aircraft.
• HEAD_TO_CENTRE_OF_DOMAIN this terminal determines in which direction the air-
craft must turn to reach the centre of the domain in the least number of steps.
• U_TURN this terminal performs four of the same turn so the aircraft is now heading
in the opposite direction.
• EVALUATE_CELLS this terminal looks at the three cells available to the aircraft for
the current move, i.e. the cells associated with each state, discussed previously.
The uncertainty of each cell is recorded and now available for use by the next
terminal.
• INFORMED_MOVE this terminal uses the information recorded in the
EVAULATE_CELLS terminal to make an intelligent move, which aims to min-
imise uncertainty. This terminal makes no move if the EVALUATE_CELLS terminal
has not been called previously during program execution. Note also that if more
than one move is considered equally optimal, the states are favoured in increasing
numerical order, thus, a left turn is preferred first, followed by a maintain heading.
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6.3.2 Measuring Fitness and Fitness Ranking
The fitness of a program is determined by objective O1, that is, a measure assessing
how space-filling a trajectory is. This is achieved using an exponential decay function,
as applied in classical search theory (Stone, 1975), and a two dimensional uncertainty
matrix, M as in Sujit and Ghose (2004). Each move corresponds to a visit to a single
cell in the domain. Each time a cell is visited, the uncertainty of that cell is reduced by
way of an exponential detection function. We assume that the time spent in each visited
cell is equal for any linear manoeuvre, thus, Koopman’s random-search formula (see
Section 3.3) is adapted to represent the uncertainty of a cell where cells are reduced by a
function, f(x), for a cell positioned at Cartesian co-ordinate x with current uncertainty
equal to U(x), as follows:
f(x) = p1 exp(U(x)), (6.1)
where p1 is selected to scale the magnitude of the function. For the work presented in
this section we select a value of 0.1. Much like the detection function used by Sujit and
Ghose (2004), this has a diminishing e↵ect on cell values the more often that particular
cell is visited. Thus, maximal reduction in the mean of the cell uncertainty values across
M improves the quality of the resulting trajectories and optimises the objective O1.
However, this method, in some scenarios, can be considered flawed.
6.4 Genetic Programming Results
A population of 500 programs, generated from the primitive set via the RHH method
(see Section 2.5), were evolved for ten generations. With a small primitive set, thus,
a small search space, rapid global convergence was achieved. For the purposes of this
experiment, a domain with a square cross-section is chosen, with dimensions 20000m by
5000m by 5000m, resulting in a square matrix, M . The cell sizes in this domain were
chosen to be 100m by 100m. This dx and dy su ciently captured the spatial variation
in uncertainty and a satisfactory resolution. The fitness function is computed by taking
the an average of the uncertainty values in M after a completed flight. This results in
a single scalar, which can be used for genetic operators for each generation. A smaller
average uncertainty is indicative of superior space-filling as discussed in Section 6.3.2.
The optimal program tree is displayed in Figure 6.2. This tree successfully combines the
EVALUATE_CELLS and INFORMED_MOVE terminals to produce, what is essentially, a greedy
heuristic search algorithm. Furthermore, a boundary condition has also been evolved to
ensure the aircraft remains mostly inside the domain.
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Figure 6.3 shows the resulting trajectory and uncertainty matrix for the optimal program
tree. When there is more than one cell with optimal uncertainty the INFORMED_MOVE
terminal is programmed to favour states based on their numerical order, thus, left turns
are selected and the trajectory begins by performing a square spiral. Once the boundary
condition inequality is satisfied the trajectory heads towards the centre of the domain
and then returns to the heuristic, which attempts to reach areas not covered by the
spiral.
Figure 6.4 displays three non optimal programs found in the final population. The
first shows a program and resulting trajectory similar to the optimal but without the
boundary condition. This program however, is not quite as successful as it leaves the
domain too frequently. The second gives a reasonably successful example of a program,
which solely relies upon the primitive moves. A program such as this, however, is
extremely sensitive to the size of the domain. A larger domain would expose the program
as the extremities would not be explored. The last is an example where the intelligent
terminals are used in conjunction with the primitive moves, where an informed move
is completed based upon cells evaluated two moves prior. This is yet another example
where the inclusion of the primitive move set tends to damage the intelligence of the
program and produces a sub optimal trajectory.
6.4.1 Conclusions
GP is a robust and e cient paradigm for the optimisation of a variety of problems,
however, it is apparent that, in this case, the problem space is well understood, thus,
deeming the evolution of a program excessive. GP has successfully identified that a
heuristic stepping algorithm, which also includes a suitable boundary condition, is more
favourable than stringing together a fixed sequence of moves. Although this may be
su cient in classic problems (for example, lawnmower patterns) where the environment
is static or changes are simply based upon actions made by an agent acting within it,
a fixed sequence of moves would be extremely sensitive to environmental uncertainties
and experimental setup in a dynamic UAS, which should eventually consider wind and
some manner of adaptive sampling in order to satisfy O2.
In the next section, the discrete path planner is developed without the use of GP, fo-
cussing more upon the advancement of the evolved heuristic algorithm (see Figure 6.2),
that is, the combination of the EVALUATE_CELLS and INFORMED_MOVE terminals. To-
gether, these will form a greedy stepping algorithm that is able to make dynamic deci-
sions based upon cells, in M , that are searched at each iteration.
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Figure 6.2: The optimal program tree
Figure 6.3: The trajectory and uncertainty matrix for the optimal program tree in
Figure 6.2
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Figure 6.4: A selection of non optimal programs occurring in the final population
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6.5 A Greedy Stepping Algorithm
As discussed, if programs were to consist of only a fixed sequence of turns they would
not be robust in highly changeable environments, therefore, a dynamic algorithm is
developed, allowing for intelligent search. This greedy heuristic algorithm allows the
aircraft to look any number of steps ahead and determine which move results in the
optimal path for a given search tree. Note that, even when searching for trajectories
with multiple steps, only a single move is performed. Once this move is complete, the
next search tree is rooted at the end of the previously selected move. Figure 6.5 displays
the locations searched across a two dimensional grid for one step, two steps, and three
steps (represented by blue, red and green dots respectively), where the starting point is
represented by a black dot and the initial heading is north. We have essentially generated
a discrete, recursive tree with a depth of three.
Figure 6.5: Locations searched across a two dimensional grid for one step, two steps, and
three steps (represented by blue, red and green dots respectively), where the starting
point is represented by a black dot and the initial heading is north.
Moreover, there are two dots containing two colours, indicating, in this case, that these
can be the terminating positions of paths of both two and three steps. Furthermore,
numbers within dots indicate the number of paths that terminate at that position, where
no number implies one. For every available path, p, the sum in uncertainty values for
the traversed cells should be maximised. A weighting array of length 3s, where s is
the number of steps, contains each paths summed uncertainty to determine the most
optimal. This problem constitutes an NP-hard logistics problem so we use a greedy
algorithm with a small number of available steps. The computational time required
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for the algorithm to execute, with increasing s, will increase with O(ns) where n, the
number of paths in the fundamental search tree, is three for this case.
When programming the heuristic algorithm, the paths will be recursively searched for the
number of steps defined. This requires the storing of temporary headings throughout the
algorithm, ensuring the wrong heading is not referenced when traversing a new branch.
The function TEMP-UPDATE-HEADINGS returns a tuple of three headings for any given
initial heading and is used to occupy each element of an array of length
Pi=0
s 1 3
i. This
array contains all heading information for every step and path in the search. Using the
example in Figure 6.5, starting from co-ordinate (20, 20) and searching for three steps
the heading array would look like Figure 6.6, where the highlighted colour indicates
which step the headings relate to.

(NW,N,NE) , (W,NW,N), (NW,N,NE), (N,NE,E) ,
(SW,W,NW ), (W,NW,N), (NW,N,NE), (W,NW,N), (NW,N,NE), (N,NE,E),
(NW,N,NE), (N,NE,E), (NE,E, SE)
 
Figure 6.6: An example headings array for three steps starting from (20, 20) in Figure 6.5.
The weightings array has an element for each terminating point or path, from left to
right in Figure 6.5, which contains the uncertainty sum for all visited points along a
path.
Figure 6.7: Locations and values searched across the two dimensional grid in Figure 6.5
with two example paths
Figure 6.7 gives the values for each discrete cell searched in Figure 6.5 and two example
paths searched for a three step heuristic. The cell values here are arbitrary and simply
used for demonstration. The green path has a total of 10, thus, the first element of
the weightings array takes this value. The red path is one of two optimal paths, when
minimising the weighting, with a value of 4 and occupies position 21 in the weightings
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array. The algorithm assigns these weightings like levels as the path is recursively
produced. For example on the first step of a three step heuristic, for the example
presented, the weightings array of length 27 will be given the values in the first line of
Figure 6.8, where every 3n 1 elements are a↵ected.

2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
 

6, 6, 6, 4, 4, 4, 6, 6, 6, 8, 8, 8, 7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 3, 3, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5
 

10, 8, 7, 5, 10, 5, 7, 10, 7, 10, 9, 12, 11, 8, 10, 9, 7, 10, 4, 6, 4, 6, 7, 6, 6, 10, 6
 
Figure 6.8: A weightings array for each of three steps for Figure 6.5.
Next the e↵ect of each branch is reduced by an order, thus every 31 elements are a↵ected,
and the results of the second point along each path superimposed onto the array as in the
second line in Figure 6.8. Finally, the order is reduced to zero and so every element in
the array is individually a↵ected, adding a paths terminating cell value to each element.
Algorithm 6 to Algorithm 9 present pseudo code outlining the implementation of this
algorithm, programmed in LISP. Algorithm 6 initialises many of the required arrays,
begins the outer loop and, for step sizes greater than one, calls Algorithm 7, which
recursively calls itself until each path is searched for the desired number of steps. Algo-
rithm 8 and Algorithm 9 are the functions used to determine the index required for the
heading and weighting array, as discussed above. The function SUMS is used to determine
the length of the headings array.
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Algorithm 6 greedy manoeuvre(n)
Input:
n The number of steps available to the algorithm
headings temp-update-headings(heading)
weightings zero array of length 3n
headings array  zero array of length sums(n)
xs zero array of length n
ys zero array of length n
tempk  zero array of length n  1
for i in range 3 do
temp coords temp update contour(x0, y0, headings[i])
xs[0] temp coords[0]
ys[0] temp coords[1]
for j in range 3n 1 do
weightings[3n 1 ⇥ i+ j] contour grid[ys[0], xs[0]]
if n > 1 then
headings array[i] temp update headings(headings[i])
recursive step(xs, ys, weightings, headings array, tempk, i, n, n  1)
end if
end for
end for
r  reduce #’max(weightings)
occurs count(r, weightings)
pos random-integer(occurs)
paths get-indicies-equal-to(weightings, r)
new path floor(paths[pos], 3n 1)
move(new path)
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Algorithm 7 recursive step(xs, ys, weightings, heading array, tempk, i, n, tn)
if tn = 0 then
return()
else
for k in range 3 do
tempk[n  tn  1] k
h ind heading index(tempk, i, n, tn)
temp coords  temp update contour(xs[n   tn   1], ys[n   tn  
1], heading array[h ind[tempk[n  tn  1]])
xs[tn  n] temp coords[0]
ys[tn  n] temp coords[1]
for j in range 3tn 1 do
weightings[weighting index(tempk, i, n, tn, j)] 
itself + contour grid[ys[n  tn], xs[n  tn]]
end for
if tn > 1 then
h ind heading index(tempk, i, n, tn)
headings array[heading index(i, n, tn  1)] 
temp update headings(headings array[h ind][tempk[tn  n  1]])
recursive step(xs, ys, weightings, headings array, tempk, i, n, tn  1)
end if
end for
end if
Algorithm 8 heading index(tempk, i, n, tn)
if tn  n = 0 or tn  n = 1 then
return(i)
end if
if tn  n > 1 then
ind (i+ 1)⇥ 3tn n 1
for a in range n  tn  2 do
ind itself + 3⇥ tempk[ a]n tn a 2
end for
return(ind+ tempk[n  tn  2])
end if
Algorithm 9 weighting index(tempk, i, n, tn, j)
ind (i)⇥ 3n 1
for a in range n  tn do
ind itself + 3⇥ tempk[ a]n a 2
end for
return(ind+ j)
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Figure 6.9 shows the results of the algorithm presented in Algorithm 6 with s = 5 and
deterministic selection of paths found with equal optimality, thus, bias towards states
of smaller numerical value, as in INFORMED_MOVE. This provides a similar result to the
optimal tree presented in Figure 6.2. As discussed in Section 4.5.1, including a small
amount of randomness within a decision process can often be desirable in optimisation.
In these cases, it may be that a small amount of randomness in selection of moves
may favour exploration over exploitation, which in some cases is optimal. Figure 6.10
shows the result for a heuristic, which shows no bias towards moves. When a set of
multiple paths evaluate to the same objective function value, one is chosen at random
(from that set) for the next move. The main visual di↵erence between Figure 6.10 and
Figure 6.9 is the absence of a spiral at the beginning of the trajectory. When the domain
is less explored the random nature of the second program takes over, therefore, until the
trajectory sees or visits a cell, which has been previously visited, the chosen path shows
completely random decision making. This appears to produce, overall, a trajectory with
much better space-filling properties. The average of the uncertainty across the matrix
is certainly reduced and the uniformity of the uncertainty matrix is visually obvious.
6.5.1 Further Conclusions
The significance of the number of steps available to the heuristic is also investigated.
Unsurprisingly, the heuristic with greatest steps available is preferred, though also re-
sults in increased computational time. Moreover, the random heuristic is preferred to
the favoured heuristic, suggesting that a stochastic element to heuristic search, when
averaged across multiple simulations, can yield more optimal trajectories. This is cor-
roborated by research in Markov Decision Processes, discussed in detail in Section 4.5.1.
The trade-o↵ between exploration and exploitation, which primarily aims to reduce com-
putational time, leads to the implementation of methods, such as "-greedy exploration,
which introduce randomness to exploration in order to reduce the favour of locally op-
timal paths so as to not discount paths, which may eventually lead to areas of greater
optimality, (Tokic and Palm, 2011). Furthermore, Weiss (2013) suggests, methods, such
as Boltzman exploration with annealing, where randomness decays with time, may yield
the best results within a routing heuristic.
The heuristic algorithm devised, although simple, shows promise and, in the following
chapter, is developed further to incorporate more complex, continuous vehicle dynamics
and environments. Furthermore, the improved algorithm is used to optimise for multiple
UAVs, which share centralised information.
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Figure 6.9: The trajectory for a five step, discrete heuristic planner with bias towards
moves with states of smaller numerical value
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Figure 6.10: The trajectory for a five step, discrete heuristic planner with zero bias to
chosen moves

Chapter 7
A Centralised, Continuous Path
Planner
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter we introduce a path planner for rule-based, intelligent, multi-agent un-
manned systems (PRIMUS), detailing its program class structure, operational capability,
integrated algorithms and implementation. PRIMUS o↵ers a method for the optimisa-
tion of multiple aircraft trajectories, against O1 and O2, using the simulated flight of a
light unmanned aircraft together with an improved heuristic algorithm. The nature of
the paradigm employed here allows for a continuous domain, as opposed to the discre-
tised domain in the previous chapter, allowing for more complex and physical manoeu-
vres to be stitched together to form the complete path. This chapter can be divided
into four sections. First, we discuss the design of the UAS, including a discussion of
an improved, three-dimensional matrix M . Next, we discuss an improved optimisation
algorithm along with the simulation of aircraft flight within the JSBSim flight dynamics
model (discussed in more detail in Chapter 5). Lastly, we analyse the performace of
the algorithm in two and three dimensions as well as introducing a case study over the
island of South Georgia, which allows for the evaluation of PRIMUS in the presence of
complex orography and wind.
7.2 Assumptions
In this system, information is centralised, thus available to all aircraft. When devel-
oping this centralised planner, as well as the system level assumptions discussed in
Section 1.2.3, we make the following simplifying assumptions:
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1. The kinematics of our gliders can be approximated by a number of simulated moves
based on the JSBSim FDM (see Chapter 5). Moves are perfectly flown throughout.
2. The environment is completely still, unless otherwise stated. When wind is consid-
ered, the predicted manoeuvres, adjusted by a ‘typical’ windfield, are also perfectly
flown, that is, the windfield is not noisy.
3. Sensors are perfect, thus, uncertainty reduction and hot-spot generation in M is
not noisy.
4. Updates to the matrix M are synchronised for all aircraft, thus, search for each
aircraft is performed, in turn, on an identical version of M for every move.
5. The planner is o↵-line, thus, runs in non-real-time. This planner is, therefore,
simply used for analysis and will not work in a dynamic system, where, for example,
wind might a↵ect the flight of vehicles.
7.3 An Improved Multi-Objective Function
The volume of airspace to be observed is discretised to form a three dimensional matrix,
M , where each cell contains a non-dimensional scalar quantifying the uncertainty about
the environment in that cell and how ‘interesting’ that cell is, based on concentrations of
a measurable atmospheric quantity. Specifically, a higher cell value indicates more un-
certainty and greater potential information gain, thus, a preferable cell according to O1
and O2. The scalars representing uncertainty and ‘interest’, in a region, are normalised
when summed (see Equation (7.2)), thus, non-dimensionalising the quantity akin to in-
formation gain, which would originally have units determined by the sensed atmospheric
property. This necessitates estimation of upper and lower bounds on the observed scalar
field a priori, ideally based upon previous sensor output, or knowledge/simulation of
typical landscapes.
We are essentially using adaptive sampling to search areas of most interest. Note, we are
still discussing an o↵-line implementation, thus, the adaptive sampling here is performed
on an artificial environment, constructed purely for the testing of the algorithm. There
is comparable work undertaken on the trajectory optimisation of underwater vehicles
for adaptive oceanographic sampling. Alvarez et al. (2007) and Alvarez and Mourre
(2012) merge samples gathered from networks of profiling floats and underwater gliders
to estimate oceanographic fields. Unevenly distributed profiling floats drift with ocean
currents and are used to capture large spatial variation of a scalar field. Underwater
gliders are used in conjunction with profiling floats to improve the spatial variability
of samples. Optimising underwater glider trajectories in the presence of profiling floats
becomes a problem of maximising the information content of observations made by the
combined network of floats and gliders. Alvarez et al. (2007) use a genetic algorithm to
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optimise glider trajectories in a bid to improve the quality of the predicted oceanographic
field. Estimations for the observed scalar field, at a location in two-dimensional Cartesian
space, are made by a linear combination of observations for a discretised domain, formed
using an optimal interpolation scheme, designed for the analysis of randomly spaced data
(Barnes, 1964).
Fiorelli et al. (2003) present more strategies for adaptive sampling using autonomous
underwater vehicles. The trajectories of underwater fleets are dynamically altered based
upon the gradient climbing of an oceanographic landscape, estimated from in-situ mea-
surements. Underwater vehicles move in formation and are able to expand, contract
and rotate in these formations to reach, and take increased measurements in, regions of
particular interest. Leonard et al. (2007) develop an optimal adaptive sampling strategy
for mobile sensor networks, primarily for oceanographic studies, to minimise the error
for an estimated model scalar field. Leonard et al. combine the philosophies of O1 and
O2 in a coverage metric, designed to capture temporal, and small and large scale spatial
variation in a search domain, increasing confidence in the statistical uncertainty of a
landscape. Similar to discussion in Section 1.2.2, Leonard et al. remark that smaller
scales are best identified with gradient climbing strategies, concerned with maximal
changes in magnitude of recorded samples, and larger scales are best captured with ap-
propriately distributed (space-filling) measurements. Leonard et al. (2010) utilise this
adaptive sampling technique in a real, month-long oceanic sampling experiment with
good results.
The concepts of uncertainty reduction and gradient climbing inspire much of the litera-
ture concerning mobile sensor networks. As previously discussed, Sujit and Ghose (2004)
use a similar technique to the one we propose in two dimensions with a search space
comprising hexagonal cells. They use a k-shortest path algorithm for multiple sorties
through the domain with the objective of reducing the average uncertainty across all
of the cells. Essentially, an interesting cell becomes a hot spot, which attracts aircraft.
Peng et al. (2014) use dynamically chosen hotspots (a method comparable to gradient
climbing) to attract aircraft and maximise information gain for the estimation of plume
concentration and conclude upon the superior data-fitting e↵ectiveness of this technique
versus the use of optimally placed static sensors. Jodeh and Cobb (2015) also use hot
spots to maximise data collection within a ground based wireless sensor network, where
an optimal trajectory minimises both the time and control e↵ort required to collect a
mandatory threshold of data.
The technique proposed here is very versatile and can be used to incorporate multiple
objectives. A cell value can be significantly reduced if an obstacle is sensed or given a
low value upon initialisation if an obstacle position is known. Here, we use this concept
to model the terrain boundary of the target airspace block (see Section 7.8.1). The cell
approach is also a good way of including an incentive to exploit thermals through soaring
to increase the persistence of the gliders to further optimise O2. The work presented here
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uses a separate matrix to hold the terrain information, which is simply summed with M
at each evaluation. This allows us to observe the e↵ect of uncertainty and information
gain on the system and facilitates the analysis of the resulting domain.
Consider a quantity which varies smoothly throughout the domain and only exhibits
large scale variation (a C2 type distribution) where features are best captured with
distributed measurements (Leonard et al., 2010), hence, O2 can generally be expected
to be equivalent to O1 (see Section 1.2.2). When no further information about the
environment is known prior to launch,M , which is now essentially an uncertainty matrix,
is initialised uniformly. At each point along a trajectory, xc, elements of the matrix,
found within a sphere of specified radius, R, centred on that point, are reduced according
to a decaying Gaussian radial basis function, f(x), with the same centre, so that:
f(x) = p1 exp
✓
 kx  xck
2
p2R2
◆
. (7.1)
The vectors x and xc are the the cell location and waypoint position, respectively, in
three-dimensional Cartesian space. R is the radius of the Gaussian basis function and p1
and p2 are selected to change the strength and shape of the function. Essentially, a higher
value of p1 increases the strength of the function and a higher value of p2 will increase
the variance of the Gaussian, thus, creating a shallower rate of decrease as we move
away from the centre. We choose p1 =   120 (p1 should be negative so that uncertainty
is reduced at x) and p2 =
1
3 . A comprehensive study was not utilised these values, but a
number of simulations were run and visualised to assess appropriate values. Certainly,
the strength (p1) could be arbitrarily chosen and M scaled in post-processing. The
radius and resolution of the domain should be chosen with computational complexity
in mind. A higher resolution or greater radius will increase the number of cells that
need to be adjusted, for every sampled waypoint, with approximately cubic order (for
three-dimensions). We choose a equal sided cell size of 100m and radius of 300m for the
experiments performed in Section 7.7 and see good results.
This Gaussian radial basis function models our decaying confidence in the measurements
as we move away from the point where the actual observation was made by the on-board
instrument. A superposition of these spheres produces a cylindrical tube, Figure 7.1,
which follows the trajectory and influences any discrete points in M within the speci-
fied radius. Note that in the clear regions of Figure 7.1 the uncertainty is unchanged
(initialised to one), indicating complete uncertainty.
Similar to the detection function outlined in Section 6.3.2, this is inspired by search the-
ory and target detection (Stone, 1975), and can be likened to the uncertainty reduction
function used by Sujit and Ghose (2004). Sujit and Ghose penalise multiple visits to the
same cell by reducing the uncertainty of a cell with diminishing return. Unlike Sujit and
Ghose, who assume synchronisation of cell updates, we will eventually be restricted by
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Figure 7.1: Multiple trajectories carving cylindrical tubes through an uncertainty ma-
trix, M , above the mountainous island of South Georgia.
the decentralised, asynchronous nature of the UAS presented in Chapter 8. To ensure
each aircraft stores the same values in the matrixM (assuming perfect communications)
the cell uncertainty must be reduced consistently across all cells visited. Thus, we must
not reduce cell uncertainty with diminishing return as this method will produce local
variations in M depending upon the order in which cells are updated. Therefore, we
alter the problem from maximising the sum of the reduction of uncertainty values across
cells along a path, as in Sujit and Ghose (2004), to maximising the total uncertainty
along a path through cells inM . Thus, when analysing the e↵ectiveness of PRIMUS (see
Section 7.7) we not only consider maximal reduction in uncertainty across the domain
but also minimal variance, which leads to a more space-filling waypoint cloud.
Assuming an abruptly varying function for the observed atmospheric property, where
O2 is not presumed to be equivalent to O1, the original Gaussian radial basis function,
f1(x), indicating uncertainty, is replaced with a weighted sum of it and a second Gaussian
radial basis function, f2(x, v), measuring information gain.
f(x) = w1f1(x) + w2f2(x, v) (7.2)
f2(x, v) is almost equivalent to the function described in Equation (7.1), however it
is also dependent on the value of the quantity being observed, v, at that location.
Essentially, p1 in Equation (7.1) is replaced by vp1 so that the basis function strength
now depends on the strength or value of the observed atmospheric property. f2(x, v) also
requires a positive value of p1 so that it counters the e↵ect of f1(x). The ratio between
the weightings w1 and w2 controls the algorithms preference between space-filling and
exploitation of promising modes.
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Evaluation of the objective function, for a given path (or curve), c, simply requires
the linear interpolation of the matrix M at sampled locations along c. Essentially, we
approximate the line integral
R b
a g(x, y, z)dl, where the unknown function g is modelled
by M , and l is the length of the curve c with endpoints a and b, such that a < b. As
we do not have a definition for g, we must approximate this integral numerically using
the matrix M . As each path is defined by a time series of x, y, z locations output by
the JSBSim flight dynamics model (FDM) (see section 7.5), we first choose the time,
ht, which determines sampling locations along the path, c. If ht is chosen to be small,
the accuracy of the approximation will increase, however, the evaluation of a path’s
fitness should be rapid and so the number of sampling locations should be small. The
trade-o↵ here becomes one between accuracy and breadth of exploration. A higher
value of ht allows for more paths to be explored but with less accuracy in the objective
function evaluation. Experiments indicate that a value of 2 seconds is e↵ective. We then
interpolate M at each of the sampled x, y, z locations and use the trapezoidal rule to
approximate the integral.
The use of the matrix M allows for an extension to include a condition to deter aircraft
from leaving the bounding box. When waypoints outside of the bounding box are
interpolated, the following function is used, in place of the interpolated objective value:
I(x, y, z) =  Wd (7.3)
where, d is the Euclidean distance between that point and the nearest boundary and
W is a non-dimensional constant. A high value of W will give a higher priority to
staying within the domain boundary, however, selection of this parameter should con-
sider the possibility that leaving the domain to access a region of high interest or avoid
mountainous terrain may be optimal. Experiments indicate that values around 10 3 are
e↵ective.
At each evaluation, the computational complexity, associated with the calculation of op-
timality for a trajectory, scales with the length of the search paths. Once a path has been
chosen by an aircraft, the waypoints are used to alter the appropriate matrix cells for
all aircraft in communication range, which may then a↵ect the objective function value
of subsequent searches. This technique can be compared to that of Bayesian modelling
(Hening et al., 2015), concentration mapping with potential fields (Pisano et al., 2006)
and surrogate modelling techniques (Forrester et al., 2008). However, the approach used
here allows for the combination of weighted objectives into a single objective function
without the computational complexity associated with the retraining of aforementioned
models. Such models often scale badly with the number of points included and, in this
case, re-evaluation would require the inclusion of all previously flown waypoints.
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7.4 Programming and Structure
The complete optimisation, including flight simulation and heuristic search algorithm is
written in Python. Although Python is typically slower than the lower level languages
it is built from, it is a popular tool for developing scientific applications, (Hafeez et al.,
2011). Python provides a rapid program development platform with multiple scientific
libraries, comprehensive visualisation tools, and an interactive prompt. Python also
allows for object-oriented programming (OOP), and supports the use of superclasses and
multiple inheritance. OOP is used to allow streamlined development of complex code
easier, more reliable and maintainable. Providing the flow of the program is obvious
and the inheritance graph kept simple (i.e. the yo-yo problem 1 avoided), OOP is
versatile to modification, allowing for much smoother development and in this case the
addition of complexity as the project progresses. Further to this, Python is a viable
option for parallel execution, with many widely accepted Message Passing Interface
(MPI) implementations based upon C, Fortran and C++ bindings, (Hafeez et al., 2011),
utilised to create a rapid o✏ine planner for the analyses in future sections.
7.5 An Improved Optimisation Scheme
The problem of generating trajectories that enable the optimal sampling of, say, aerosol
concentrations in a target domain, wherein we have assigned an ‘attractiveness’ metric
to a grid of points, can be likened to a travelling salesman problem (TSP). Essentially,
we have a number of nodes connected by paths, which each have an associated weight
determined by a scalar representing the line integral over the matrix, M , described
in Section 7.3. Much like the TSP, this problem is NP-hard, therefore a sub-optimal
solution is likely to be the only practical result.
Our proposed heuristic algorithm can decide upon the optimality of a path comprised of
any number of forward steps along plausible trajectories, however it only ever performs a
single move at each evaluation. This heuristic algorithm introduces intelligence into the
system, without introducing high computational cost, which is particularly important
when the algorithm is to make repeated evaluations on-board an aircraft.
Computational time is further reduced by pre-computing the flyable paths. Hwangbo
et al. (2007) use the combination of a greedy, coarse global heuristic combined with a
much denser local planner to produce an algorithm capable of producing a reasonable
(if suboptimal) trajectory for aircraft intended to navigate a number of obstacles. In
Hwangbo et al. (2007), the optimal trajectory is one of shortest length that reaches
the target area without hitting an obstacle. In order to improve the e ciency of the
1a common software structure issue, which requires the user to jump between multiple class definitions
to understand the complex control flow employed
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dense, local planner, a look-up table is used to represent the dynamics of an aircraft.
The look-up table contains a precomputed set of feasible motions available to the air-
craft, capturing its dynamic characteristics at all controlled states throughout the flight.
Stitching any of these possible motions together from each initial and final state will
produce more advanced manoeuvres and allows for stepping through a complete trajec-
tory. Simulations based on motion primitives are less mature in three-dimensions but
their use is still common practice in the path planning of aerial vehicles (Pachikara et al.,
2013, Zhong and Yan, 2014, Akar et al., 2014). Most common are dynamically defined
Dubins curves (Hwangbo et al., 2007, Zhong and Yan, 2014) and B-splines (Akar et al.,
2014).
Here, we propose the use of an FDM alongside a waypoint generator for the generation
of flight primitives. JSBSim, an open source FDM developed in Berndt (2004), can be
programmed to use any aircraft, provided a configuration file is supplied, and permits
the coding of custom autopilots and scripts, which allows for waypoint navigation and
glide angle hold.
First, we generate suitable waypoints, by means of a recursive algorithm (Algorithm 10),
and a JSBSim script for the aforementioned waypoints at the desired altitude. The
resulting JSBSim output will form the set of primitives for a particular altitude range.
Figure 7.2: A depth eight fractal tree created using a modified version of Algorithm 10
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Algorithm 10 plotPaths(depth, moves, x0, y0)
Input:
moves an array of available moves in 2D Euclidean space
x0 and y0 starting x and y positions in 2D Euclidean space
1:
2: for move in moves do
3: plotMove(move, x0, y0)
4: x last x position in move
5: y  last y position in move
6: nx last but one x position in move
7: ny  last but one y position in move
8: if y 6= y0 and x 6= x0 then
9: gradient ny ynx x
10: else
11: gradient 0
12: end if
13: recursiveMove(depth  1, move, gradient, x0, y0)
14: end for
15:
16: where:
17:
18: function recursiveMove(n, move, gradient, x0, y0)
19: if n = 0 then
20: return
21: else
22: n n  1
23: x last x position in move
24: y  last y position in move
25: nx last but one x position in move
26: ny  last but one y position in move
27: if y 6= y0 and x 6= x0 then
28: gradient ny ynx x
29: end if
30: x0 x0 + x
31: y0 y0 + y
32: for nextmove in moves do
33: rotatedmove rotateMove(gradient,nextmove)
34: plotmove(rotatedmove,x0,y0)
35: recursiveMove(n, rotatedmove, gradient, x0, y0)
36: end for
37: end if
38: end function
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The recursive algorithm responsible for the generation of the initial waypoints produces
a tree of paths with a desired depth, where each discrete-step path is a tangent to the
one before, is of a specified length, and is either a turn, made at a chosen turning radius,
or a straight line (see Figure 7.3). This method is similar to that used by Howlett,
McLain, and Goodrich Howlett et al. (2006), however, we also simulate the flight of
these paths to ensure they are flyable, whilst supplying an accurate time series of x, y
and z positions. JSBSim flies the generated waypoints to a designed tolerance. If the
tolerance is broken, the turn radius is increased and the procedure repeated. This is
performed for any number of desired altitude levels. The greater the number of levels,
the more accurately the flight primitives will model density variation with altitude. Here,
a tree depth of three is chosen for the fundamental primitives as this incorporates paths
that are most likely to break the designed tolerance, namely those comprising alternate
turns. If these paths do not break the tolerance, we can be confident they are flyable. Of
course, the fundamental primitive tree can be generated at any desired depth, as, later,
we introduce a control for stepping through paths in multiple, connected fundamental
trees, s, but a depth of three should be preferred. Furthermore, this algorithm can be
developed to produce trajectories di↵ering in complexity as well as bespoke trajectories,
which may be required by a mission specification. Figure 7.3 shows the precomputed
waypoints and JSBSim output for an altitude of 1000m using the Rascal 110 aircraft,
a small model aircraft with a 2.794m wingspan and flying weight of around 5kg. The
motion primitives are generated with 27 equal length paths, n, of radius 300m and arc
length 300m and are flown unpowered with a glide angle of  1.5 , which results in a
glide speed of approximately 15ms 1.
(a) Flight primitives in two di-
mensions
1000
980
960
940
920
900
880
(b) Flight primitives in three dimensions
Figure 7.3: JSBSim output for flight primitives
Each set of primitives is then stored in a look-up table to be used at each step in the
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heuristic path planner. The result of a trajectory optimisation process is a stitching
together of such primitives. Consider Figure 7.4 as an illustrative example in two di-
mensions. The starting node is positioned on the left and the aircraft is assumed to
begin with an easterly heading. The blue, dashed lines indicate the paths searched at
each node and the red line the chosen path. The initial conditions of each search tree are
determined by the final position and heading of the aircraft at the end of the preceeding
path or by chosen initial conditions in the case of the first.
Figure 7.4: An example of a trajectory resulting from the stitching together of primitives.
The heuristic algorithm is also able to search paths that comprise multiple primitive
manoeuvres. Ideally, the algorithm would search for all possible paths for an entire
flight, however, an exhaustive exploration of all potential actions and subsequent states
from any given initial state becomes computationally intensive when the list of avail-
able actions and states becomes large. The trade-o↵, therefore, becomes one between
optimality and speed of execution, more specifically how to limit the exploration of
paths and when to begin exploiting the best path found thus far. In this chapter we
are developing an o↵-line planner, thus, exploration is not limited by the time it takes
for the aircraft to perform the previously selected manoeuvre. However, in Chapter 8
we develop an asynchronous, real-time algorithm, which requires a more sophisticated
algorithm, which considers the order in which paths are searched, the granularity of
search and a method for exploiting search and growing trees into promising regions in a
domain.
The pseudocode for the centralised algorithm used to perform heuristic search in this
chapter is shown in Algorithm 11. This algorithm, unlike those presented in Section 6.5
and Algorithm 10, avoids the need for recursion by utilising permutations for every
combination of length s within the primitive move set, where s is the number of steps
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available to the search heuristic. The permutations, given the heuristic is searching a
single step ahead for a reduced primitive set with five moves (n = 5), would simply be
an array of tuples 1 to 5.
[(1, ), (2, ), (3, ), (4, ), (5, )]
If s is increased to two, the length of the combination in each tuple should also increase
to two. The permutations for a length two combination would then cover every possible
move within two steps, performing each of the ns, or in this example 52 paths in turn.
[(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5), (2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5), (3, 1), (3, 2), (3, 3),
(3, 4), (3, 5), (4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 3), (4, 4), (4, 5), (5, 1), (5, 2), (5, 3), (5, 4), (5, 5)]
Once the permutations are generated, each path is produced in turn and evaluated by
taking the line integral through M . The path with the greatest line integral through
M is selected deterministically and the first step of the permutation associated with
said move is performed. In Chapter 8 we also introduce a non-deterministic selection
scheme, which is often favourable (see Section 4.5.1). Once Algorithm 11 is complete
for all aircraft, the heading and position of each aircraft is updated and the waypoints
of the optimal paths are used to update M using the Gaussian radial basis function in
Equation (7.1).
The serial, procedural code for running an optimisation with multiple aircraft is included
in Algorithm 12. This algorithm incorporates a launch interval, which allows for the
sequencing of aircraft launches. Due to the synchronous updates of M , if all aircraft
were to be launched together, they may favour similar regions in the domain. This
stagger interval ensures that this is unlikely, however, this interval should still be kept
small so that samples maintain their temporality. This is further discussed in Chapter 8
where a negotiation scheme is introduced to alleviate the loss in performance experienced
when synchronising launches.
Note that, there is an additional primitive available for the launch of the aircraft. It is
assumed that the aircraft is launched from a weather balloon, thus, its initial attitude
is pointed towards the ground. Once released the aircraft dives and gradually pulls up
to reach the desired glide angle, see Figure 7.5.
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Algorithm 11 heuristicSearch(x0, y0, z0, s)
1:
Input:
x0, y0, z0 starting x,y,z positions in 2D Euclidean space
s number of steps
2:
3: N  27s
4: moves an array containing 1, 2, 3...27
5: perms N length array containing all permutations of moves
6: Hu empty length N array
7: for i to N step 1 do
8: x, y, z  producePath(perms[i], z0, y0, x0,m, n)
9: interpxyz  array of interpreted values at x, y, z
10: Hu[i] line integral from interpxyz
11: end for
12: opt maximum value in Hu array
13: move(perms[opt][0]) (make the first move of the optimal permutation)
14: updateHeading()
15:
16: where:
17:
18: function producePath(moves, x0, y0, z0, gradient, depth)
19: xs array containing previous two x positions
20: ys array containing previous two y positions
21: zs array containing previous two z positions
22: for move in moves do
23: x last x position in xs
24: y  last y position in ys
25: z  last z position in zs
26: nx last but one x position in xs
27: ny  last but one y position in ys
28: nz  last but one z position in zs
29: if y 6= y0 and x 6= x0 then
30: gradient ny ynx x
31: end if
32: rotatedx, rotatedy, rotatedz  rotateMove(gradient,move)
33: xs xs+ rotatedx (concatination of arrays)
34: ys ys+ rotatedy
35: zs zs+ rotatedz
36: end for
37: end function
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Algorithm 12 runSim(dm)
Input:
dm The number of moves to allowed between each aircraft launch
aircraftArray  array of length N
for j in range N   1 with step 1 do
aircraftArray[j] an instance of the Aircraft class
airborne j appended
end for
while airborne do
for ai in airborne do
if aircraftArray[ai  1].nofmoves   dm then
aircraftArray[ai].heuristicSearch()
moved ai appended
if aircraftArray[ai].z  0 then
landed ai appended
end if
end if
end for
for k in moved do
aircraftArray[k].nofmoves+ = 1
aircraftArray[k].move()
aircraftArray[k].updateHeading()
end for
for k in landed do
aircraftArray[k].nofmoves+ = 1
aircraftArray[k].move()
aircraftArray[k].updateHeading()
airborne.remove(k)
end for
end while
Figure 7.5: A typical aircraft launch profile simulated in JSBSim
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7.5.1 A Centralised PRIMUS Class Structure
PRIMUS consists of two classes and one superclass inherited by three subclasses. Each
class is constructed to contain attributes and procedures unique to its type, which con-
tain and manipulate data describing the trajectories of each aircraft, how space-filling
the trajectories are, the original scalar field representing the measurable atmospheric
quantity and the co-operative prediction of said scalar field based upon sensor measure-
ments taken along each trajectory.
A Unified Modelling Language (UML) diagram describing the class structure and pos-
sessive hierarchy is shown in Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.6: UML diagram describing the centralised PRIMUS class structure and asso-
ciation hierarchy
The observation class is initialised for a single exploration of a predefined volume of
airspace. This is responsible for initialising attributes relevant to running the simulation,
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such as the number of aircraft to be initialised and the size of the domain to be explored.
The exploration class operations are responsible for running the complete simulation and
the processing of data attributed to its contained classes. Each exploration instance has
a composition relationship with one or more instances of the aircraft class. Composition
aggregation is denoted in the diagram by the filled diamond association with the parent
observation class. One observation instance can contain one or more aircraft, which are
life-cycle dependent, so are destroyed when the parent class is destroyed.
Each aircraft has attributes responsible for when and where in the domain it will be
launched as well as an empty dictionary, which contains the motion primitives output
by JSBSim, once the generatePrimitives method is called. Each aircraft has its own
set of primitives to allow for a mixture of aircraft to be launched if desired. The aircraft
class is also capable of operations, which allow it to traverse the space based upon
its current position, heading and primitives available. As well as this it is capable of
performing a heuristic search, which decides upon the best move to make by stepping
through both the sampling and predictor class domains. The aircraft class is a parent
class to the clouds, sampling and predictor classes and is associated to these classes via
basic aggregation. There is only one instance of each of the three classes associated to
the one or more instances of the aircraft. The unfilled diamond denoting the association
defines a basic aggregation relationship, meaning the child classes can outlive the parent
class. Essentially, if a single aircraft lands and its instance destroyed, the domains will
survive and continue to be associated with the remaining instances of the aircraft class.
This relationship simplifies the communication of domains between the aircraft, assum-
ing that any aircraft at any time after creation can communicate with any other aircraft
traversing the domain through a centralised ground station. Further to this each in-
stance of the aircraft class has a reflexive association with zero or more instances of the
same class. This also simplifies communication or co-operation between the aircraft,
allowing any data attributed to an aircraft instance, that is not an attribute of any of
the three child domains, to be relayed to any number of other instances of aircraft.
The clouds, sampling and predictor classes are all subclasses of the domain superclass.
The three subclasses have a is-a relationship with the superclass, inheriting its func-
tionality as well as providing new, unique functionality according to its subclass. The
domain superclass constructs a matrix based upon the dimensions of the domain and a
resolution attributed to each subclass. This matrix is three dimensional and describes
discrete points within the domain. The domain superclass provides two operations com-
mon to each of the three subclasses, which interpolate a continuous point within the
discrete matrix based on the values assigned to each discrete location and also an op-
eration which alters the values of all discrete points within a radius from a continuous
point in the domain.
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The cloud class has an additional operation allowing it to add a cloud of a measurable
atmospheric quantity with a certain size and concentration. This is used to create a
pseudo-random distribution of a measurable quantity across a domain upon the creation
of the observation class (refer to the hierarchy).
The sampling class is created upon the creation of the observation class, but its attributes
are only altered once an aircraft instance has been launched. The attributed matrix, M ,
is altered according to the (x, y, z) positions visited by any launched aircraft instance.
This matrix along with the heuristic algorithm are responsible for deterring an aircraft
from visiting similar locations in the domain, improving the space-fillingness of the
combined trajectories.
The predictor class is responsible for recording any sites visited by any aircraft instance,
where any concentrations of the measurable quantity exist. This builds a matrix available
to all aircraft instances with a current prediction of what the concentration distribution
looks like and promotes moves that visit areas of higher concentration, again with the
help of the heuristic algorithm.
7.6 Incorporating Wind into the Flight Primitives
Before calculating the fitness of a path (line 10 in Algorithm 11), that is, the line integral
through M (see Section 7.3), we adjust a primitive, the result of the producePath func-
tion (line 9 in Algorithm 11), using a static, ‘typical’ windfield. This is either estimated
using one dimensional radiosonde soundings or, in the case of the South Georgia study
discussed later, a higher resolution, three dimensional data set, which is the result of a
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. The Massive Atmospheric Volume
Instrumentation System (MAVIS) (King et al., 2015) will be used in the final imple-
mentation of the system. We adjust trajectories by interpolating wind velocity at each
sampled point along a primitive and the translation of this point is calculated. As the
translational e↵ects due to aerodynamics, in Cartesian space, are small relative to those
associated with the acceleration of the wind, we assume that there are no aerodynamic
e↵ects due to wind and that the translation of waypoints matches the pathline of the
fluid parcel in which it is located.
In order to account for the translational e↵ect of the wind an iterative Euler method is
employed.
1. dx, dy and dz are calculated for each point along the primitive manoeuvre by
subtracting each component of each successive waypoint, i, from the first Cartesian
position.
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dxi = x0   xi (7.4)
dyi = y0   yi (7.5)
dzi = z0   zi (7.6)
2. Three components for wind velocity, u, v and w, are interpolated at (x0, y0, z0)
in a primitive manoeuvre and the e↵ect of each calculated. dt here is the time
increment between each point along the manoeuvre, determined by the frequency
at which data is recorded in JSBSim.
dxw =
i 1X
j=0
uj ⇤ dt (7.7)
dyw =
i 1X
j=0
vj ⇤ dt (7.8)
dzw =
i 1X
j=0
wj ⇤ dt (7.9)
3. A new set of Cartesian coordinates, (xw, yw, zw), which consider the translation
of the wind can now begin to be calculated. (xw0, yw0, zw0) = (x0, y0, z0) as this
first point is either shared with the last point of a previous manoeuvre or is the
first point, when launching. The next newly translated point, (xw1, yw1, zw1) , is
now calculated.
xwi = x0 + dxi + dxw (7.10)
ywi = y0 + dyi + dyw (7.11)
zwi = z0 + dzi + dzw (7.12)
4. Steps 2. and 3. are then repeated for the remaining points along the manoeuvre.
Note that the sum of each velocity component need not be calculated in its en-
tirety for every time step. A running total can be kept, thus, only the velocity
components at each successive iteration need be interpolated.
Figure 7.7 presents an example two dimensional trajectory and corresponding wind
adjusted trajectory. Using steps 1-4 we can calculate the position of point (xw3, yw3)
as follows:
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Figure 7.7: A wind adjusted trajectory via the Euler method
xw3 = dx3 + dxw0 + dxw1 + dxw2 (7.13)
yw3 = dy3 + dyw0 + dyw1 + dyw2 (7.14)
Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 display wind adjusted trajectories for a light unmanned aircraft
above South Georgia. Figure 7.8 shows two successive primitives adjusted for wind and
the wind vector along the trajectory chosen via heuristic search. Figure 7.9 shows a wind
adjusted trajectory for ten steps of heuristic optimisation, as well as what the trajectory
would have looked like had the same moves been performed without wind adjustment.
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Figure 7.8: Two successive wind adjusted motion primitive sets
Figure 7.9: A wind adjusted trajectory and wind vector
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7.7 Centralised PRIMUS Analysis
To assess the performance of PRIMUS we use the MPI implementation for communica-
tion (see Section 8.6), which assumes the flight of each glider follows the precomputed
primitive manoeuvres and that all information is communicated. This implementation
allows for multiple runs of the full simulation to be performed, allowing conclusions upon
the e↵ectiveness of the PRIMUS algorithm in reasonable computing time.
For simplicity, each variation of the PRIMUS algorithm used in this section is defined
as follows:
A1 - the basic deterministic PRIMUS algorithm presented in Algorithm 11.
A2 - the basic non-deterministic PRIMUS algorithm, which alters Line 12 in Algo-
rithm 11 to make a random choice, should there be more than one equally optimal
path.
A3 - a random search algorithm. This takes the form of A2, however, Algorithm 11 is
modified to simply return all paths.
A4 - a constrained random search algorithm. This takes the form of A2, however,
Algorithm 11 is modified to return all paths with a preference to those that do not
leave the domain, using the boundary function discussed in Section 7.3.
We also introduce definitions for each experiment used in the analysis of algorithms A1
to A4:
E1 - four powered aircraft launched from the centre of a two-dimensional, square, 10km
by 10km domain at an altitude of 1000m and initial heading: North, East, South
and West.
E2 - four powered aircraft launched from the centre of a two-dimensional, circular do-
main ,with 10km diameter, at an altitude of 1000m and initial headings: North,
East, South and West.
E3 - four powered aircraft launched from the centre of a two-dimensional, irregular
domain at an altitude of 1000m and initial headings: North, East, South and
West.
E4 - four powered aircraft launched from the centre of a two-dimensional, irregular
domain with an island at an altitude of 1000m and initial headings: North, East,
South and West.
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E5 - any number, a, of unpowered aircraft launched from the centre of a three-
dimensional domain, with base dimensions 10km by 10km, at an altitude of 5km
and initial bearings: 0 , 360a
 
, 720a
 
, ..., (a 1)360a
 
E6 - any number, a, of powered aircraft launched from the centre of a two-dimensional,
square, 4km by 4km domain at an altitude of 1000m and initial bearings:
0 , 360a
 
, 720a
 
, ..., (a 1)360a
 
E7 - 40 unpowered aircraft launched from the centre of a three-dimensional domain,
with base dimensions 10km by 10km, at an altitude of 5km and initial bearings:
0 , 36040
 
, 72040
 
, ..., (40 1)36040
 
. 30m resolution terrain and 900m resolution wind data
is also included in the bounding box [ 54.4 ,  54.3 ] latitude, [ 36.55 ,  36.4 ]
longitude, which is situated downwind of a mountain on the island of South Geor-
gia.
Each of these experiments stores objective function values in a matrix, M with cell
dimensions of 100m by 100m and adjusts cell values with radial basis functions (f1 and
f2) of radius 300m. Refer to Section 7.3 for the definitions of M , f1 and f2.
Motion primitives are generated, using the Rascal 110 (see Section 7.5), with 27 equal
length paths of radius 300m and arc length 300m for the altitudes 1000m, 2000m,
3000m,...,10000m. These primitives are flown unpowered with a glide angle of  1.5 ,
which results in a glide speed of approximately 15ms 1. In powered experiments we use
primitives generated with the same radius and arc length, whilst maintaining the same
speed of 15ms 1. The Rascal 110 configuration files are included in the JSBSim source,
however, additional autopilot features were scripted to enable glide angle hold, speed
hold and waypoint navigation when generating primitives. In future PRIMUS applica-
tions we intend to generate JSBSim configuration files for multiple aircraft designed for
atmospheric research. Not only will this introduce the ability to test for bespoke air-
craft, it will also enable the inclusion of multiple aircraft configurations within a single
optimisation, introducing diversity and possibly increasing the e ciency with which the
objectives O1 and O2 are satisfied.
This section is split into three distinct subsections. The first analyses the performance of
PRIMUS given a single objective, where the measured atmospheric property is expected
to take the form of a C2 type function, thus, objective O2 is generally satisfied by
fulfilling O1 (see Section 1.2.2). In this section, we are solely concerned with the space-
filling properties of the resulting combined trajectories. Initially, we utilise algorithms
A1 and A2 to demonstrate their e↵ectiveness in multiple domains. We then compare
the performance of algorithms A1 and A2 to the random search algorithms A3 and A4.
Next, we exhibit the performance of algorithms A1 and A2 in a weighted, multi-objective
optimisation. In this section, the measured atmospheric property is expected to take
the form of a C1 type function, thus, O2 is not necessarily satisfied by fulfilling O1 (see
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Section 1.2.2). The third section introduces a case study in South Georgia, an island
situated in the southern Atlantic Ocean, allowing the testing of algorithms A1 and A2
in the presence of complicated flow fields (wind) and boundaries (terrain).
7.7.1 Single Objective Performance
7.7.1.1 PRIMUS in Two-dimensions
First, experiments E1 to E4 are implemented with PRIMUS algorithm A1. Here we
assume the aircraft have propulsion, allowing them to hold altitude for a given period
of time and thus map a horizontal slice through the domain, before descending to land.
We also assume that we are mapping a quantity that varies smoothly, hence, we are only
concerned with the space-filling properties of the trajectories, which uniformly reduce
uncertainty (O1). Therefore, the two-dimensional matrix, M , (defined in Section 7.3)
describes only the uncertainty for each cell in the domain. Figures 7.10 to 7.14 each
consist of three tiles. The left tile plots the trajectories of all four aircraft, the middle tile
displays the resulting normalised uncertainty across the two-dimensional domain (M),
and the right tile is a histogram of the normalised uncertainty across the cells inM . The
histogram indicates the probability density for uncertainty across the two-dimensional
domain, that is, the probability (along the y-axis) that a cell in the resulting domain is
equal to a particular uncertainty (along the x-axis), for 500 discretely sampled values
of normalised uncertainty. The tile also includes the mean and variance for normalised
uncertainty as well as a best fit Gaussian distribution. For all of these experiments
s = 2.
Figures 7.10 and 7.11 display the trajectories and resulting uncertainty matrices for the
flight of four aircraft with a flight time of 20 and 30 minutes, respectively. These figures
demonstrate that with increased flight time, the algorithm is not only reducing the mean
uncertainty across the domain but is also successful in maintaining a reasonable variance
within the domain, thus, uniformity in observations. This is further demonstrated in
Figures 7.15 and 7.16, where both algorithms A1 and A2 show a much shallower rise in
variance with number of aircraft compared to A5.
Algorithm A1 is deterministic, accounting for the fractal-like, symmetrical trajectories.
Of course, in a real-life scenario, such regular flight paths are unlikely, however, to
introduce more stochasticity, it may be beneficial to use the non-deterministic algorithm
A2. A2 also introduces an annealing e↵ect (see Section 7.5), which is considered a
favourable exploration strategy Chen et al. (2011), Weiss (2013). We also demonstrate
that choice of domain shape may also a↵ect PRIMUS performance. Figure 7.12 shows
the equivalent flight to Figure 7.11 for a circular domain (experiment E2), which leads
to more uniform trajectories. Of course a greater number of steps, s, will also result
in better combined trajectories but for greater computational cost. This is further
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discussed in Section 8.8.1, where the granularity of search can be controlled to reduce
the computational cost associated with increasing s.
Figure 7.13 presents similar success when using an irregular shaped domain (experiment
E3). A mask applied to the domain with a chosen weighting, in this case ten, makes
aircraft more inclined to search the unmasked region. These figures demonstrate the
capabilities of PRIMUS in non-symmetric, irregular domain shapes where leaving the
domain boundary to reach unexplored regions is often optimal. Similar techniques could
be used to bias the trajectories towards or away from certain regions of a domain during
search, when, perhaps, some information about the domain is know before flight. A mask
may also contain multiple regions as in Figure 7.14 (experiment E4). Given adequate
steps and a sensibly chosen weighting multiple detached regions can be successfully
explored.
Figure 7.10: Deterministic PRIMUS (A1) performance for experiment E1; a regular,
two-dimensional domain and four aircraft with 20 minutes of flight time
Figure 7.11: Deterministic PRIMUS (A1) performance for experiment E1; a regular,
two-dimensional domain and four aircraft with 30 minutes of flight time
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Figure 7.12: Deterministic PRIMUS (A1) performance for experiment E2; a regular,
circular, two-dimensional domain and four aircraft with 30 minutes of flight time
Figure 7.13: Deterministic PRIMUS (A1) performance for experiment E3; an irregular,
two-dimensional domain and four aircraft with 30 minutes of flight time
Figure 7.14: Deterministic PRIMUS (A1) performance for experiment E4; an irregular,
two-dimensional domain with an island and four aircraft with 50 minutes of flight time
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7.7.1.2 PRIMUS in Three-dimensions
We also test PRIMUS in three dimensions and compare algorithms A1 and A2 with
algorithms A4 and A5. Experiment E5 is used for this section.
Figures 7.15 to 7.17 display the performance of the deterministic algorithm A1 and A2,
where s = 2, versus stochastic search using a metric describing the percentage of the 106
cells visited in a discretised domain and the variance in uncertainty across the matrix
M . Due to the stochastic nature of algorithms A2, A3 and A4, multiple runs must
be made. Whenever the algorithm is run multiple times the average is plotted along
with the lower and upper bootstrapped 95% confidence interval (CI) at each x location,
indicating the reliability of the estimated mean due to variation in a finite sample,
in this case 1,000 optimisation runs, o↵ering a measure for the degree of uncertainty
in the statistic (Newcombe, 2012). The confidence interval can also be non-symmetric
indicating a skewed distribution. The first metric is calculated by discretising the domain
into 106 cells and counting the percentage of cells that do not contain any waypoints.
The second is the variance in cell value (initialised at one) within the matrix M . The
measured atmospheric property in this experiment is expected to take the form of a C2
type function, thus, the cell values in M represent uncertainty. We refer to this measure
as the variance in uncertainty.
Figures 7.15 to 7.17 show both A1 and A2 outperforming A3 and A4 for both metrics.
Figures 7.15 and 7.16 display the variance in uncertainty for algorithms A1 and A2
beginning to level o↵ as the number of aircraft increases whilst for algorithm A4 variance
in uncertainty continues to rise steeply. We also compare the performance of A2 for
s = 1 and s = 2 in Figure 7.18. The algorithm given two forward steps consistently
outperforms that given a single step, suggesting that increases the number of steps
available to the heuristic will increase the quality of the trajectories produced. This
is a phenomenon one might expect when applying a heuristic technique to an NP-
hard problem such as this. Note that the high percentage shown on the y-axis in
Figure 7.18 is not indicative of poor performance. To ensure the di↵erence between the
two experiments is captured, the domain is discretised into 109 cells. What is important
here is the relative performance, which is consistently improved by around 0.02%, in the
order of 105 cells.
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Figure 7.15: The variance in uncertainty when increasing the number of aircraft for a
deterministic PRIMUS algorithm (A1, s = 2) and constrained random search (A5) in
three dimensions; experiment E5
Figure 7.16: The variance in uncertainty when increasing the number of aircraft for a
non-deterministic PRIMUS algorithm (A2, s = 2) and constrained random search (A5)
in three dimensions; experiment E5
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Figure 7.17: The reduction in percentage of empty cells when increasing the number of
aircraft for a non-deterministic PRIMUS algorithm (A2, s = 2), unconstrained random
search (A4) and constrained random search (A5) in three dimensions; experiment E5
Figure 7.18: Comparing the single step (A2, s = 1) and double step (A2, s = 2) PRIMUS
algorithms: the non-deterministic reduction in the percentage of empty cells when in-
creasing the number of aircraft; experiment E5
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7.7.2 Multi-Objective Performance
Next, we consider a C1 type plume distribution (see Section 1.2.2). Here, PRIMUS
algorithm A1 employs the weighted, multi-objective optimisation of objectives O1 and
O2. Therefore, the radial basis function, f , becomes the weighted sum w1f1+w2f2 (see
Section 7.3). For the E6 experiments conducted in this section, w1 + w2 = 1, allowing
us to control the preference of the algorithm for exploitation of promising modes over
space-filling.
To analyse the optimality of the resulting sampling locations, a Kriging prediction of
the plume distribution is compared to the actual plume distribution, which is randomly
generated prior to each set of optimisation runs. The Kriging tools used in this study
were sourced from the work in Paulson et al. (2015), which allowed for the calculation
of the mean squared error of each distribution. Distributions are generated via the su-
perposition of a number of Gaussian radial basis functions (RBFs) (similar to those in
Equation (7.2)). C2 type distributions are generated with RBFs that are relatively large
compared to the domain, thus show larger scales of variation, with variance similar to
their radius so that landscapes result in smooth gradients, as in Figure 1.4. C1 type
distributions are generated with many more smaller RBFs with smaller variance to em-
ulate ‘nugget-like’ landscapes, which include smaller scales of variation, as in Figure 1.3.
Randomness is introduced in the location and strength of the plotted RBFs so that
each landscape is unique and experiments cover a wide range of distributions. A set of
optimisations includes runs using each algorithm for every desired number of aircraft
with a single C1 or C2 landscape, ensuring that all results are comparable. Samples for
the Kriging prediction are taken at evenly distributed locations along the trajectory and
assume a perfect sensor, thus, at each location, the actual plume distribution is linearly
interpolated for the correct plume concentration at that co-ordinate. The mean squared
error between the real and resulting predicted plume distributions becomes our criterion
for comparing performance.
Figure 7.19 shows the resulting mean squared error (averaged) for a single step heuristic
with w2 = 0 and w2 = 0.5 for 500 randomly generated, C1 plume distributions using two
to six aircraft each with a flight time of ten minutes. Not only does the number of aircraft
improve the mean squared error, on average, the algorithm with equal preference to O1
and O2 (w2 = 0.5) consistently outperforms the algorithm which is solely concerned with
space-filling, that is satisfying O1 (w2 = 0). The upper and lower confidence intervals
are large here due to the large number of possible plume distributions. As the number
of aircraft increases, however, the intervals tend to reduce in size due to the increased
likelihood that all dominant modes will be discovered in the allowed flight time.
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Figure 7.19: The mean squared error between a Kriging prediction and actual C1-like,
two-dimensional plume distributions when increasing the number of aircraft for PRIMUS
A1 algorithms (s = 1) with w2 = 0 and w2 = 0.5 for a flight time of 10 minutes and
experiment E6
7.8 South Georgia Case Study
To assess the performance of the PRIMUS algorithm A1 in the presence of realistic wind
and terrain, a number of optimisations are performed above the island of South Georgia
(see Figure 7.20) with experimental set-up E7.
In this study, the physical atmospheric property to be mapped is wind velocity. Wind
data, the result of a Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, is supplied by
the British Antarctic Survey (BAS). The complex orography of South Georgia can a↵ect
the conditions in the atmosphere through the formation of gravity waves downwind of
mountainous regions. Gravity waves propagate horizontally due to low stability and
strong wind shear, producing lenticular clouds and oscillations, which can a↵ect the
troposphere and in high wind the stratosphere Smith et al. (2008). South Georgia is a
remote island, thus, the wind upstream and the gravity waves forming downstream of
mountainous regions do not interact with other terrain, making it the ideal location to
study their behaviour.
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Figure 7.20: A map displaying the location of South Georgia, a remote island in the
South Atlantic Ocean (GoogleMaps, 2016)
Here, we assume the atmospheric property in question (wind velocity) takes a C2 type
distribution, thus, we are solely concerned with the space-filling properties of the com-
bined trajectories, that is, w2 = 0. In addition, with the inclusion of a model for terrain,
the gliders will also attempt to extend flight time, by avoiding boundaries.
7.8.1 Terrain
Terrain is loaded from a binary file, sourced from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
(SRTM). Next, a three dimensional matrix, of desired resolution, is populated for use in
the optimisation. Each cell of this matrix either contains a 0 or 1, creating a boundary
which follows the topography of South Georgia. A 1 represents the presence of terrain
and a 0 the counter. The resulting matrix is visualised and compared to the original
SRTM data in Figure 7.21.
This technique also allows for the addition of layers surrounding the terrain to further
deter aircraft from choosing manoeuvres that might see it prematurely landing or crash-
ing. For example, instead of using a value of 1 to represent terrain a 2 could be used.
A second layer, comprising of all cells between 0s and 2s will then be assigned 1s. Fig-
ure 7.22 is a two dimensional representation of this, where the green profile represents
the edge of the terrain.
An interpolation of this matrix now yields a number representative of how safe a trajec-
tory is, discouraging it from flying near terrain, which in turn gives the heuristic path
planner information allowing it to prolong the flight time of each aircraft. Of course,
there should be a limit to the number of layers added so as not to prevent aircraft from
travelling near terrain at all. A limit to the number of layers would be beneficial, for
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Figure 7.21: A visualisation of the South Georgia terrain matrix employed in the opti-
misation
example, when a mountainous region is located in the search space, as it may be that
an aircraft must fly near terrain and even prematurely land in order to explore every
surrounding region.
Figure 7.22: A two-dimensional terrain matrix
Furthermore, an advantage to sourcing data from the SRTM is that any patch of the
globe can be used in the optimisation, provided the binary file is obtained and the correct
latitude and longitude defined. Figure 7.23 visualises the same matrix employed above
but for Southampton and the Isle of Wight.
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Figure 7.23: A visualisation of the terrain surrounding Southampton
7.8.2 Wind
7.8.2.1 Preprocessing
Wind data, supplied by the British Antarctic Survey (BAS), is available in two regions:
a high resolution region, 900m by 900m, immediately downstream of the largest peak
and a low resolution, 2700m by 2700m, region covering the entire island. The data points
are supplied at unevenly spaced altitude levels, for instance there are more levels in the
lower troposphere than the upper troposphere, and are devised using a terrain-following
hydrostatic pressure vertical coordinate system. Figure 7.24 shows a single layer of the
supplied wind data, exhibiting the e↵ects of the terrain-following coordinate system.
During optimisation, we require the wind velocity at any continuous point in the domain
and must be able to calculate this repeatedly for hundreds of waypoints per heuristic
step. The interpolation of this vast amount of unordered points comes at a large com-
putational cost, rendering this data unusable in its current format. The preprocessing
of the wind data must: firstly, reduce the amount of points to those essential for the
current domain, secondly, use these unordered points to produce a matrix of ordered
points for fast interpolation. Note that the first step will make use of the combination
of both the high resolution and low resolution domains, in order to include situations
where the search domain intersects both, see Figure 7.25.
The result of both steps can be seen in Figure 7.26, where the original, unordered data
(left) and ordered data (right) are visualised over South Georgia. The ordered data
is produced by tessellating the unordered input point set (all points within a domain
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Figure 7.24: A slice of wind data produced using a terrain-following hydrostatic pressure
vertical coordinate system
Figure 7.25: Processing the wind data
boundary) to n-dimensional simplices, and linearly interpolating on each simplex. The
ordered data appears to su ciently preserve the wind direction and speed, however, loses
some of the directionality near terrain. The loss of this detail will not be detrimental to
the optimisation as it is a typical wind field we are interested in optimising for. Therefore,
the ordered data is satisfactory, as the major wind contributions are accounted for.
Furthermore, the ordered data allows for fast trilinear interpolation, which is required.
7.8.3 Results and Conclusion
Presented here are a number of simulations performed above South Georgia, which are
used to assess the success of the optimisation.
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Figure 7.26: A vertical slice through the original, unordered wind data (left) and the
new ordered data (right)
The first simulation uses a single step and the second a double step heuristic path
planner. Each are otherwise identical in set-up with a launch altitude of 5km, a domain
size of 10km by 10km, a bounding box of  54.4 ,  54.3  latitude,  36.55 ,  36.4 
longitude and 40 aircraft.
Figures 7.27 and 7.28 display wind profiles for 5km and 1km, respectively, in order
to give a reasonable idea of wind direction and magnitude as the flight of the aircraft
progresses. To begin with, the aircraft will experience a consistently strong south-
easterly wind which transitions to a less consistent, perturbed north-easterly/easterly
wind near landing. Notice that the wind often exceeds the glide speed of the aircraft.
We consider this extreme wind instance a worst-case scenario for PRIMUS and would
normally expect wind speeds to be lower than the glide speed of the aircraft.
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Figure 7.27: The wind profile 5km above South Georgia within the bounding box
[ 54.4 ,  54.3 ] latitude, [ 36.55 ,  36.4 ] longitude (E7)
Figure 7.28: The wind profile 1km above South Georgia within the bounding box
[ 54.4 ,  54.3 ] latitude, [ 36.55 ,  36.4 ] longitude (E7)
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Figure 7.29 presents the optimal set of trajectories found using an A1 PRIMUS algorithm
with a single step (s = 1). The trajectories begin to bunch towards the south-east corner
of the domain, due to the strong south-easterly wind, and do not fully recover before
landing, leaving a sizeable portion of the domain unsearched. Also plotted are the
trajectories for each aircraft without adjustment for the wind. This demonstrates that
the PRIMUS algorithm successfully chooses paths that fly against the wind, enabling
exploration upwind in the domain.
Figure 7.29: Optimised trajectories for 40 aircraft with a launch altitude of 5km, a
domain size of 10km by 10km, a bounding box of [ 54.4 ,  54.3 ] latitude, [ 36.55 ,
 36.4 ] longitude (E7) using a single step PRIMUS A1 algorithm (s = 1)
Figure 7.30 presents the optimal set of trajectories found using an A1 PRIMUS algorithm
with a double step (s = 2). This set of trajectories also appears to bunch due to the
prevailing wind, however, unlike that of the previous single step algorithm, the double
step algorithm manages to recover somewhat, thus, exploring much more of the domain.
This is further seen in the matrices visualised in Figures 7.31 and 7.32, where all sides
of the resulting uncertainty matrix, M , are plotted. Although superficially similar, it is
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obvious from the side projections that the double step algorithm is superior, reaching
regions in the domain that the single step algorithm does not.
Figure 7.30: Optimised trajectories for 40 aircraft with a launch altitude of 5km, a
domain size of 10km by 10km, a bounding box of [ 54.4 ,  54.3 ] latitude, [ 36.55 ,
 36.4 ] longitude (E7) using a double step PRIMUS A1 algorithm (s = 2)
In spite of the superior performance of the double step, the computational e↵ort required
scales with O(ns), where n is the number of motion primitives and s the number of steps,
making it a much more computationally expensive optimisation. It is apparent that
PRIMUS needs to be developed to reduce the computational time required for multiple
steps, enabling the full potential of the algorithm to be realised. This is particularly
important when: a) wind is considered, as it seems much more likely a trajectory will
get stuck in a local optima when not allowed a reasonable number of steps to discover
globally optimal paths; b) search is in real-time, thus, limited by the time taken to fly
the previous manoeuvre.
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Figure 7.31: The domain uncertainty for 40 aircraft with a launch altitude of 5km, a
domain size of 10km by 10km, a bounding box of [ 54.4 ,  54.3 ] latitude, [ 36.55 ,
 36.4 ] longitude (E7) using a single step PRIMUS A1 algorithm (s = 1)
Figure 7.32: The domain uncertainty for 40 aircraft with a launch altitude of 5km, a
domain size of 10km by 10km, a bounding box of [ 54.4 ,  54.3 ] latitude, [ 36.55 ,
 36.4 ] longitude (E7) using a double step PRIMUS A1 algorithm (s = 2)
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Further to this, a decentralised, real-time PRIMUS will necessitate some communica-
tions, which will further impede search progress, making it imperative that the compu-
tational e↵ort required for search is reduced.
We assume that M is static and that the ‘typical’ windfield is a perfect prediction of the
wind velocity across a domain. As discussed in Section 1.2.3, assuming static scalar and
vector fields in the presence of wind is a limitation on this system. In future work, a
second matrix, contained in the predictor class, (see Section 7.5.1) could be employed to
provide an in-situ estimation of the scalar field with discrepancies between this and new
measurements being used to adjust values of the cells in M . For example, should there
be a large discrepancy, the uncertainty of a cell would increase. Similar methods could be
used for the assimilation of noisy wind estimates. In this chapter we incorporate a static
vector field, representing wind velocity at discretely sampled locations in our domain,
generated via a Weather Research and Forecasting model. Use of data assimilation
techniques, such as Kalman filtering, optimal interpolation (Alvarez and Reyes, 2010)
or spline models (Alvarez, 2011) will allow for the merging of the predicted ‘typical’
field with in-situ observations, generating more accurate search trajectories adjusted by
wind. In the case where we also have a prediction of our C1 or C2 type distribution a
priori, similar techniques could be used to improve the quality of a resulting scalar field
reconstruction.
7.9 Conclusion
The PRIMUS algorithm is empirically analysed and shows promising performance. Re-
sults indicate that the PRIMUS path planning algorithm succeeds in minimising the
variance in uncertainty across a domain, hence maximising space-filling, and in min-
imising the mean squared error between an actual distribution of a particular physical,
chemical or biological measure and that predicted by the UAS.
Generally, when distributions are likely to vary smoothly (or even linearly) and have
low modality (C2), O2 is satisfied by fulfilling O1. In this situation, testing indicates the
algorithm outperforms random search algorithms (A3 and A4) in minimising the variance
in uncertainty across two-dimensional and three-dimensional domains and in minimising
the percentage of empty cells within the domain, indicating good space-filling.
When distributions are likely to be multi-modal and highly non-linear (C1) we include a
second, weighted objective which controls the degree to which an aircraft would prefer to
explore dominant modes in a distribution over space-filling the domain. We have shown
that, on average, including this second objective results in a higher mapping accuracy.
Further to this, simulations above the island of South Georgia, in the presence of compli-
cated flow fields (wind) and boundaries (terrain) are also conducted to emulate a real-life
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environment. Here, the importance of further reaching search trees is maintained. As
the wind speed often exceeds the glide speed of the aircraft, PRIMUS requires more steps
to search paths which reach regions upwind in the domain and often aircraft become
‘stuck’ in a local optima. In Chapter 8, as well as developing the PRIMUS algorithm for
decentralised, real-time execution, we introduce a coarser search tree allowing for larger
search trees without impractical increases in computational cost, resulting in high qual-
ity trajectories even in the presence of such strong winds. We also discuss the problem
of scalability in a decentralised system, proposing a limit upon communication radius to
alleviate some of the computational e↵ort associated with adding more aircraft to the
system.

Chapter 8
A Decentralised, Continuous Path
Planner for Multi-Agent Systems
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter we further develop PRIMUS to run in a real-time UAS, whilst improving
the sophistication of the search algorithm. We also decentralise our system so that
PRIMUS is run on each individual aircraft, thus, a communication protocol is required
to make collaborative updates to M , that were previously assumed to be made by a
centralised controller.
Firstly, we discuss the programmatic and structural changes made to the centralised
PRIMUS implementation discussed in Chapter 7. Next, we introduce the improved op-
timisation scheme along with the proposed methods for communication in a real-time
system. The improved optimisation scheme introduces a sliding control for the levels of
exploration and exploitation in the search heuristic, resulting in increased e ciency, as
displayed by experiments performed in Section 8.8. Although these techniques improve
the e ciency of the search algorithm, scalability of the system is still of concern. We
discuss these issues and, to increase realism, introduce a limit on the radius of communi-
cation between aircraft, thus, reducing the bandwidth associated with communication.
Aircraft optimise their trajectories based on partial information but still show favourable
results.
8.2 Assumptions
This implementation significantly reduces the assumptions made in the previous chap-
ter. Most noteably, the algorithm no longer runs o↵-line and no longer requires that
information is centralised. When developing this decentralised, real-time planner, as
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well as the system level assumptions discussed in Section 1.2.3, we make the following
simplifying assumptions:
1. The kinematics of our gliders can be approximated by a number simulated moves
based on the JSBSim FDM. Moves are perfectly flown throughout.
2. The environment is completely still, unless otherwise stated. When wind is consid-
ered, the predicted manoeuvres, adjusted by a ‘typical’ windfield, are also perfectly
flown, that is, the windfield is not noisy.
3. Sensors are perfect, thus, uncertainty reduction and hot-spot generation in M is
not noisy.
8.3 A Decentralised PRIMUS Implementation
Centralisation of a system often reduces performance (decentralisation is inherently par-
allel (Ge et al., 1994)) and also reduces reliability as failure of the entire system is
dependent on a singular central control (Momen and Sharkey, 2010). We propose to
decentralise our UAS so that aircraft run PRIMUS concurrently, optimising their own
trajectories based upon information communicated by neighbouring aircraft.
The class structure of PRIMUS must be altered to facilitate the decentralisation of this
system. Figure 8.1 shows the new class structure for PRIMUS, a modified version of the
centralised structure presented in Section 7.5.1.
Figure 8.1: UML diagram describing the decentralised PRIMUS class structure and
association hierarchy
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Each aircraft now has an associated Communications class (discussed further in Sec-
tion 8.6), which handles asynchronous communication with other aircraft as well as
the incorporation of information into the Objective class, which is a domain containing
the matrix M . A decentralised, real-time PRIMUS implementation requires a multi-
threaded approach so that multiple operations can be executed concurrently, whilst the
aircraft flies.
8.4 A Real-time PRIMUS Implementation
Unlike the centralised planner discussed in Chapter 7, a real-time PRIMUS algorithm
constrains the time a↵orded to the search and selection of an optimal path. Whilst
navigating a previously selected set of waypoints, pi 1, each aircraft continually searches
the next tree of plausible pre-calculated primitive manoeuvres, ti, rooted at the last
waypoint of pi 1, until pi 1 is completed and a new path, pi, is selected. Selection is
determined by the evaluated objective function values for each path in ti. Now, pi+1 is
searched from a tree, ti+1, rooted at the endpoint of pi, until pi is navigated and a new
tree, ti+2, is searched. This continues until the aircraft lands. As this occurs in real-time
eventualities where a waypoint is reached sooner than imagined or not reached at all
in the given time must be considered (see Sections 8.6 and 8.7). In order to achieve
collaboration in this system, the points for any selected path, p, are communicated
between any aircraft in range, without the use of a central controller. These points are
then used to update the objective function, which will now consider the previously flown
paths of nearby aircraft when being used to evaluate the fitness of paths in a tree.
Due to the time constraints imposed by a real-time implementation, it is deemed un-
favourable to search each complete path comprising multiple primitive manoeuvres in
turn. PRIMUS is executed in real-time, thus, if the number of primitive manoeuvres
comprising each complete path in a tree is chosen to be large, only a small percentage
of the total number paths may be searched, leading to possible bias in selection. This
makes the selection of the parameter controlling the number of steps in a tree extremely
di cult to homogenise for di↵ering experimental setups, aircraft or available compu-
tational resources. In addition, the algorithm would not be robust to scenarios where
a greater proportion of computational resources are required to, say, update objective
function values or communicate data. We instead, split each complete path in a multiple
step tree into equal length paths, allowing us to search each tier of a search tree in turn.
Essentially, the tree grows as it is being searched, reducing possible bias and improving
the robustness of real-time search. Using equal length paths also enables us to introduce
a greedy heuristic for path growth, which is discussed in Chapter 8.
As in previous implementations, we propose two subtly di↵erent path planning strate-
gies: a) a greedy, deterministic algorithm, which selects the best path known thus far
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with a preference to paths with least change in direction in an e↵ort to reduce relative
altitude loss; b) a greedy, non-deterministic algorithm, which selects the best path thus
far with an annealing e↵ect.
These are both greedy but di↵er in the case where multiple paths have the same objective
function value. The deterministic algorithm selects the manoeuvre with least amount
of changes in direction from the list of optimal paths found, thus, will yield an identical
result for optimisations run under equivalent conditions. If multiple paths have the
same number of direction changes, the optimal path is then selected based on the order
presented in Figure 8.2. The non-deterministic algorithm introduces a stochastic element
to selection by choosing a path at random when multiple paths have the same objective
function value. As this is most common at the start of the simulation, when the matrix
M (see Section 7.3) is uniform, there is an annealing e↵ect here. The probability of a
random selection decays as the domain is explored and it becomes less and less likely
that multiple paths will evaluate to identical objective function values.
Figure 8.2: An example of a symmetrical search sequence with n = 1 and s = 27
Due to the greedy nature of the algorithm, when the heuristic search is operating in
actual time, the order in which the paths are searched matters. In the interest of further
ensuring there is little bias given to a certain path or direction, the paths are searched in
a symmetrical manner - see Figure 8.2 for an example search sequence for s = 1, n = 27,
and N = 27, where s is the number of steps included in the heuristic, n is the number of
paths in the fundamental search tree, and N is the total number of equal length paths
explored in the search tree of s steps, which can be calculated as follows:
N =
sX
i=1
ni. (8.1)
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The PRIMUS algorithm begins by searching the first n paths in the order indicated
in Figure 8.2 and, if s > 1, each adjoining tier of o↵spring paths has a record of the
objective function value of its previously searched parent path. This way, evaluation of
the objective function value for a set of waypoints is never unnecessarily repeated.
If multiple steps, s, are explored in a tree of n paths, the number of equal length,
primitive paths to be searched, N , scales unfavourably. Here, we encounter one of
the classic trade-o↵s of multi-modal problems; looking ahead through a larger number
of steps is likely to yield a more thorough search, but it will increase computational
cost. In order to explicitly control this balance, we introduce a vector, c, defined as
c = (c0, c1, ...cs), to control the coarseness of each spawned level of the search, where
each component of c is less than or equal to n.
Introducing a coarser set of primitives redefines the total number of equal length paths
explored, as given in Equation (8.1), to:
N =
sX
i=0
iY
j=0
cj . (8.2)
This allows the heuristic to search much further ahead in the domain, thus reducing the
chance that an aircraft will be attracted to local optima, whilst keeping the computa-
tional complexity low, making it reasonable to assume the heuristic will complete or be
close to completion in real-time.
Note that, coarseness here refers to the granularity of search, that is, less densely pop-
ulated search trees are more coarse. Figure 8.14 shows search trees, t, of di↵ering
coarseness, that might be used in conjunction with PRIMUS.
We also introduce another path planning strategy, which can be used in conjunction
with the methods previously outlined. In the covered strategies we discuss the greedy,
heuristic nature of path selection and how this allows us to manage computational cost by
restricting exploration. Next, we discuss the possibility that, for the same computational
cost, using a similarly greedy, heuristic algorithm for path growth may yield better
results. First, we introduce the rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT) algorithm, the
inspiration for this undertaking.
Levine et al. (2013) present the information-rich rapidly-exploring random tree (IRRT)
algorithm, where the RRT algorithm is utilised to grow tree-structured graphs, for the
purpose of motion planning. The cost associated with each branch of the tree is cate-
gorised by its potential reduction in uncertainty or how informative it is. LaValle (1998)
first introduces the RRT algorithm and designs it specifically for use in the path plan-
ning of kinodynamic vehicles. Paths are grown incrementally by generating a number
of random nodes, keeping those that form a dynamically feasible path with the vehicles
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(a) A double step (s = 2) search tree, t, with c = (27, 27), c = (27, 9), c = (27, 3) (left to right)
(b) A triple step (s = 3) search tree, t, with c = (27, 27, 27), c = (27, 9, 9), c = (27, 3, 3) (left to
right)
Figure 8.3: Example search trees, t, in PRIMUS exhibiting di↵ering levels of coarseness
origin. The probability that a node is selected is proportional to the size of the Voronoi
cell it occupies, thus, paths tend to grow in a space-filling manner and o↵er rapid explo-
ration of the domain (Levine et al., 2010). The IRRT algorithm, therefore, incorporates
metrics for the reduction of uncertainty in both tree growth selection and optimal path
selection.
As Shkolnik and Walter (2009) remark, the e ciency of such algorithms can be jeop-
ardised when the kinodynamic constraints of a vehicle are complex. Each randomly
generated node must be checked for feasibility and, even after employing guided sam-
pling (Shkolnik and Walter, 2009), the generation and multi-objective evaluation of these
paths in a real-time, in-flight optimisation is unrealistic for large domains. Alternatively,
as discussed, we define the search paths a priori and stitch them together in-flight, hence
capture the vehicle dynamics without needing to check for path feasibility.
Emulating the way in which the IRRT algorithms incorporate uncertainty reduction
in both path growth and path selection, we use a greedy path growth algorithm in
conjunction with the previously described path optimisation scheme.
A parameter, p, is introduced to control the percentage of paths to be selected for
growth at each level. For best results this parameter is set to decay as the number of
steps increases, however, should it decay too low, a minimum is enforced ensuring that
there are always at least two selections from two di↵erent original parent branches for
comparison. This allows for trees that explore further away in the domain, whilst greedily
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exploiting locally optimal paths. The selection of p essentially controls the preference
of the algorithm to exploration over exploitation, with a low value indicating a greedy
growth algorithm. A low value for p, therefore, indicates an aircraft that will narrow its
search in favour of greater step length (see Figure 8.4b) as opposed to a higher value,
which favours local exploration (see Figure 8.4a), in the same computational time. A
combination of control over the coarseness, c, of the search paths and the greediness, p,
of the path growth algorithm allows PRIMUS to be tailored to perform e↵ectively for the
available computational resources, in di↵ering size domains and in complex wind fields.
For instance, a smaller domain may require fewer steps before reaching a boundary,
allowing for a higher value of p. Additionally, in high winds (close to that of the glide
speed) a coarse search tree and low value of p may be desirable, allowing an aircraft to
explore paths much further upwind.
Figure 8.4 displays two examples where greedy path growth allows for the more intelli-
gent growth of the search trees, allowing for the directed search of the domain. In this
illustrative, two-dimensional experiment, four aircraft are launched, with a stagger of a
single move, from the centre of the domain. A contour, indicating the e↵ect of all four
aircraft on the matrix M is plotted along with the search paths (in black), of the 16th
move, for the last of the four aircraft to be launched, starting at the point marked by the
blue arrow. In these examples, the matrix, M , is solely representative of the uncertainty
in the domain, that is, we are solely concerned with optimising for O1. The domain
uncertainty is normalised so that an uncertainty of one indicates complete uncertainty
in a region and zero represents complete certainty. Uncertainty is reduced by a decaying
radial basis function, discussed in Section 7.3, in two dimensions. The broken contours
at the centre of each path are a result of the discrete grid cells used to describe the
continuous domain.
(a) s = 3, c = [27, 27, 27] and p = 0.5 (b) s = 5, c = [27, 27, 9, 3, 3] and p = 0.3
Figure 8.4: Exploration vs Exploitation: Two-dimensional examples of greedy path
growth (local exploitation) in PRIMUS
The proposed UAS for atmospheric research can be thought of as a multi-agent system
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(MAS), where each autonomous agent is an aircraft traversing a deterministic environ-
ment. The multi-objective value, terrain and, if known, wind at any location in this
environment are described by multiple matrices. To ensure each agent is both persistent
and reactive to changes in the environment, a multi-threaded approach is employed.
Each thread forks and runs concurrently, allowing for multiple tasks to execute asyn-
chronously. In addition, where perpetual evaluation of tasks is unnecessary, threads
are scheduled to execute functions at desired intervals. The asynchronous nature of
the algorithm allows each aircraft to run the software independently, without any re-
quirement for synchronisation, which is particularly important when communication
between agents is introduced, enabling the greedy heuristic to run for the entire flight,
incorporating communicated information as and when it is received. The in-the-loop
implementations discussed here aim to emulate the entire operation of the UAS (see
Section 1.3), whilst testing the integration of hardware, such as flight management sys-
tems and communication devices. We also introduce a synchronised implementation,
which allows for a synchronised, rapid simulation, used primarily for pre-planning and
parameter tuning. This synchronised implementation allows for the thorough analysis
of PRIMUS in Section 8.8.
8.5 The Decentralised, Real-time PRIMUS Algorithm
Algorithms 13 to 15 describe the steps for the deterministic deployment of the PRIMUS
algorithm.
Firstly we initialise PRIMUS in Algorithm 13. To begin, we create an instance of the
communications class (discussed further in Section 8.6), which handles the asynchronous
communication and processing of data used to adjust the value of the objective function
across the domain. We also initialise the classes used to generate the matrices describing
the environment, including the sampling instance, which contains the matrix M and
methods for applying the decaying radial basis functions discussed in Section 7.3. Next,
we initialise an array containing N c[0]⇤c[1]⇤ . . . c[i] instances of the Path class, which
is used to improve e ciency in Algorithm 15.
Note that we do not create Path instances for all of the paths to be searched. We only
need to ever reference parent paths in any given search tree, thus, we do not require
array entries for the final tier of o↵spring paths. We then generate the N paths that
complete a search tree of s steps, achieved by calculating all possible permutations for
every combination of the lists in steps.
We can now initialise communications and balloon launch our aircraft. Once the aircraft
reaches the desired altitude (indicated by on-board sensors), Algorithm 14 is called. In
desktop tests, lines 16-18 in Algorithm 13 are replaced by a timer (for asynchronous,
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Algorithm 13 PRIMUS.init(s, c, alt)
Input:
s number of steps in the desired primitive search tree
c length s array describing the coarseness of steps in the search tree
alt desired release altitude
1: comms Communications class instance
2: sampling  Objective class instance
3: terrain Terrain class instance
4: wind WindField class instance
5: N  Psi=0 c[0] ⇤ c[1] ⇤ . . . c[i]
6: Paths N   c[0] ⇤ c[1] ⇤ . . . c[i] length array
7: for i to N step 1 do
8: Paths[i] Path class instance
9: end for
10: steps s length array
11: for i to s step 1 do
12: steps[i] an array containing 1, 2, 3, ...c[i]
13: end for
14: Keys N length array: all permutations for all combinations of steps
15: comms.initialise()
16: while altitude  alt do
17: pass
18: end while
19: release(heading)
Algorithm 14 release(x,y,z,heading)
Input:
x, y, z  initial aircraft co-ordinates
heading  initial aircraft heading
1: launch(x,y,z,heading)
2: comms.Send(xs, ys, zs)
3: sampling.adjustObjective(xs, ys, zs)
4: while airborne do
5: searchTree(x, y, z, heading)
6: optimalPath minimumAlt(optimalPaths)
7: move(optimalPath)
8: updateHeading()
9: comms.Send(xs, ys, zs)
10: sampling.adjustObjective(xs, ys, zs)
11: end while
12: landed True
13: while True do
14: comms.persist()
15: end while
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real-time simulation) or barriers (for synchronised, rapid simulation), which emulate a
staggered balloon launch of each aircraft (see Section 1.2.3).
Algorithm 14 begins by calling the launch routine, which releases the aircraft, nose down,
from the weather balloon. The launch waypoints (a straight trajectory) are passed to
the communications class, which distributes the data (discussed further in Section 8.6),
and sends waypoints for a straight trajectory to the on-board autopilot. The autopilot
also adjusts the angle of pitch to meet a required glide angle. The waypoints are then
also used to alter the objective function values of relevant cells in M , as discussed in
Section 7.3. Now the optimisation loop is entered and the heuristic search for optimal
paths begins. The tree of primitive manoeuvres is searched (see Algorithm 15), whilst
the aircraft is completing the previously selected set of waypoints or launch profile.
The result is a list of optimal paths based on the line integral of the objective function
values at each of the sampled waypoints along a searched path. Of these, the move
that is most likely to lose least altitude, or involves least turns, is chosen to be the
optimal path. A non-deterministic implementation, as discussed in Section 7.5, alters
line 6 in Algorithm 14 to make a random choice of the elements in optimalPaths. Next
the waypoints for the selected primitive path are added to the global trajectory and
the current heading variable is updated so that it refers to the predicted heading of
the aircraft after completing the selected path. Once again, the waypoints are sent
to the communications class to be communicated to other aircraft and flight systems.
The objective function values for any relevant cells in M are then adjusted and the loop
repeats. Once the aircraft has landed the optimisation loop is exited and communications
are told to persist so that any aircraft in range are still able to receive any backlogged
waypoints. Section 8.6 discusses why waypoints may become backlogged.
Algorithm 15 details the steps involved when searching the primitive tree of manoeuvres
from the initial state defined by x0,y0,z0 and heading0. This algorithm executes in a
loop, which terminates when the aircraft has finished flying the previously selected set
of waypoints or when the tree of paths has been completely searched. If the latter is true
there is idle time between the optimisation loops in Algorithm 14. Once the search loop
is entered, the initial conditions for the current path are identified. If the current path
is defined by a permutation that is greater than one in length, the parent path index is
calculated and used to lookup the relevant parent Path class instance. This class instance
contains the objective function value and waypoints for each of the previously searched
paths for a given primitive tree, allowing us to determine the the initial conditions for
the current path as well as the objective function value of the parent path. The objective
function value of the parents is used in the calculation of the fitness of the current path
to ensure we do not calculate the objective function value for any repeat waypoints,
improving the e ciency of the algorithm. At the end of each iteration, if a path is a
parent to at least one child in the primitive tree, information is stored in the relevant
Path class instance, ready to be referenced by any o↵spring paths in future iterations.
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Algorithm 15 searchTree(x0,y0,z0,heading0)
Input:
x0, y0, z0 current aircraft co-ordinates
heading0 current aircraft heading
1: i 0
2: globalF itness 0
3: while flying previous move do
4: if length of Keys[i] > 1 then
5: parentPathInd Keys[0] +Ps 2j=1Keys[i][j] ⇤ c[0] ⇤ c[1] ⇤ . . . c[j   1]
6: parentPath Paths[parentPathInd]
7: x parentPath.x
8: y  parentPath.y
9: z  parentPath.z
10: heading  parentPath.heading
11: else
12: x x0
13: y  y0
14: z  z0
15: heading  heading0
16: end if
17: xs, ys, zs, finalHeading  producePath(x, y, z, heading,Keys[i][ 1])
18: xs, ys, zs lagrangianWind(xs, ys, zs, x, y, z, dt)
19: fitness objectiveValue(xs, ys, zs, parentPath)
20: if fitness > globalF itness then
21: optimalPaths [Keys[0]]
22: globalF itness fitness
23: else if fitness == globalF itness then
24: optimalPaths.append(Keys[0])
25: end if
26: if length of Keys[i] 6= s then
27: myPathInd Keys[0] +Ps 1j=1Keys[i][j] ⇤ c[0] ⇤ c[1] ⇤ . . . c[j   1]
28: myPath Paths[myPathInd]
29: myPath.x xs[ 1]
30: myPath.y  ys[ 1]
31: myPath.z  zs[ 1]
32: myPath.heading  finalHeading
33: end if
34: i i+ 1
35: if i == N then
36: return(optimalPaths)
37: end if
38: end while
39: return(optimalPaths)
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Algorithm 16 searchGreedyTree(x0,y0,z0,heading0)
1: i 0
2: previousi 0
3: step 1
4: globalF itness 0
5: while flying previous move do
6: if length of Keys[i] > step then
7: step step+ 1
8: choices Paths[previousi : i] sorted with decreasing fitness
9: keep p ⇤ length of choices
10: for choice in choices[keep :] do
11: choice.kill True
12: end for
13: previousi i+ 1
14: end if
15: if length of Keys[i] > 1 then
16: x, y, z, heading  from parent path
17: else
18: x, y, z, heading  x0, y0, z0, heading0
19: end if
20: if parentPath.kill = False or parentPath.x 6= None then
21: xs, ys, zs, finalHeading  producePath(x, y, z, heading,Keys[i][ 1])
22: xs, ys, zs lagrangianWind(xs, ys, zs, x, y, z, dt)
23: fitness objectiveValue(xs, ys, zs, parentPath)
24: if fitness > globalF itness then
25: optimalPaths [Keys[0]]
26: globalF itness fitness
27: else if fitness == globalF itness then
28: optimalPaths.append(Keys[0])
29: end if
30: if length of Keys[i] 6= s then
31: myPathInd Keys[0] +Ps 1j=1Keys[i][j] ⇤ c[0] ⇤ c[1] ⇤ . . . c[j   1]
32: myPath Paths[myPathInd]
33: myPath.x xs[ 1]
34: myPath.y  ys[ 1]
35: myPath.z  zs[ 1]
36: myPath.heading  finalHeading
37: end if
38: end if
39: i i+ 1
40: if i = N then
41: return(optimalPaths)
42: end if
43: end while
44: return(optimalPaths)
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Paths are generated with the producePath function, which simply looks up the relevant
primitive manouevre and applies some translation and rotation so that it complies with
the initial conditions. Before calculating the fitness of a path, that is, the line integral
through M (see Section 7.3), we adjust waypoints using a static, ‘typical’ windfield.
This is either estimated using one dimensional radiosonde soundings or, in the case of
the South Georgia study discussed later, a higher resolution, three dimensional data set,
which is the result of a Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. The Massive
Atmospheric Volume Instrumentation System (MAVIS) (King et al., 2015) will be used
in the final implementation of the system. The LagrangianWind function assumes that
there are no aerodynamic e↵ects due to wind and that the translation of waypoints
matches the pathline of the fluid parcel in which it is located.
Algorithm 16 is a modified version of Algorithm 15, which includes the greedy path
growth technique discussed in Section 7.5. As each tier in the search tree is incrementally
searched, the algorithm requires little revision. Firstly, we include a new block, which
sorts the paths in the previous tier with decreasing fitness. The percentage of paths
allowed to generate o↵spring in the next step is controlled by the parameter p. As
discussed in Section 7.5, for best results p should decay as the value of step increases,
mostly due to the exponential growth of the number of equal length paths in each
incremental level. Furthermore, a decaying pressure on selection ensures path growth
is not detrimentally greedy to begin with yet works to reduce the number of explored
paths in further steps. Should the number of paths decay to a number considered too
low, a minimum is enforced ensuring that there are always at least two selections from
two di↵erent original parent branches allowing for a meaningful comparison in selection.
The introduction of a decaying selection pressure for path growth simply requires the
following adjustment to Line 9 in Algorithm 16, where intensity controls the strength
of the decay between steps.
9: keep  round(exp(intensity ⇤ (1   step)) ⇤ (p/ exp(intensity ⇤  1)) ⇤
length of choices)
8.6 Communication
In order to emulate a real world scenario, each instance of the software is executed
separately, whether it be on independent computers or as individual processes on the
same machine. Thus, the simulation is decentralised and requires a means and model for
communication. We develop three communication methods and protocols, which allow
for:
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1. an asynchronous, real-time simulation utilising XBee radio modules communicat-
ing via a ZigBee mesh network,
2. an asynchronous, real-time simulation utilising a network socket server interface
for emulation of XBee radio modules without requiring the additional hardware,
3. an MPI implementation for a synchronised, rapid simulation, used primarily for
pre-planning and parameter tuning.
Every method communicates the same information, ergo, they follow similar communi-
cation protocols. However, the asynchronous nature of items 1 and 2 above, requires
that the communication methods fork multiple threads from the main thread running
Algorithm 13. In this case the Communications class is responsible for the creation of
Transmission Control Protocol over Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) network sockets used
to communicate information between PRIMUS instances, TCP/IP network sockets for
communication between flight systems and a scheduler for performing any periodic tasks.
Figure 8.5 visualises the forking of threads in the Communications class. Each thread
is spawned upon initialisation and runs concurrently until the PRIMUS instance is de-
stroyed, at which point the threads rejoin and exit.
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Figure 8.5: The forking of threads in the PRIMUS Communications class
After the execution of Algorithm 15 is complete and the optimal path is known, the
waypoints for the optimal path are communicated one by one, by the forked router
thread, and received as a comma separated string, by the listener thread. Upon receiving
a waypoint, the listener thread, which is designed to handle incoming communications,
adds the waypoint to an array, globalCoords, which contains all waypoints required
for the calculation of the objective function value of a cell in M . The updating of the
objective function is handled by scheduled tasks, discussed later. Each aircraft is aware
of which points have been communicated to which aircraft, in consequence, provided no
packets are lost during communication and all aircraft are in range, every aircraft will
have exactly the same version of the matrix M once all communications are complete.
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Of course, in large search domains, communication range will be a limiting factor and
all aircraft will be working with incomplete information. A record of which points have
been communicated to which aircraft is kept by each individual, thus, rather than simply
failing to send, what could be, extremely relevant data, we form a backlog of waypoints.
Waypoints are simply queued up in the order they are received, however, further work
will include intelligent handling of waypoint priority (see Section 1.2.3).
The navigation thread opens up communications with flight systems via a TCP/IP
network socket. This is discussed in detail in Section 8.7.
The scheduler runs three main jobs, which evaluate with intervals t1, t2 and t3. The
first is the function called to adjust the objective function values of relevant cells in
M . Calls to this function are also made sequentially in Algorithm 14, however, this
periodic call ensures that any waypoints received from neighbouring aircraft can be used
to adjust the objective function value of cells, whilst Algorithm 15 is being executed.
This ensures every aircraft, or agent, in our multi-agent system is reactive to changes in
the environment and is persistent, even when performing search. t1 should be selected
so that objective function values are adjusted regularly, yet, so that performing this
task does not degrade the progress of Algorithm 15 too heavily. The selection of t1,
essentially, becomes a trade-o↵ between exploration and satisfactory uncertainty in the
objective function value, that is, how certain we are about the legitimacy of the current
objective function value, which may be outdated.
The second job is scheduled to check the progress of the previously chosen path.
checkWP sends a command to the navigation system, whether it be an autopilot or
a JSBSim instance (further discussed in Section 8.7), and receives the remaining Eu-
clidean distance to the current waypoint. The received value is checked against a chosen
tolerance, which, if met, triggers a command to start navigating towards the next way-
point. Due to uncertain environments a waypoint will likely be unattainable, thus, a
third task is scheduled to trigger the next waypoint, should the current waypoint ‘time
out’. This ensures that an aircraft will not continually attempt to reach a waypoint
made infeasible by wind. The selection of t3 is straightforward as each of the primi-
tive manoeuvres has been generated with JSBSim and output at a desired frequency,
thus, the actual timestep between waypoints is known. Furthermore, t2 should be of
the O(0.1) or smaller so that waypoints are not overshot. It may be that flight systems
hardware is capable of handling the triggering of waypoints but these scheduled tasks
are necessary when a JSBSim autopilot is utilised for software-in-the-loop.
The third item listed at the beginning of this section requires the synchronisation of
all tasks, thus, when this implementation is used, the Communications class performs
a di↵erent role. In this implementation each aircraft is run on individual processors,
which run in parallel. If the number of aircraft is greater than the number of avail-
able processors, MPI is able to share processors, however, this is unfavourable as it is
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detrimental to performance. The synchronisation of communication requires that the
interval time between each aircraft release be a multiple of the time taken to perform
a primitive manoeuvre. In order to achieve this in the MPI we replace Lines 16-18 in
Algorithm 13 with the following:
16: counter  0
17: while counter < staggerInterval do
18: comms.MPIreducePaths( )
19: sampling.adjustObjective(xs, ys, zs)
20: counter  counter + 1
21: end while
Here, the staggerInterval is set to be the total number of primitive moves an aircraft
should be staggered from the very first aircraft release. Line 9 in Algorithm 14 is also
altered to the following:
9: comms.MPIreducePaths( )
As all reduction calls in MPI must be synchronised, any aircraft that have not exited the
while loop in Algorithm 13 will be forced to wait until all released aircraft have reached
this line in Algorithm 14. To ensure airborne aircraft can continue to communicate
with aircraft that have landed, Line 14 in Algorithm 14 now requires a repeated call to
the MPI reduce routine. The MPI reduction used here performs a sum operation on
all lists containing optimal waypoints across all processors, which, in Python, results
in the concatenation of all waypoints required for the altering of cell objective function
values. Therefore, this implementation assumes that all data is communicated between
all aircraft. Furthermore, it assumes that all primitive manoeuvres are flown perfectly
by an autopilot. Lastly, the MPI implementation is not constrained by the while loop
in Algorithm 15. Instead it simply returns the optimal paths once all paths have been
searched, regardless of the previous manoeuvre duration. The MPI implementation,
discussed here, is used for the majority of analysis presented in Section 8.8 as it allows
for rapid repeats of the algorithm, utilising the power of multi-core computers.
8.7 Flight Systems
To emulate authentic, real-time optimisation, we also include the ability to add an FDM
to the simulation loop. This allows for testing of flight systems hardware and provides
confirmation that successive motion primitives are indeed flyable when employing the
asynchronous communications presented in Section 8.6. Software-in-the-loop also allows
us to investigate issues, which may not have been apparent when testing without the
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presence of any noise in the system. For example, when primitives are not perfectly flown,
the attitude and position of the aircraft must be relayed back into the optimisation loop
to ensure x0,y0,z0 and heading0 in Algorithm 15 are correct. In addition, if a waypoint
is reached before the next path has been calculated or not reachable within the time
allowed due to wind. In these scenarios the autopilot is told to circle the last waypoint
in a path whilst search completes for the next tree of paths or passed the new waypoints,
if available, to override the last.
Each aircraft spawns a JSBSim process, which receives control commands or waypoints
from the aircraft instance by means of a TCP/IP network socket. This permits a
hardware-in-the-loop simulation with an autopilot platform compatible with the Mi-
cro Air Vehicle Communication Protocol (MAVLink). This autopilot receives the list of
waypoints, sending aileron and rudder commands to JSBSim for waypoint navigation,
and elevator commands to control a desired glide angle. We also employ a framework
for software-in-the-loop, which allows for the emulation of a multi-aircraft, hardware-in-
the-loop system without the requirement for multiple autopilots. In this arrangement,
waypoints are sent directly to the JSBSim instance and calculation of the control com-
mands are calculated by an Extensible Markup Language (XML) autopilot integrated
into the FDM.
With both communication and flight systems in-the-loop, we can emulate the flight
of multiple aircraft from a number of single board computers. Figure 8.6 displays a
system, which integrates directly into an aircraft and also allows for desktop simulation.
An ODROID C1 runs PRIMUS and outputs waypoints, the PX4 autopilot sends the
commands required to fly the waypoints to JSBSim and an XBee Pro Series 1 radio
module sends/receives previously flown waypoints to/from any other aircraft in range.
JSBSim can also be visualised on a Flightgear multiplayer network allowing for flight
monitoring on another machine.
Figure 8.6: Hardware-in-the-loop system for four co-operative aircraft denoted A1
through A4
Figure 8.7 shows two trajectories simulated with software-in-the-loop. The dashed line is
the path produced by PRIMUS and the solid line is the trajectory flown by the simulated
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JSBSim aircraft, which is passed waypoints in real-time. The result shows a close fit,
indicating the primitive manoeuvres are flyable (in a still environment) once joined
together and that the real-time, asynchronous algorithm is successful in communicating
appropriate information to the autopilot (in this case an XML autopilot embedded into
JSBSim).
Figure 8.7: Software-in-the-loop performance for a single aircraft
We also run PRIMUS on four ODROID single board computers, communicating via
XBee radio modules, and are able to echo the positive results included in Section 8.8.
This confirms that PRIMUS is fit for integration within an airframe with very little need
for modifications to the algorithms already presented.
There are restrictions on the use of JSBSim in the simulation loop. Complex wind fields,
such as those presented in Section 7.8, cannot be simulated, thus, we currently assume
primitives adjusted by wind are perfectly flown. In future development, noisy wind fields
will be included so that the robustness of the PRIMUS algorithm under unpredictable
winds can also be assessed.
8.8 Results
8.8.1 Introducing Variable Search Coarseness and Heuristic Path
Growth
In Section 7.7.1.1 we alluded to the classic trade-o↵s within multi-modal problems;
looking ahead through a larger number of steps, s, is likely to yield a more thorough
search. However, the computational cost rises exponentially with increasing s. In order
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to explicitly control this balance, we introduce a vector, c, defined as c = (c0, c1, ...cs),
to control the coarseness of each spawned level of the search, where each component of
c is less than or equal to n (see Section 7.5). This allows the heuristic to search much
further ahead in the domain, thus reducing the chance that a trajectory will succumb
to local optima, whilst keeping the computational complexity low. Figures 8.8 and 8.9
show the significant improvements to the results shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.14 when
the deterministic PRIMUS algorithm (A1) is allowed additional forward steps, in this
case four, with c = [27, 9, 9, 3]. Although we have managed to improve the quality of
the combined trajectories, between the algorithms used in Figures 7.10 and 7.14 and
Figures 8.8 and 8.9, we have increased the number of equal length paths in the search
tree by a factor of almost 12. Algorithm A5 aims to reduce this factor whilst preserving
the quality of the resulting trajectories.
Algorithm A5 introduces a parameter, p, which takes a value between zero and one,
controlling the percentage of paths allowed to produce o↵spring within the search tree.
This parameter controls how greedy the path growth algorithm is. A high value results
in an algorithm that prefers exploration of the search tree, whilst a low value results
in an algorithm that prefers to exploit previously searched paths to restrict exploration
in favour of reducing computational cost. As discussed in Algorithm 15, p is also set
to decay at each incremental level. Figure 8.10 shows the normalised execution time
for multiple A5 algorithms with di↵ering values of p and a single A1 algorithm for
comparison. As expected, smaller values of p reduces execution time for equivalent
values of s. Interestingly, an A5 algorithm with s = 2 and p = 0.1 has very similar
execution time to an A1 algorithm with s = 2. Figure 8.11 compares the variance in
uncertainty for these two algorithms. Even an A5 algorithm that is extremely greedy
in path growth is generally able to outperform an A1 algorithm with similar execution
time.
Note that, the experimental setups (for example E1) referred to within this chapter have
been previously defined in Section 7.7.
Figure 8.8: Deterministic PRIMUS (A1) performance for experiment E1; a regular,
two-dimensional domain and four aircraft with 20 minutes of flight time, s = 4 and
c = [27, 9, 9, 3]
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Figure 8.9: Deterministic PRIMUS (A1) performance for experiment E4; an irregular,
two-dimensional domain with an island and four aircraft with 50 minutes of flight time,
s = 4 and c = [27, 9, 9, 3]
Figure 8.10: Normalised execution time for PRIMUS algorithms A1 (s = 2 and c =
[27, 27]) and A5 (s = 2 and c = [27, 27]) with di↵ering values for p
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Figure 8.11: Comparing the deterministic variance in uncertainty for PRIMUS algo-
rithms A1 and A5 in environment E5 with s = 2 and s = 3,p = 0.1, respectively
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8.8.2 Revisiting the South Georgia Case Study
We again visit the South Georgia Case Study and evaluate the performance of the
improved PRIMUS algorithm.
The number of forward steps is particularly important when wind is considered as it
seems much more likely that a trajectory will get stuck in a local optimum when not
allowed to explore paths that result in upwind exploration. Here we use a coarser set
of primitives to extend the number of steps, without heavily increasing computational
complexity, to good e↵ect. Table 8.1 shows the variance in uncertainty and the per-
centage of the 106 cells that are empty for the same optimisation with di↵ering step
coarseness in the heuristic. As discussed, the double step heuristic outperforms the
single step heuristic, however, it can also be seen that, in this extreme environment, a
coarser heuristic with greater steps is certainly desirable. Figures 8.12 and 8.13 visualise
the marked improvement, showing better uniformity in uncertainty across cells in the
matrix M .
s c N Variance in Uncertainty Mean Uncertainty % of Empty Cells
1 [27] 27 0.361098 0.755703 0.989602
2 [27,27] 756 0.324669 0.752071 0.987857
3 [27,9,3] 999 0.314163 0.748476 0.987628
3 [27,27,3] 2943 0.312339 0.745732 0.987377
4 [27,9,3,3] 3186 0.310475 0.745608 0.987176
4 [27,27,3,3] 9504 0.306325 0.745442 0.986974
5 [27,9,3,3,3] 9747 0.304277 0.745433 0.986967
Table 8.1: Performance measures for A1 PRIMUS algorithms with varying step length,
s, and step coarseness, c, in the presence of wind and terrain (experiment E7)
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Figure 8.12: The domain uncertainty for 40 aircraft with a launch altitude of 5km, a
domain size of 10km by 10km, a bounding box of [ 54.4 ,  54.3 ] latitude, [ 36.55 ,
 36.4 ] longitude (E7) using a PRIMUS A1 algorithm with s = 4 and c = [27, 27, 3, 3]
Figure 8.13: The domain uncertainty for 40 aircraft with a launch altitude of 5km, a
domain size of 10km by 10km, a bounding box of [ 54.4 ,  54.3 ] latitude, [ 36.55 ,
 36.4 ] longitude (E7) using a PRIMUS A1 algorithm with s = 5 and c = [27, 9, 3, 3, 3]
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8.9 Limitations of a Decentralised System
In Section 1.2.3 we discuss the limitations upon our UAS, however, the decentralisation
of the PRIMUS algorithm requires the consideration of further system level constraints
concerning scalability. This has aspects of size (which are clearly related to the di-
mensions of the aircraft and communications ranges), but, more to the point from the
perspective of the work described here, computational aspects - we shall now briefly
consider the latter.
As this is a decentralised system, the complexity of the PRIMUS search algorithm (Al-
gorithm 15) does not increase with the number of aircraft. However, assuming all points
are communicated to all aircraft, the updating of the matrix M , on which the search
algorithm relies for evaluation of the objective function, scales linearly with the number
of aircraft in the system. As the adding of points runs concurrently with search, the
computational e↵ort required to add points may be detrimental to the e↵ectiveness of
the search algorithm. Furthermore, latency in adding points, should a backlog arise,
will further reduce the e↵ectiveness of search. Similarly, communication overheads may
further negatively impact search e ciency. An obvious method for reducing the compu-
tational e↵ort required for cell updates is to reduce the resolution of the matrix M . Due
to the cubed relationship between cell size and the number of cells that require updates
for a single waypoint (using Equation (7.2) for a three-dimensional grid), reductions in
cell size will result in significant performance improvements. Discrete planners (Yang
et al., 2007, Sujit and Ghose, 2004, Hwangbo et al., 2007), which restrict aircraft to
movement between adjacent cells, are confined to cell sizes that result in dynamically
feasible trajectories. The trajectories searched by PRIMUS are continuous, thus, cell
size can be adjusted with no e↵ect on the shape of flight paths. However, increasing
cell size may a↵ect the quality of the solution and scalar field prediction so there is
a trade-o↵ between solution quality and computational e↵ort here. One solution is to
restrict the communication range of the aircraft, thus, e↵ectively, breaking the problem
down into sub-problems with partial information (divide and conquer). Sujit and Ghose
(2011) devise a similar solution for a decentralised network of partially connected agents
searching a two-dimensional domain. Autonomous agents use a self-assessment scheme
to determine a sub-optimal solution based on partial information about the system and
show close to optimal solutions for almost half the communication overheads of previous
negotiation techniques devised in Sujit and Ghose (2009), where agents engage in nego-
tiation with neighbouring agents, exchanging proposals and responses until an optimal
coordinated strategy is found.
Next, we consider the scalability of the PRIMUS algorithm and the associated communi-
cation overheads. As the final implementation is a decentralised system, the complexity
of the utilised search algorithms does not increase with the number of aircraft. However,
assuming all points are communicated to all aircraft, updating of the matrixM , on which
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the search algorithm relies for evaluation of the objective function, scales linearly with
the number of aircraft in the system. As the adding of points runs concurrently with
search, the computational e↵ort required to add points may detriment the e↵ectiveness
of the search algorithm. Furthermore, latency in adding points, should there become
a backlog, will further reduce the search e cacy. Similarly, communication overheads
may further negatively impact search e cacy. An immediate method for reducing the
computational e↵ort required for cell updates is to reduce the resolution of the matrix
M . Due to the cubed relationship between cell size and the number of cells that require
updates for a single waypoint (using Equation (7.2) for a three-dimenional grid), reduc-
tions in cell size will result in significant performance improvements. Discrete planners
(Yang et al., 2007, Sujit and Ghose, 2004, Hwangbo et al., 2007), which restrict aircraft
to movement between adjacent cells, are confined to cell sizes that result in dynamically
feasible trajectories. The trajectories searched by PRIMUS are continuous, thus, cell
size can be adjusted with no e↵ect on the shape of flight paths. However, increasing
cell size may a↵ect the quality of the solution and scalar field prediction so there is a
trade-o↵ between solution quality and computational e↵ort here. Section 8.11 aims to
retain solution quality, whilst reducing the communication and matrix update overheads
by limiting the range of communication between aircraft, thus exploiting the locality of
information required for an e↵ective search heuristic. Sujit and Ghose (2011) devise
a similar solution for a decentralised network of partially connected agents searching a
two-dimensional domain. Autonomous agents use a self-assessment scheme to determine
a sub-optimal solution based on partial information about the system and show close to
optimal solutions for almost half the communication overheads of previous negotiation
techniques devised in Sujit and Ghose (2009), where agents engage in negotiation with
neighbouring agents, exchanging proposals and responses until an optimal coordinated
strategy is found. We also introduce a point ordering algorithm, prioritising more useful
points and reducing the latency that may be associated with a backlog of updates.
In the following sections we examine the impact of co-operation within PRIMUS, inves-
tigating the threshold for communication range, which allows for optimal search whilst
reducing both the cost of individual communication devices and the computational re-
sources associated with the processing of data received by each aircraft. Reductions in
communication radius are found to have a significant, negative impact upon the result-
ing e ciency of the system. To somewhat recover these losses, we introduce a sorting
algorithm, determining information priority between any two aircraft in range. Fur-
thermore, negotiation between aircraft is introduced, allowing aircraft to resolve any
possible conflicts between selected paths, which helps to counteract any latency in the
search heuristic.
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8.10 Another Look at Multi-agent Systems
We regard this UAS as a system of multiple intelligent agents, where each aircraft (or
agent) must greedily search the environment, whilst communicating with nearby agents.
An agent is a program that acts autonomously, whilst perceiving its environment, and
can adapt to change (Russell and Norvig, 2009). This ‘perceive and adapt’ feedback
between an agent and the system in which it exists allows it to create, pursue and
optimise goals.
In Chapter 4 we discuss intelligent systems and the various methods for modelling multi-
agent systems. Weiss (2013), and Wooldridge and Jennings (1995) consider an agent
to be intelligent if it exhibits three behavioural properties in order to maximise an
objective function: pro-activeness, reactivity, and social ability. Having agents with
each individual quality is not di cult but the combination of all three is more of a
challenge.
Many applications require interaction between multiple intelligent agents to optimise an
objective. These systems are called Multi-agent Systems (MAS). MAS are distributed
systems, which require the specification of agent communication and interaction proto-
cols. However, the autonomous and heterogeneous nature of agents in a MAS requires
agent interaction protocols that go beyond those of a traditional distributed network or
system (Weiss, 2013). In engineering applications, the e↵ectiveness of agent coopera-
tion, or interoperation, is highly dependent on protocol quality, each agent’s enactment
of their protocol and the conformance of each agent to their roles within the system
and respective definitions in the protocol. The di culty here is achieving a balance
between conserving autonomy in the system whilst attempting to constrain the inter-
action between agents for interoperation. Traditional artificial intelligence approaches
to communication aim to simplify the programming of such a protocol. Of particular
interest are knowledge-based systems, where each agent makes decisions based upon its
knowledge of an environment or other agents, which simplifies communication between
agents to simple transfer of information.
To begin with, our UAS is a knowledge-based system, where aircraft share information
required to update their model of the environment. In the case presented here, the en-
vironment is captured within a matrix, M , which represents a discretised target volume
of airspace. Each cell in M describes the uncertainty and information gain associated
with a region in the domain, repelling aircraft from well visited areas, whilst attracting
them to areas of suspected high information gain. These cells are updated based on
the selected paths, p, of aircraft and sensory inputs sampled along p. Evaluation of
the optimality of a path requires the approximation of the line integral along p through
M . Assuming all aircraft are within range and no data is lost, communication of the
information required to update the matrix M ensures that all aircraft evaluate the same
objective function.
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8.10.1 Agent Negotiation
A purely knowledge-based system oversimplifies agent interaction as it neglects to include
negotiation among agents, which is fundamental to a MAS. Surowiecki (2005) writes
about the accumulation of information in groups, which results in decisions that are
often better than those made by any individual member of the same group. Smith
(1776) began the debate, studying the manner in which choices were made to give the
preferred outcome, or to maximise utility. This gave rise to decision theory, providing a
formal framework for decision making. However, decision theory can only be used where
probabilistic descriptions su ciently capture the agent’s environment, that is, agents do
not consider the e↵ect of the decisions of other agents upon the environment.
In order to model a system where each agent should be concerned with the actions of
others, game theory can be applied (Neumann and Morgenstern, 1947). Game theory
introduced the notion that one agent’s actions could positively or negatively a↵ect the
utility of another in the system. This is true of our UAS, which necessitates communi-
cation in order to optimise the global objective. Although agents, in our UAS, search
their own trees of plausible manoeuvres, they must be a↵ected by the decisions of others
around them. Simply communicating data for synchronisation of the matrixM does not
account for real-time latency in updates, preventing us from realising the full potential
of the PRIMUS algorithm. Agent negotiation is introduced to do just this.
Agent negotiation reduces to a series of deals or agreements between agents, which re-
sult in a set of possible outcomes. In our UAS, agent negotiation can be simplified to
Multi-agent Resource Allocation (MARA), where multiple entities in the system share
a central concern (Briola and Mascardi, 2011). Each agent has their own preference to
a central resource and negotiates to improve their utility. In our UAS, this resource is
information gain. Research into the field of MARA is divided into two distinct areas:
researchers interested in cooperative agents, who are generally developing optimisation
approaches, established in artificial intelligence and path planning, and those that are
concerned with self-interested agents, who are predominantly exploring classical game
theory (Durfee and Rosenschein, 1994). The former group has devoted significant at-
tention to applications in the distributed resource planning domain, which is primarily
concerned with coordinating schedules and resolving any conflicts over shared resources
for the optimisation of some global objective. In our UAS the schedule is the path p
and the shared resource is the space through which p traverses. In other words, part of
the role of MARA here is collision avoidance.
8.10.2 Collision Avoidance
Co-operative collision avoidance is a well studied field, attracting interest from scientific
communities concerned with air tra c control and distributed robotics. Here we are
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only concerned with distributed approaches, where negotiations are performed locally
as opposed to by some global controller.
Decentralised potential field methods are popular solutions to co-operative collision
avoidance. Early rule-based approaches, inspired by work done by Reynolds (1987)
on the Boids Flocking algorithm, communicated positions and velocities with nearby ve-
hicles whilst following simple rules to maintain a desired minimum distance away from
any other vehicle. These heuristic approaches encouraged an analytical approach to
the same problem. Gazi and Passino (2004), and Leonard and Fiorelli (2001) determine
the vehicle motion based on far-field attraction between vehicles, near-field repulsion be-
tween vehicles, attraction to favourable regions and repulsion from unfavourable regions.
The emergent behaviour of the vehicles is comparable to that presented by Reynolds
(1987), where the swarm motion is a result of interoperation and interaction with the
environment. We can liken work done by Gazi and Passino (2004), and Leonard and
Fiorelli (2001) to the PRIMUS algorithm without any constraints on communication
distance. However, in a large scale vehicle network, it is unrealistic to assume perfect in-
formation transfer between all vehicles. Furthermore, as discussed previously, it may not
be necessary to communicate all the information. Reducing communication bandwidth
awards a higher proportion of computational power to the search algorithm and reduces
the flow of trivial information through the network. The work of Reynolds is testament
to the e↵ectiveness of local approaches, whilst those relying on perfect global informa-
tion, such as potential function approaches, rely too heavily on zero uncertainty within
a system. Sigurd and How (2003) develop a distributed, total field sensing approach,
which combines localised and potential field approaches for a desirable balance between
optimality and dynamism. Essentially, each aircraft generates a local magnetic field and
senses the total surrounding field, as a result of nearby aircraft, via magnetic sensors.
However, in general, potential field methods, like those discussed, o↵er no guarantees
for collision avoidance (Purwin et al., 2008).
Recent developments in the architecture of MAS has re-energised previously researched
collision avoidance techniques. In particular, we are interested in agent based ap-
proaches, where negotiations occur between groups of aircraft, determined by a radius of
communication. Sˇiˇsla´k et al. (2007), Sˇiˇsla´k et al. (2008) develop an algorithm for collision
detection based on iterative peer-to-peer negotiation for e cient utilisation of airspace.
Aircraft take part in pairwise negotiation, which detects conflicts in paths chosen by
each aircraft. Priorities for aircraft are decided based on the time until the next path
must be chosen. The smaller the time, the higher priority an aircraft has. If negotiations
are occurring between a pair, another aircraft may interject if their priority is higher
than one of the original pair. Purwin et al. (2008) develop a path-planning algorithm
for autonomous agents that guarantees collision free trajectories. This algorithm, run
in real-time, acts to reserve areas for each aircraft in a two-dimensional domain. These
areas are reserved and modified via negotiation between agents within communication
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range, detecting conflicts if any reserved areas intersect. Agents are both proactive and
reactive, responding to changes in path selection dynamically and renegotiating whilst
in motion. However, Purwin et al. remark that responsiveness of the system comes at a
cost. To enable such a reactive system, communication bandwidth between agents must
be high. Messages must be sent asynchronously, meaning aircraft may receive new infor-
mation at any time, requiring them to adapt and renegotiate for any newly discovered
conflicts. Less communication results in possible lag in the response of agents, thus,
latency in the system, resulting in handshakes between agents that may not reflect the
current environment, leading to possible unresolved conflicts.
8.11 Limiting Communication Radius in PRIMUS
8.11.1 A Time-stepping, Parallel PRIMUS Implementation
Previous PRIMUS implementations assumed perfect communication between all agents
within an UAS. As highlighted, this is unrealistic in a real setting. In order to artifi-
cially limit the allowed radius of communication, we modify the parallelised PRIMUS
algorithm, which utilises the Message Passing Interface (MPI).
The MPI implementation is a discrete time-steeping solution, which attempts to emulate
the asynchronous nature of the real-time PRIMUS algorithm. Rather than using a
synchronised global communication routine, such as a reduction, across all processors,
as in previous analyses, we instead define a network at each discrete time-step, describing
the neighbours of each aircraft (or node), based on a pre-determined radius, R.
Figure 8.14a shows an example two-dimensional network between ten aircraft with a
communication radius R. We define this network by listing the neighbours for each
node in an adjacency list, which is tabulated in Figure 8.14b.
Algorithms 17 and 18 detail the procedure for time-stepping MPI communication in
PRIMUS. Note that a call to this function is made by each parallel processor (or aircraft),
thus, rank here refers to the unique ID given to each processor and nodes is a list of all
other rank IDs in the network. Algorithm 17 is responsible for forming the adjacency
list for each individual aircraft, thus, the resulting list of neighbours contains all other
aircraft in range of the processor calling the function and not a complete list for all
aircraft.
Firstly, we communicate all points to all aircraft and store them in an na by lenp sized
array, where na is the number of aircraft and lenp is the length of the previous path
p. lenp is equal for each aircraft as each path, p, is a time series of x,y,z locations
sampled at a fixed time step. We do this to calculate an adjacency list for all nodes at
each step along the previously chosen path. In a real UAS, this step is unnecessary as
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(a) A two-dimensional connected network of ten aircraft
(A1-A10) with communication radius R
Node Neighbours
A0 []
A1 []
A2 [A3]
A3 [A2,A4]
A4 [A3,A5]
A5 [A4,A7]
A6 [A7]
A7 [A5,A6,A9]
A8 []
A9 [A7]
(b) A tabulated adjacency list for
all nodes and their neighbours in
Figure 8.14a
Figure 8.14: Describing networks in PRIMUS
the radius of communications is limited by hardware. Instead, each node’s neighbours
are identified via scheduled network discovery commands. In the real-life PRIMUS
implementation, we use a mesh network of XBee PRO S1 radio modules, which allow
for the utilisation of such built in commands through an application program interface.
Once all neighbours are discovered for a given time step, each aircraft will begin the
asynchronous communication of a chunk of p to each aircraft in range. This is handled
by Algorithm 18.
Asynchronous communication between nodes is used here to ensure that each processor
can send a set of three messages before waiting to receive from its neighbour. This
would not necessarily be required if all data was to be combined into a single message,
however, asynchronous communications may also o↵er some performance benefits here
as each node is permitted to continue time stepping should it finish communicating with
all neighbours for the previous step. In order to accomplish network communication
we use three asynchronous sends, with unique tags, and three corresponding blocking
receives to and from the same neighbour. Due to the consistent ordering of adjacencies,
each pair of neighbours will perform a blocking receive with the neighbour of smallest
rank. This first pair will complete the communication and perform a non-blocking send
for the next neighbour. While this pair is completing communications, other processes
are waiting for the matching send to their last performed receive. We essentially see an
unravelling of sends and receives until all pairwise communications are complete. Once
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Algorithm 17 PRIMUS.adjacency(R,rank,rate)
Input:
R radius of communication
rank  processor rank
rate allowed rate of communication
1: x x-coordinates for all aircraft paths in an na⇥ lenp array
2: y  y-coordinates for all aircraft paths in an na⇥ lenp array
3: z  z-coordinates for all aircraft paths in an na⇥ lenp array
4: nodes list of all other ranks
5: for i to lenp step 1 do
6: for j to na step 1 do
7: xs x[j][i]
8: ys y[j][i]
9: zs z[j][i]
10: end for
11: neighbours empty list
12: for k in nodes do
13: dx xs[rank]-xs[k]
14: dy  ys[rank]-ys[k]
15: dz  zs[rank]-zs[k]
16: euclidian pdx2 + dy2 + dz2
17: if euclidian < R then
18: add k to neighbours
19: end if
20: end for
21: for node in neighbours do
22: Communicate(node, rank, rate)
23: end for
24: end for
path coordinates are communicated they are added to the list of coordinates used to
update the matrix M (see Section 7.3).
Algorithm 18 PRIMUS.Communicate(node,rank,rate)
Input:
node processor rank of connected node
rank  processor rank
rate allowed rate of communication
1: Isend(chunk of x co-ordinates with length rate, starting at indices[node], to node with tag 0)
2: Isend(chunk of y co-ordinates with length rate, starting at indices[node], to node with tag 1)
3: Isend(chunk of z co-ordinates with length rate, starting at indices[node], to node with tag 2)
4: toaddxs recv(source=node, tag=0)
5: toaddys recv(source=node, tag=1)
6: toaddzs recv(source=node, tag=2)
7: indices[node] indices[node] + rate
Consider the network pictured in Figure 8.14. Imagine this is a ‘snapshot’ of our network
of aircraft at a given time, thus, represents a single iteration in the loop that starts on
line 5 of Algorithm 17. Each processor first calculates a list of neighbours, which is
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equivalent to a row in the table in Figure 8.14b, for example, rank 3 or aircraft A3
gets neighbours = [A2, A4]. Figure 8.15 is a flow chart representing the order in which
each aircraft communicates with each of its neighbours. For simplicity, each row in
the chart represents some arbitrary chunk of time but, in reality, there is overlap and
each of these blocks may not run concurrently with even time intervals. A column-wise
arrow followed by a node represents a non-blocking send to that node and a double
ended column-wise arrow represents blocking receives between two nodes. The row-wise
arrows depict time, thus, depict a nodes idle time, that is, the time a node is hanging
without performing any computation. In future PRIMUS implementations work will
be conducted to overlap computation with communication, using this idle time more
e ciently, increasing capacity for feasible o↵-line analysis.
Figure 8.15: Flow of data through the network in Figure 8.14a using Algorithm 17
8.11.2 Intelligent Information Ordering in PRIMUS
Algorithm 18 emulates some rate of communication by sending a chunk of the path p
at each time step. Each time a chunk of information is sent, a record, pertaining to the
total number of points communicated to any given neighbour, is updated. Each node
has a memory of which points have been communicated to which aircraft so that the full
history of an aircraft’s position is available for communication. The history, however, is
simply stacked in reverse time order (newest points first) meaning aircraft that are out
of communication range for an extended period of time may miss out on older, more
relevant information once in range again. Instead of simply stacking information, we
develop a simple ordering algorithm, which ensures more useful information is prioritised.
The MPI implementation for this algorithm simply orders points based on the position
of a neighbouring aircraft. However, point ordering is extremely unlikely to complete
within a time step when the length of un-communicated points grows large. In a real-
time implementation of PRIMUS, the ordering of points is performed on a concurrent
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thread and the points to be communicated are selected based on the current state of the
sort. Further to this, to vastly improve the sort e ciency, points are stored according
to discretised altitude ranges. The altitude of a neighbouring aircraft will determine the
subset of points to be sorted. Of course, there is a trade-o↵ here. Larger altitude bands
may capture more relevant points, but smaller altitude bands will reduce the number
of points in the subset, thus, reducing the computational e↵ort required to continually
sort points.
8.11.3 The E↵ect of Communication Radius on PRIMUS
The following analysis is performed in a domain of size 5km by 5km by 5km with 1-20
aircraft, s = 2, c = [27, 27] and zero wind. Figure 8.16 shows curves for multiple versions
of PRIMUS. 2-PRIMUS is the regular double step (s = 2) heuristic, which facilitates
communication between all aircraft. All other experiments replicate 2-PRIMUS but with
limits on the communication radius, R. Furthermore, all but experiment 2-PRIMUS (n)
utilise the intelligent sorting algorithm discussed in Section 8.11.2.
Figure 8.16: The E↵ect of Communication Radius on PRIMUS Performance in Three
Dimensions
The standard deviation of the matrix M is used as a performance measure. The matrix
M in this experiment only captures the uncertainty for regions in our domain, with
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greater uncertainty representing areas which require increased observations. The more
uniform this matrix is, the better explored the entire domain is, thus, a smaller stan-
dard deviation indicates a more space-filling collection of trajectories. The bootstrapped
95% confidence intervals for each data point are also plotted to indicate the statistical
significance of the experiments plotted. These intervals are generally very small, demon-
strating a strong likelihood that data points are not simply a result of random variation.
Reducing the radius of allowed communication has notably reduced the quality of the
resulting trajectories, however, a radius equal to half the size of the domain dimension
appears to replicate results close to those where all aircraft are allowed to communicate.
Furthermore, intelligent point ordering appears to show some improvement over the
same algorithm that simply queues up points over time (R=500m (n) vs. R=500m).
8.12 Negotiation in PRIMUS
Although the real-time PRIMUS algorithm is asynchronous, situations, where multiple
aircraft may intend to visit similar regions in the domain, could develop. System la-
tency could result in multiple nearby aircraft determining a region as optimal before
any one aircraft is able to select and communicate a path through said region. In pre-
vious PRIMUS implementations, the launching of each aircraft is staggered to avoid
the majority of these scenarios. However, in a real UAS, we have little control of the
exact time, location and initial heading (should the aircraft be released vertically from
a balloon) of a launch. Furthermore, we are concerned with preserving the temporality
of any collected data, thus, would like to reduce the time between staggered launches if
possible.
We can liken this negotiation framework to those utilised in multi-agent collision avoid-
ance. As well as searching for an optimal path through the objective matrix, M , nearby
aircraft should also negotiate to ensure paths do not intersect or explore similar regions.
Collision avoidance often considers the kinematics of the aircraft, which allows paths to
intersect so long as aircraft do not pass through the intersection at the same time. Here,
however, the best selection of paths between multiple negotiators are those that do not
intersect similar regions. This resembles work done in Purwin et al. (2008) (see Sec-
tion 8.10.2), who develop a path-planning algorithm that allows agents to reserve areas
of a domain. Bargaining occurs when any two areas, reserved by aircraft, intersect.
Instead, we reserve a set of cells in the matrix, M , based on those that are intersected
by the path p and communicate this set to neighbouring aircraft. Any similar cells
triggers negotiation between aircraft, the result of which is determined by the priorities
associated with the negotiating aircraft and the next best paths found by the heuristic
search algorithm.
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8.12.1 A Real-time Negotiation Algorithm for PRIMUS
A real-time, asynchronous negotiation protocol is unlike traditional negotiation in MAS.
Traditionally, rounds of negotiation are held between multiple agents, who construct and
send o↵ers to neighbouring agents, whilst rejecting or accepting received o↵ers. This
requires some notion of synchronisation between agents and, often, some knowledge
pertaining to the agents involved in the bargaining. We wish to develop an asynchronous
negotiation protocol, which is insensitive to the number of aircraft involved and requires
very little communication bandwidth. Sending o↵ers and waiting for responses between
pairs of aircraft, that may or may not still be in range, is not robust in this UAS and
may result in cyclic bargaining. Furthermore, this kind of protocol for negotiation is
too demanding on communication devices, which are already required to send multiple
messages a second to multiple neighbours.
Instead, we propose an asynchronous, conflict resolution algorithm, utilising a priority
queue, sorted, much like Sˇiˇsla´k et al. (2007), Sˇiˇsla´k et al. (2008), by the elapsed times
of manoeuvres performed by neighbouring aircraft. If it happens that two entries have
equal priority by this measure, a pure function decides priority based on the unique
addresses of the involved aircraft. This priority queue is cyclic, that is, when an aircraft
completes a round of selection it then rejoins again at the back with a reset elapsed
time. As discussed later, there is also some memory of previous moves so that completed
manoeuvres are not immediately removed from the front of the queue. All aircraft are
scheduled, with some interval, to send their ‘best thus far’ path cells, their id (the unique
16-bit address associated with their communication device) and their elapsed move time.
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Figure 8.17: A two-dimensional connected network of ten aircraft (A1-A10) with com-
munication radius R at some arbitrary times t0, t1 and t2
Figures 8.17 and 8.18 display an example network of ten aircraft at three arbitrary points
in time, t0, t1 and t2. At t0 the aircraft have all made a single first move and we assume
that no prior knowledge of any moves that have occurred before that move are known.
The subscripts in Figure 8.18 denote the number of moves made since time t0, thus, all
aircraft are given the subscript zero in Figure 8.18a.
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Node Priority Queue
A0 [A00]
A1 [A10]
A2 [A20,A30]
A3 [A20,A30,A40]
A4 [A30,A40,A50]
A5 [A40,A50,A70]
A6 [A60,A70]
A7 [A50,A60,A70,A90]
A8 [A80]
A9 [A70,A90]
(a) time = t0
Node Priority Queue
A0 [A00]
A1 [A10]
A2 [A20,A30]
A3 [A20,A30,A40]
A4 [A30,A40,A50]
A5 [A71,A40,A50,A70]
A6 [A60,A70]
A7 [A71,A91,A50,A60]
A8 [A81]
A9 [A71,A91,A70]
(b) time = t1
Node Priority Queue
A0 [A01]
A1 [A11]
A2 [A31,A20,A30]
A3 [A31,A41,A20]
A4 [A31,A41,A30]
A5 [A51,A71,A40]
A6 [A61]
A7 [A51,A71,A91,A50,A60]
A8 [A81]
A9 [A92]
(c) time = t2
Figure 8.18: Priority Queues for each two-dimensional connected network in Figure 8.17
The priority of each aircraft is, as discussed, based on the elapsed time of an aircraft’s
current manoeuvre. At time t0, we assume that aircraft with a higher number id are
closer to finishing their current move, thus, are given higher priority and occur at the
end of the priority queue. When a new aircraft comes into range a new entry is added
to the queue and it is re-sorted. Otherwise, to reduce computational e↵ort, aircraft that
have recently completed a manoeuvre can be added to the start of the queue without
need for sorting.
At time t0, each aircraft is resolving conflicts with all queue items ahead of itself. In
real-time, aircraft are communicating their ‘best thus far’ path on a schedule. Conflict
resolution is triggered by an aircraft if: a) it receives cells from a higher priority aircraft
(any ahead in the queue) b) it finds a new ‘best thus far’ path.
At time t1, aircraft A7 through A9 have completed a manoeuvre and selected an optimal
path. In this example, the priority queues of aircraft A5, A7 and A9 have been altered.
A5 has a new entry appended to the front of the queue. A7 has begun communicating
a new path for the next manoeuvre, denoted by the incremented subscript. However,
A70 is still included in the queue. The asynchronous nature of this algorithm requires
that old manoeuvres are remembered so that any triggered calls to resolve conflicts still
consider moves from the previous round. Due to system latency, the points for these
paths may yet to have been communicated to nearby aircraft, thus will not adjust their
matrices,M , failing to deter the selection of paths through these recently visited regions.
Furthermore, aircraft that are close to completing their previous manoeuvre may have
already searched the paths that pass through said regions before updating their matrix,
M , thus, may still be likely to select them. Note that a consistent priority queue is still
maintained by retaining A70 as this still has the greatest elapsed time. A71 is appended
to the end of the queue upon its receipt as this path now has the smallest elapsed time.
The priority queue held by A7 at t1 shows similar behaviour, however, as A7 (itself)
has also completed a manoeuvre, A70 and A90 have been removed from the end of the
queue. Whenever an aircraft completes a manoeuvre, any entries with greater or equal
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priority to itself are removed from the queue and a new entry for itself appended to
the front of the queue. Now, whenever conflict resolution is triggered for A7, conflicts
must be considered for all aircraft that have yet to complete a manoeuvre since A7
itself completed a manoeuvre. By removing all entries forward of A7 we again retain
the behaviour of a priority queue, where conflicts must be resolved for all aircraft with
greater priority in the queue. The priority queue for A9 shows similar behaviour.
At t1, A7 and A6 are no longer neighbours. Thus, A6 does not receive a new entry, A71,
but retains the last communicated A70 just as A7 retains an entry for A60. If an aircraft
goes out of range, the last communicated cells are kept, however, these are unlikely to
result in any conflicts if R is su ciently large as they are, in all probability, travelling
away from each other. At time t2, A70 is removed from the priority queue of A6 after it
has completed a manoeuvre of its own.
Between t1 and t2 the remaining aircraft complete a manoeuvre and A9 a second. New
manoeuvres for all aircraft still in range are appended to the front of queues upon receipt
and once an aircraft completes its own manoeuvre, all those with greater than or equal
priority are removed from the end of the queue.
Essentially, we have three events that trigger actions in the priority queue of an aircraft
A.
1. When a message is received from a new 16-bit address, a new entry is included in
the queue and the queue is re-sorted to retain priority order. If it is known that
said entry was the last to complete a manoeuvre, no sort is required.
2. When an entry is updated with a new message (or a new ‘best thus far’ path is
found in the case of its own) or a new entry is added, conflict resolution is triggered
between A and all those with higher priority in the queue. If a path results in
conflicts, the next best path is chosen and conflict resolution is re-triggered. This
repeats until a path with no conflicts is found or all paths are exhausted, in which
case the path with least conflicts is chosen.
3. When a path is selected by A, and the previous manoeuvre is complete, all entries
with greater or equal priority are removed from the queue and the new ‘best thus
far’ path for A added to the queue, triggering item 2.
8.12.2 Implementing Negotiation in a Parallel PRIMUS Implementa-
tion
In order to emulate real-time negotiation in PRIMUS, we utilise the parallel implementa-
tion, discussed in Section 8.11.1. With this implementation, multiple rapid optimisations
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can be performed, allowing for more extensive analysis. When implementing the negoti-
ation protocol, discussed in Section 8.12.1, we assume that all aircraft are synchronised,
that is, all aircraft choose an optimal path in unison. Furthermore, we assume that all
conflicts are resolved between all aircraft unless all available paths are exhausted, in
which case the path with the fewest conflicts is chosen. To simplify the problem, all
aircraft participate in negotiation. This is deemed a suitable simplification as aircraft
are only likely to have conflicts with other nearby aircraft, thus, restricting the radius
of communication is unlikely to produce a significantly di↵erent result.
Algorithm 19 details the steps taken for conflict resolution in the parallel PRIMUS im-
plementation. This algorithm is called once the heuristic search algorithm and all other
time-stepping communication is complete. The heuristic search algorithm returns a list
of paths and the cells they traverse through M in order of optimality. In Algorithm 19
a limit of 100 is used for the list of best searched paths. These are communicated to the
root node (rank zero) to be stored in an na ⇥ 100 array, where na is the total number
of aircraft or processors. In reality, the limit (100 in the parallel case) for a real-time
negotiation is the total number of searched paths, N , as each path is communicated
individually if the previous results in a conflict, however, in the parallel implementation,
communicating all paths and cells would require an unreasonable amount of computa-
tional time and memory.
Most of the computation in Algorithm 19 is performed on the root node (rank zero) as
communication in a distributed algorithm is di cult to synchronise and would result in
significant performance overheads, resulting in very little overall performance benefit.
Once the work on the root node is complete, the negotiated path indices are scattered
across all processors. The algorithm works by looping through each aircraft (Line 4)
and resolving any conflicts between cells in all previously resolved paths (Line 14).
Thus, the priorities here are determined by processor rank, with a smaller rank having
higher priority. If there are no conflicts with any of the previously resolved aircraft, the
current path index is added to the list of resolved path indices. If all 100 paths are
exhausted, the path found with least conflicts is, instead, added to the list of resolved
path indices. In future PRIMUS implementations, the choice of optimal path will be
made according to some ranked and weighted multi-objective, a function of common
cells and the approximation of the line integral along a path through M .
8.12.3 The E↵ect of Negotiation on PRIMUS
Figure 8.19 compares four experiments, all performed in a domain of size 5km by 5km by
5km with 1-20 aircraft, s = 2, c = [27, 27] and zero wind. As discussed in Section 8.12,
the staggering of aircraft launches has been previously utilised to reduce the chance
of system latency a↵ecting the optimality of trajectories. 2-PRIMUS and Negotiation
have a stagger of one, that is, each aircraft is launched one move behind the previous
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Algorithm 19 PRIMUS.conflictResolution(rank)
Input:
rank  processor rank
1: if rank is 0 then
2: allCells na⇥ 100 array containing list of cell sets for best 100 found paths
3: paths empty list
4: minimumDifference inf
5: for i to na step 1 do
6: index 0
7: if i == 0 then
8: paths append index
9: else
10: while True do
11: if the current (i) or previous (i  1) aircraft has not yet launched then
12: break from the while loop
13: end if
14: otherCells empty list
15: for j to i step 1 do
16: otherCells append allCells[j][paths[j]]
17: end for
18: myCells allCells[i][index]
19: commonCells di↵erence between sets myCells and otherCells
20: if the length of commonCells == 0 then
21: break from the while loop
22: else
23: if the length of commonCells < minimumDifference then
24: minimumDifference the length of commonCells
25: lastResort index
26: end if
27: if index == 100 then
28: index lastResort
29: break from the while loop
30: end if
31: index index+ 1
32: end if
33: end while
34: paths append index
35: end if
36: end for
37: end if
38: path scatter(paths, size = 1, root = 0)
(approximately 150 seconds). Including negotiation here shows little or no improvement
in the standard deviation of uncertainty across the target domain. In reality, precise
control over launch time is unlikely, thus, we also compare the same algorithms with
a stagger of zero, that is, all aircraft are launched simultaneously (2-PRIMUS (0) and
Negotiation (0)). Here, as expected, we see a loss in performance, however, the inclusion
of some negotiation significantly recovers over 50% of that loss on average. Note that
when including negotiation we use a deterministic PRIMUS algorithm, which, due to
the conflict issues that may arise, includes no random choice from paths with equal
objective function values.
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Figure 8.19: The E↵ect of Negotiation in PRIMUS
8.13 Conclusion
PRIMUS is further developed to run in real-time within a decentralised system. A
communication protocol is developed so that collaborative updates may be made to
each matrix, M , stored by each individual aircraft. The optimisation scheme is also im-
proved, allowing for increased control over computational complexity, whilst introducing
heuristic methods for the growth of primitive trees, which had previously been limited
to selection.
Further to this, decentralisation of this system necessitates the introduction of a com-
munication protocol between aircraft. Essentially, we attempt to mimic a centralised
system, where all aircraft possess the same information, thus, similar versions of the
matrix M . Of course, scalability means a limit on the radius of communication between
aircraft must be introduced. Communicating all information to all aircraft would detri-
ment the search algorithm too heavily, particularly when the system is scaled up in size.
Reducing the radius of communication reduces the associated bandwidth. As a result,
aircraft must optimise their trajectories based on partial information, that is, a version
of M that may not contain all of the relevant cell updates for the region currently being
explored. However, we still see positive results, particularly when agent negotiation is
also introduced. Agent negotiation reduces the e↵ects of system latency, that is, delay
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in the communication of information and associated updates to the matrix M . When
aircraft are released simultaneously, agent negotiation reduces the standard deviation of
uncertainty across the matrix M by 20%.

Chapter 9
Conclusions
This thesis discusses the development of an autonomous, decentralised, asynchronous
UAS for atmospheric research, comprising a swarm of multiple balloon launched UAVs.
We see this system assisting the modelling of atmospheric processes, from large global
systems to small localised phenomena, collecting data that is a pivotal ingredient in the
numerical prediction of weather and climate. Furthermore, this UAS can be used for
aiding in Antarctic aero-magnetic surveys, mapping of CO2 and CH4 concentration and
atmospheric boundary layer profiling, all of which are current research issues within the
atmospheric science community.
We think of this UAS as a multi-agent system comprising multiple aircraft, or agents,
which are allowed to communicate. Each agent runs the PRIMUS algorithm for the
in-flight, heuristic optimisation of the combined trajectories of the swarm against the
following objectives: the uniform sampling of the target volume of airspace (O1), and
attaining the maximal mapping accuracy of a particular physical, chemical or biological
measure (O2).
The PRIMUS algorithm is empirically analysed with promising performance. Results
indicate that the PRIMUS path planning algorithm succeeds in minimising the variance
in uncertainty across a domain, hence maximising space-filling, and in minimising the
mean squared error between an actual distribution of a particular physical, chemical or
biological measure and that predicted by the UAS.
Generally, when distributions are likely to vary smoothly (or even linearly) and have
low modality (C2), O2 is satisfied by fulfilling O1. In this situation, testing indicates the
algorithm outperforms random search algorithms (A3 and A4) in minimising the variance
in uncertainty across two-dimensional and three-dimensional domains and in minimising
the percentage of empty cells within the domain, indicating good space-filling. We also
introduce modifications to the PRIMUS algorithm (A5), which introduces a heuristic
for the growth of the PRIMUS search tree. The results indicate that by introducing
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this greedy path growth heuristic, the computational cost of the search algorithm can
be reduced for little to no reduction in trajectory quality, permitting further reaching,
exploitative search trees.
When distributions are likely to be multi-modal and highly non-linear (C1) we include a
second, weighted objective which controls the degree to which an aircraft would prefer to
explore dominant modes in a distribution over space-filling the domain. We have shown
that, on average, including this second objective results in a higher mapping accuracy.
The UAS discussed is in the course of being developed into a practical science tool, which
is robust to environmental uncertainties, such as wind. Software, such as JSBSim, and
hardware, such as communication devices, are incorporated into the UAS simulation
loop demonstrating the suitability of PRIMUS for real-life application. Further to this,
simulations above the island of South Georgia, in the presence of complicated flow fields
(wind) and boundaries (terrain) are also conducted to emulate a real-life environment.
Here, the importance of further reaching search trees is maintained. As the wind speed
often exceeds the glide speed of the aircraft, PRIMUS requires more steps to search
paths which reach regions upwind in the domain and often aircraft become ‘stuck’ in
a local optima. Introducing a coarser search tree allows for larger search trees without
impractical increases in computational cost, resulting in high quality trajectories even
in the presence of such strong winds.
Moreover, this work investigates the e↵ect of communication radius and negotiation
in PRIMUS. First, a time-stepping, multi-core implementation of PRIMUS is utilised
to test the e↵ect that limiting communication radius has upon the optimality of the
resulting collective trajectories. Reducing communication radius is shown to have a sig-
nificant, negative impact on the performance of PRIMUS, however, intelligent sorting
of communicated points is shown to mitigate this e↵ect. In a real-time system, com-
munication radius is limited by the communication hardware on-board an aircraft, as
well as any obtrusive terrain, thus there is a compromise here between the cost of the
system, the mass of an aircraft payload and the optimality of flight paths. Devices with
a larger communication radius tend to be larger, heavier and more expensive. Further-
more, increasing radius increases the required bandwidth between vehicles and increases
the computational power required to process received messages.
Due to the predicted system latency in an unpredictable real-time PRIMUS implemen-
tation, the introduction of a protocol for negotiation is discussed. A multi-core, non-
real-time PRIMUS implementation is used to indicate how negotiation may a↵ect the
optimality of real-time trajectories in our UAS. Negotiation is performed continuously,
requiring no synchronisation in communication. Furthermore, no formal o↵er/accep-
t/reject framework is needed between vehicles, which would require some form of syn-
chronised collective bargaining. Aircraft remain insensitive to the identity, and number
of aircraft in the system and attempt to resolve conflicts based upon the most up to date
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communicated information. In experiments where aircraft are all launched simultane-
ously, thus latency is more likely, negotiation shows a significant performance increase.
In real, dynamic and unpredictable UAS, the inclusion of such a negotiation protocol,
alongside the search heuristic, will increase robustness to uncertainties in launch time,
heading and location.
PRIMUS is ready for integration within an actual system of UAVs, however, the system
would benefit from additional robustness testing and the addressing of any limitations,
discussed in Section 1.2.3. Although there is future work required to overcome these
limitations, this thesis considerably assists in the progression of both the field of artificial
intelligence (more expressly, the path planning of autonomous robots) and the field of
atmospheric science. Work is done towards the merging of these topics, building a novel,
real-life unmanned air system for observing atmospheric phenomena. The following are
the most notable of those contributions:
• A scalable, cheap, decentralised, multi-aircraft system for atmospheric sampling
of a targeted block of airspace, complete with launch and release procedure, and
autonomous optimisation of the mission specific objectives O1 and O2.
• Amethod for generating a time-series for flyable, motion primitives via the JSBSim
flight dynamics model. Generation of motion primitives is uncoupled with the
algorithm, allowing for fast integration of di↵erent vehicles.
• An asynchronous, multi-threaded, real-time search algorithm, designed for multi-
aircraft co-operation and the integration of systems hardware. The algorithm is
insensitive to vehicle dynamics, allowing a mixture of vehicles to operate within
the same system.
• A method for real-time assessment of space-filling, for continuous trajectories,
within a three-dimensional domain, using statistical uncertainty and information
gain.
• A greedy path growth heuristic for search. This heuristic algorithm adds dynamism
to the way in which search paths explore the domain, exploiting previously attained
knowledge about the fitness of parent paths in order to extend search into regions,
which are more likely to present more favourable solutions.
• A method for asynchronous negotiation, which reduces the performance deficits
associated with latency in assessing the objective function used in search. This
protocol o↵ers a simple solution to negotiation, where aircraft reserve cells in the
domain and trigger conflict resolution when aircraft with higher priority reserve
similar cells. Priority order is established by ranking aircraft based upon the time
remaining for their current search iteration. A priority queue is used to allow for
simple and fast manipulation of order.
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• As well as developing a real-time, on-line system and algorithm, an o↵-line, non-
real-time algorithm, for multiple processors, is implemented. Using the Message
Passing Interface and artificial synchronisation of communication, this implemen-
tation allows for rapid analysis of the flight planning algorithms and for flight
pattern predictions with the inclusion of a ‘typical’ windfield and terrain.
In Chapter 8, the scalability of the UAS is discussed. With limits upon communication
range and the complexity control measures, for example intelligent path growth, the
PRIMUS algorithm is capable of optimising the paths of aircraft within large systems of
aircraft. Simulations are performed, with up to 40 aircraft, successfully. For the purposes
of the experiments, these aircraft are limited to trees comprising no greater than 10000
paths to be searched during a 150 second manoeuvre. In real-time, this level of complex-
ity is easily achievable with modern single board computers, even when considering the
additional communication and negotiation overheads. Furthermore, scaling the system
to more than 40 aircraft would introduce little increase in communication overhead, due
to the limited communication radius, thus it is not infeasible that PRIMUS would be
successful in optimising systems containing many more aircraft.
Some of the algorithm’s e ciency is owed to the o↵-line generation of flight primitives.
Flight primitives have similarly been utilised in the related literature regarding the
path planning of autonomous vehicles, however, unlike the aforementioned works, the
method utilised here does not oversimplify the dynamics of the aircraft. Any aircraft
that is modelled in JSBSim may be simulated accurately, ensuring primitives are flyable,
making the time-series produced much more suitable for real-time waypoint following.
Further to this, the PRIMUS algorithm is insensitive to the generated manoeuvres.
Provided the communication protocol is upheld, any number of di↵erent vehicles could
collaborate to explore a domain.
The PRIMUS algorithm becomes novel when the greedy path growth and negotiation
algorithms are introduced. The greedy path growth algorithm is inspired by the IRRT.
However, unlike the IRRT, it does not require multiple iterations to find dynamically
feasible paths. The paths being searched are inherently flyable, thus, it is simply a
matter of selecting those which are more likely to result in optimal o↵spring paths.
Greedy path growth allows a three step primitive tree to be searched in the equivalent
time taken to search a two step tree for equally favourable results (see Figures 8.10
and 8.11). A tree consisting almost 1900 more paths is e↵ectively searched within a
similar execution time and for the same result.
In a real UAS, release location and time will be noisy. Release time, ideally, should
also be homogenised for all aircraft so that similar regions of the domain are explored
at aligned times. Under this constraint, algorithm performance is heavily a↵ected by
latency in the updating of shared information. The novel, persistent negotiation proto-
col, developed in Section 8.12, helps to combat this, improving the performance of the
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algorithm by around 20%. Although agent negotiation is a well trodden subject, this
protocol is unique. It is insensitive to how many other agents are in the system. Further-
more, it does not require any prior knowledge regarding other participating agents. All
that is required is that agents persistently broadcast information so that other aircraft
may ascertain conflicts in real-time.
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Appendix A
The Santa Fe Ant Trail
1 (setf stream (open "results.txt" :direction :output :if-exists :
,! supersede))
2
3
4 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
5 ;;RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR AS IN KOZA 1992;;
6 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
7
8
9 (defparameter *seed* 1)
10
11
12 (defun park-miller-randomizer ()
13 "The Park-Miller multiplicative congruential randomizer
14 (CACM , October 88, Page 1195). Creates pseudo random floating
15 point numbers in the range 0.0 < x <= 1.0. The seed value
16 for this randomizer is called *seed*, so you should
17 record/set this if you want to make your runs reproducible."
18 #+ Lucid (unless (typep *seed* ’integer) (setq *seed* (round *seed
,! *)))
19 (assert (not (zerop *seed*)) () "*seed* cannot be zero.")
20 (let (( multiplier #+Lucid 16807 #-Lucid 16807.0 d0);16807 is (expt
,! 7 5)
21 (modulus #+Lucid 2147483647 #-Lucid 2147483647.0 d0))
22 ;2147483647 is (- (expt 2 31) 1)
23 (let ((temp (* multiplier *seed*)))
24 (setf *seed* (mod temp modulus))
25 ;;Produces floating-point number in the range
26 ;; 0.0 < x <= 1.0
27 (#+ lucid float #- lucid progn (/ *seed* modulus)))))
28
29 (defun random-floating-point-number (n)
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30 "Returns a pseudo random floating-point number
31 in range 0.0 <= number < n"
32 (let (( random-number (park-miller-randomizer)))
33 ;; We subtract the randomly generated number from 1.0
34 ;; before scaling so that we end up in the range
35 ;; 0.0 <= x < 1.0, not 0.0 < x <= 1.0
36 (* n (- 1.0d0 random-number))))
37
38 (defun random-integer (n)
39 "Returns a pseudo-random integer in the range 0 ---> n-1."
40 (let (( random-number (random-floating-point-number 1.0)))
41 (floor (* n random-number))))
42
43
44
45
46 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
47 ;;INPUT VARIABLES AND FUNCTION/TERMINAL SETS;;
48 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
49
50 (setf *terminal* ’((left) (right) (move)))
51
52 (setf *function* ’(if-food progn2 progn3))
53
54 (setf *arity* ’(2 2 3))
55
56 (princ #\ newline)
57 (princ "Enter Population Size")
58 (princ #\ newline)
59 (defparameter *pop-size* (read))
60
61 (princ #\ newline)
62 (princ "Enter Tournament Size")
63 (princ #\ newline)
64 (defparameter tsize (read))
65
66 (princ #\ newline)
67 (princ "Enter Number of Generations")
68 (princ #\ newline)
69 (defparameter *number-of-generations* (read))
70
71
72 (defparameter *tree-depth* 4)
73
74 (defparameter *upper-depth* 6)
75
76 ;(defparameter *pop-size* 600)
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77
78 ;(defparameter tsize 20)
79
80 ;(defparameter *number-of-generations* 73)
81
82 (defparameter *percentage-mutation* 2)
83
84 (defparameter *total-moves* 535)
85
86 (defparameter *adjusted-fitness* 90)
87
88 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
89 ;;INITIALISATION OF VARS , PARAMS , VECTORS AND LISTS ;;
90 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
91
92 (setf initial-population-size *pop-size *)
93
94 (setf population-matrix (make-list initial-population-size :
,! initial-element 0))
95
96 (setf fitness-matrix (make-list initial-population-size :
,! initial-element 0))
97
98
99
100 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
101 ;;FUNCTION AND MACRO DEFINITIONS FOR PROGRAMS ;;
102 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
103
104
105 (defun initialise ()
106 (setf *food-index* #(0 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 3 1 3 2 3 3 3 4 3 5 4 5 5 5
,! 6 5 8 5 9 5 10
107 5 11 5 12 5 12 6 12 7 12 8 12 9 12 11 12 12 12 13 12 14 12 17
,! 12 18 12 19 12
108 20 12 21 12 22 12 23 11 24 10 24 9 24 8 24 7 24 4 24 3 24 1 25
,! 1 26 1 27 1 28
109 2 30 3 30 4 30 5 30 7 29 7 28 8 27 9 27 10 27 11 27 12 27 13
,! 27 14 27 16 26 16
110 25 16 24 16 21 16 20 16 19 16 18 17 15 20 14 20 13 20 10 20 9
,! 20 8 20 7 21 5 22
111 5 24 4 24 3 25 2 26 2 27 2 29 3 29 4 29 6 29 9 29 12 28 14 27
,! 14 26 14 23 15 24
112 18 27 19 26 22 23 23))
113
114 (setf *food-locations* (make-array ’(32 32) :initial-element 0))
115
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116 (dotimes (x (/ (length *food-index *) 2)) (setf i (* x 2))
117
118 (setf (aref *food-locations* (elt *food-index* i) (elt *
,! food-index* (+ i 1))) 1))
119
120 (setf x 0)
121
122 (setf y 0)
123
124 (setf *ant-trail* (make-array 0 :fill-pointer t :adjustable t))
125
126 (vector-push-extend 0 *ant-trail *)
127
128 (vector-push-extend 0 *ant-trail *)
129
130 (setf head 1))
131
132
133
134 (defun progn2(p1 p2)
135 (progn p1 p2))
136
137
138
139 (defun progn3(p1 p2 p3)
140 (progn p1 p2 p3))
141
142
143
144 #+TI (setf sys:inhibit-displacing-flag t)
145
146 (defmacro if-food (then-arg else-arg)
147 (if-food-ahead)
148 (if (= *isfood* 1) (eval ‘,then-arg) (eval ‘,else-arg)))
149
150
151
152 (defun left ()
153 (decf *moves *)
154 (fitness)
155 (consume)
156 (if (= head 0) (setf head 3) (setf head (- head 1)))
157 (vector-push-extend x *ant-trail *)
158 (vector-push-extend y *ant-trail *))
159
160
161
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162 (defun right ()
163 (decf *moves *)
164 (fitness)
165 (consume)
166 (if (= head 3) (setf head 0) (setf head (+ head 1)))
167 (vector-push-extend x *ant-trail *)
168 (vector-push-extend y *ant-trail *))
169
170
171
172 (defun goN()
173 (if (= y 0) (setf y 31) (setf y (- y 1))))
174
175 (defun goE()
176 (if (= x 31) (setf x 0) (setf x (+ x 1))))
177
178 (defun goS()
179 (if (= y 31) (setf y 0) (setf y (+ y 1))))
180
181 (defun goW()
182 (if (= x 0) (setf x 31) (setf x (- x 1))))
183
184
185
186 (defun move()
187 (decf *moves *)
188 (fitness)
189 (consume)
190 (if (= head 0) (goN))
191 (if (= head 1) (goE))
192 (if (= head 2) (goS))
193 (if (= head 3) (goW))
194 (vector-push-extend x *ant-trail *)
195 (vector-push-extend y *ant-trail *))
196
197
198
199 (defun if-food-ahead ()
200 (if (= head 0) (if (= y 0) (progn (setf isfoodx x) (setf isfoody
,! 31)) (progn (setf isfoodx x) (setf isfoody (- y 1)))))
201 (if (= head 1) (if (= x 31) (progn (setf isfoodx 0) (setf
,! isfoody y)) (progn (setf isfoodx (+ x 1)) (setf isfoody y)))
,! )
202 (if (= head 2) (if (= y 31) (progn (setf isfoodx x) (setf
,! isfoody 0)) (progn (setf isfoodx x) (setf isfoody (+ y 1))))
,! )
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203 (if (= head 3) (if (= x 0) (progn (setf isfoodx 31) (setf
,! isfoody y)) (progn (setf isfoodx (- x 1)) (setf isfoody y)))
,! )
204
205 (if (= (aref *food-locations* isfoodx isfoody) 1) (setf *isfood*
,! 1) (setf *isfood* 0)))
206
207
208
209 (defun fitness ()
210 (if (= (aref *food-locations* x y) 1) (setf *fit* (- *fit* 1))))
211
212 (defun consume ()
213 (if (= (aref *food-locations* x y) 1) (setf (aref *
,! food-locations* x y ) 0)))
214
215
216 (defun gen-program
217 (func-set function-arity term-set
218 initial-depth root-of-tree? full-tree ?)
219 (cond ((<= initial-depth 0)
220 (choose-from-term-set term-set))
221 ((or full-tree? root-of-tree ?)
222 (let (( index (random-integer (length func-set))))
223 (let (( function (nth index func-set))
224 (number-of-arguments
225 (nth index function-arity)))
226 (cons function
227 (get-args
228 number-of-arguments func-set
229 function-arity term-set
230 (- initial-depth 1) full-tree ?)))))
231 (: otherwise
232 (let (( index (random-integer
233 (+ (length term-set)
234 (length func-set)))))
235 (if (< index (length func-set))
236 (let (( function (nth index func-set))
237 (number-of-arguments
238 (nth index function-arity)))
239 (cons function
240 (get-args
241 number-of-arguments func-set
242 function-arity term-set
243 (- initial-depth 1) full-tree ?)))
244 (choose-from-term-set term-set))))))
245
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246
247
248 (defun get-args
249 (number-of-arguments func-set
250 function-arity term-set initial-depth
251 full-tree ?)
252 (if (= number-of-arguments 0)
253 nil
254 (cons (gen-program
255 func-set function-arity term-set
256 initial-depth nil full-tree ?)
257 (get-args
258 (- number-of-arguments 1) func-set
259 function-arity term-set
260 initial-depth full-tree ?))))
261
262
263
264 (defun choose-from-term-set (term-set)
265 (let ((index (nth (random-integer (length term-set))
266 term-set)))
267 (case index
268 (: floating-point-random-constant
269 (coerce (- (random-floating-point-number 10.0) 5.0)
270 ’single-float))
271 (: integer-random-constant
272 (- (random-integer 21) 10))
273 (otherwise index))))
274
275
276
277 (defun fill-fitness-matrix ()
278 (setf evaluation-ticker 0)
279
280 (loop
281 (setf *fit* *adjusted-fitness *)
282 (setf *moves* *total-moves *)
283 (initialise)
284
285 (loop
286
287 (eval (nth evaluation-ticker population-matrix))
288 (when (<= *moves* 0) (return *fit*)))
289
290 (setf (nth evaluation-ticker fitness-matrix) *fit*)
291 (incf evaluation-ticker)
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292 (setf percentage (* (float (/ evaluation-ticker *pop-size *))
,! 100))
293
294 (princ #\ newline)
295 (format t "~$" percentage)
296 (princ "% of Fitnesses Calculated")
297
298 (when (= evaluation-ticker *pop-size *) (return fitness-matrix)
,! )))
299
300
301
302 (defun generate-initial-population(full grow ramped)
303 (cond
304
305 (grow
306 (setf program-number 0)
307 (loop
308 (setf *max-depth* *tree-depth *)
309 (setf program (gen-program *function* *arity* *terminal* *
,! max-depth* t nil))
310 (setf (nth program-number population-matrix) program)
311 (incf program-number)
312 (decf initial-population-size)
313 (when (= initial-population-size 0) (return
,! population-matrix))))
314
315 (full
316 (setf program-number 0)
317 (loop
318 (setf *max-depth* *tree-depth *)
319 (setf program (gen-program *function* *arity* *terminal* *
,! max-depth* t t))
320 (setf (nth program-number population-matrix) program)
321 (incf program-number)
322 (decf initial-population-size)
323 (when (= initial-population-size 0) (return
,! population-matrix))))
324
325 (ramped
326 (setf *max-depth* *tree-depth *)
327 (multiple-value-bind (num remain) (floor *pop-size* (- *
,! max-depth* 1))
328 (setf ramped-groups (list num remain)))
329 (if (= (nth 1 ramped-groups) 0) (progn (setf even t) (setf
,! uneven nil)) (progn (setf even nil) (setf uneven t)))
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330 (if (= (rem (nth 0 ramped-groups) 2) 0) (progn (setf half t)
,! (setf nothalf nil)) (progn (setf half nil) (setf nothalf t)
,! ))
331
332 (cond
333 (even
334
335 (setf n (nth 0 ramped-groups))
336
337 (setf xgen 1)
338
339 (loop
340 (if half (setf program-number (* (- xgen 1) n)) (setf
,! program-number (* (- xgen 1) (- n 1))))
341 (if half (setf group-size (/ n 2)) (setf group-size (
,! floor n 2)))
342
343 (loop
344 (setf *max-depth* *tree-depth *)
345 (setf program (gen-program *function* *arity* *
,! terminal* xgen t nil))
346 (setf (nth program-number population-matrix) program
,! )
347 (incf program-number)
348 (decf group-size)
349 (when (= group-size 0) (return population-matrix)))
350
351 (if half (setf program-number (* (- (* 2 xgen) 1) (/ n
,! 2))) (setf program-number (* (- (* 2 xgen) 1) (floor n 2)))
,! )
352 (if half (setf group-size (/ n 2)) (setf group-size (
,! floor n 2)))
353
354 (loop
355 (setf *max-depth* *tree-depth *)
356 (setf program (gen-program *function* *arity* *
,! terminal* xgen t t))
357 (setf (nth program-number population-matrix) program
,! )
358 (incf program-number)
359 (decf group-size)
360 (when (= group-size 0) (return population-matrix)))
361
362 (incf xgen)
363
364 (when (= xgen *max-depth *) (return population-matrix))
,! )
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365
366 (cond
367 (nothalf
368 (setf program-number (* (* (floor n 2) 2) (- *
,! max-depth* 1)))
369 (setf group-size (- *max-depth* 1))
370
371 (loop
372 (setf *max-depth* *tree-depth *)
373 (if (= (random-integer 2) 1) (setf grow-full t)
,! (setf grow-full nil))
374 (setf program (gen-program *function* *arity* *
,! terminal* xgen t grow-full))
375 (setf (nth program-number population-matrix)
,! program)
376 (incf program-number)
377 (decf group-size)
378 (when (= group-size 0) (return population-matrix
,! ))))))
379
380 (uneven
381
382 (setf n (nth 0 ramped-groups))
383
384 (setf xgen 1)
385
386 (loop
387 (if half (setf program-number (* (- xgen 1) n)) (setf
,! program-number (* (- xgen 1) (- n 1))))
388 (if half (setf group-size (/ n 2)) (setf group-size (
,! floor n 2)))
389
390
391 (loop
392 (setf *max-depth* *tree-depth *)
393 (setf program (gen-program *function* *arity* *
,! terminal* xgen t nil))
394 (setf (nth program-number population-matrix) program
,! )
395 (incf program-number)
396 (decf group-size)
397 (when (= group-size 0) (return population-matrix)))
398
399
400 (if half (setf program-number (* (- (* 2 xgen) 1) (/ n
,! 2))) (setf program-number (* (- (* 2 xgen) 1) (floor n 2)))
,! )
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401 (if half (setf group-size (/ n 2)) (setf group-size (
,! floor n 2)))
402
403 (loop
404 (setf *max-depth* *tree-depth *)
405 (setf program (gen-program *function* *arity* *
,! terminal* xgen t t))
406 (setf (nth program-number population-matrix) program
,! )
407 (incf program-number)
408 (decf group-size)
409 (when (= group-size 0) (return population-matrix)))
410
411 (incf xgen)
412
413 (when (= xgen *max-depth *) (return population-matrix))
,! )
414
415 (cond
416 (nothalf
417 (setf program-number (* (* (floor n 2) 2) (- *
,! max-depth* 1)))
418 (setf group-size (- *max-depth* 1))
419
420 (loop
421 (setf *max-depth* *tree-depth *)
422 (if (= (random-integer 2) 1) (setf grow-full t) (
,! setf grow-full nil))
423 (setf program (gen-program *function* *arity* *
,! terminal* xgen t grow-full))
424 (setf (nth program-number population-matrix)
,! program)
425 (incf program-number)
426 (decf group-size)
427 (when (= group-size 0) (return population-matrix))
,! )))
428
429
430 (setf program-number (* (- *max-depth* 1) n))
431 (setf group-size (nth 1 ramped-groups))
432
433 (loop
434 (setf *max-depth* *tree-depth *)
435 (if (= (random-integer 2) 1) (setf grow-full t) (setf
,! grow-full nil))
436 (setf program (gen-program *function* *arity* *
,! terminal* *max-depth* t grow-full))
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437 (setf (nth program-number population-matrix) program)
438 (incf program-number)
439 (decf group-size)
440 (when (= group-size 0) (return population-matrix))))))
,! ))
441
442
443 (defun btree-max-depth (btree)
444 "Returns the maximum depth
445 of the binary tree."
446 (check-type btree list)
447 (if (null btree)
448 0 ; the max depth of the members of ()
449 (max (depth (first btree))
450 (btree-max-depth (rest btree)))))
451
452 (defun depth (tree)
453 "Returns the depth of the argument TREE."
454 (if (atom tree)
455 0 ; an atomic tree has a depth of 0
456 (1+ (btree-max-depth tree))))
457
458
459 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
460 ;;INITIAL POPULATION ;;
461 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
462
463 (princ #\ newline)
464 (princ "GENERATING INITIAL POP .......")
465
466 (generate-initial-population nil nil t)
467
468 (princ #\ newline)
469 (princ "ASSIGNING FITNESSES .......")
470
471 (fill-fitness-matrix)
472
473 (princ #\ newline)
474 (princ "GENERATION: ")
475 (princ 0)
476
477 (princ #\ newline)
478 (princ "BEST FITNESS: ")
479 (princ (reduce #’min fitness-matrix))
480
481 (princ #\ newline)
482 (princ "WORST FITNESS: ")
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483 (princ (reduce #’max fitness-matrix))
484
485 (setf total 0)
486 (dotimes (av (length fitness-matrix))
487 (setf total (+ total (nth av fitness-matrix))))
488 (setf average-fitness (float (/ total (length fitness-matrix))))
489
490 (setf total 0)
491 (dotimes (av (length population-matrix))
492 (setf total (+ total (length(nth av population-matrix)))))
493 (setf average-population-size (float (/ total (length
,! population-matrix))))
494
495
496 (princ #\ newline)
497 (princ "AVERAGE FITNESS: ")
498 (princ average-fitness)
499
500 (princ #\ newline)
501 (princ "AVERAGE PROGRAM LENGTH: ")
502 (princ average-population-size)
503
504
505 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
506 ;;CHECK FUNCTIONS ;;
507 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
508
509
510 (defun test-prog(n pop)
511
512 (setf prog (nth n pop))
513
514 (initialise)
515 (setf *fit* *adjusted-fitness *)
516 (setf *moves* *total-moves *)
517
518 (loop
519 (eval prog)
520 (when (<= *moves* 0) (return *fit*))))
521
522 (defun check ()
523
524 (setf predict-fit (make-list (length fitness-matrix) :
,! initial-element 0))
525 (dotimes (x (length fitness-matrix))
526 (test-prog x population-matrix)
527 (setf (nth x predict-fit) *fit*))
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528
529 (print "predicted")
530 (print predict-fit)
531 (print "matrix")
532 (print fitness-matrix))
533
534
535
536 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
537 ;;FUNCTION AND MACRO DEFINITIONS FOR EVOLUTION ;;
538 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
539
540 (defun shuffle-list (l l2)
541 (loop for i below (length l) do
542 (setf index (random-integer (length l)))
543 (rotatef
544 (elt l i)
545 (elt l index))
546 (rotatef
547 (elt l2 i)
548 (elt l2 index)))
549 )
550
551 (defun divide(population tournament-size)
552 (multiple-value-bind (n r) (floor (length population)
,! tournament-size)
553 (setf remainder-div (list n r)))
554 (if (= (nth 1 remainder-div) 0) (setf integer t) (setf integer
,! nil)))
555
556
557 (defun is-even ?()
558 (multiple-value-bind (n-of-pairs even) (floor n-of-tournament 2)
559 (setf even-tournament? (list n-of-pairs even)))
560 (if (= (nth 1 even-tournament ?) 0) (setf even? t) (setf even?
,! nil)))
561
562
563 (defun delete-position-if-nonzero (n list)
564 (let ((cons (nthcdr (1- n) list)))
565 (when cons
566 (setf (cdr cons) (cddr cons)))
567 list))
568
569 (defun fill-fitness-matrix-for-additional-individuals(new-programs
,! new-fitnesses)
570 (setf evaluation-ticker 0)
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571
572 (loop
573 (setf *fit* *adjusted-fitness *)
574 (setf *moves* *total-moves *)
575 (initialise)
576
577 (loop
578
579 (eval (nth evaluation-ticker new-programs))
580 (when (<= *moves* 0) (return *fit*)))
581
582 (setf (nth evaluation-ticker new-fitnesses) *fit*)
583 (setf evaluation-ticker (+ evaluation-ticker 1))
584 (when (= evaluation-ticker (length new-fitnesses)) (return
,! new-fitnesses))))
585
586 (defun add-noise ()
587 (dotimes (del (length indicies-for-deletion))
588 (setf pnoise (random-integer 100))
589 (if (< pnoise 10) (setf noise? t) (setf noise? nil))
590 (if (= (nth del indicies-for-deletion) 0) (setf notstart nil) (
,! setf notstart t))
591 (if (= (nth del indicies-for-deletion) (- (length
,! population-matrix) 1)) (setf notend nil) (setf notend t))
592 (cond
593 (notstart
594 (cond
595 (notend
596 (cond
597 (noise?
598 (let* ((poper (random-integer 2)))
599 (if (= poper 0) (incf (nth del
,! indicies-for-deletion)) (decf (nth del indicies-for-deletion
,! ))))))))))))
600
601
602
603
604 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
605 ;;EVOLUTION OF POPULATION OF INDIVIDUALS ;;
606 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
607
608
609 (setf fittest 89)
610 (setf fittest-prog ’())
611
612
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613 (setf *g* *number-of-generations *)
614 (divide population-matrix tsize)
615 (setf n-of-tournament (nth 0 remainder-div))
616
617 (setf individuals-for-crossover (make-list n-of-tournament :
,! initial-element 0))
618 (setf result-of-crossover (make-list n-of-tournament :
,! initial-element 0))
619 (setf indicies-for-deletion (make-list n-of-tournament :
,! initial-element 0))
620 (setf new-fitnesses (make-list n-of-tournament :initial-element 0)
,! )
621 (setf temporary-population (make-list *pop-size* :initial-element
,! 0))
622 (setf temporary-fitnesses (make-list *pop-size* :initial-element
,! 0))
623
624 (loop
625
626 (princ #\ newline)
627 (princ "GENERATION: ")
628 (princ (+ (- *number-of-generations* *g*) 1))
629
630 (dotimes (j n-of-tournament)
631
632 (let* (( temporary-population (copy-tree population-matrix))
633 (temporary-fitnesses (copy-tree fitness-matrix))
634 (start (* j tsize))
635 (end (+ start tsize)))
636
637 (setf selection-of-individuals (subseq temporary-population
,! start end))
638 (setf individuals-fitness (subseq temporary-fitnesses start
,! end)))
639
640 (let* ((* best-in-tournament* (reduce #’min individuals-fitness
,! ))
641 (* position-of-best-in-tournament* (position *
,! best-in-tournament* individuals-fitness))
642 (* best-program-in-tournament* (nth *
,! position-of-best-in-tournament* selection-of-individuals)))
643 (setf (nth j individuals-for-crossover) *
,! best-program-in-tournament *))
644
645 (let* ((* worst-in-tournament* (reduce #’max
,! individuals-fitness))
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646 (* position-of-worst-in-tournament* (position *
,! worst-in-tournament* individuals-fitness))
647 (n (+ (* j tsize) *position-of-worst-in-tournament *)))
648 (setf (nth j indicies-for-deletion) n)))
649
650
651 (dotimes (i (/ n-of-tournament 2))
652
653 (let* (( prog1 (nth (* i 2) individuals-for-crossover))
654 (prog2 (nth (+ (* i 2) 1) individuals-for-crossover))
655 (node-of-first-prog (+ (random-integer (- (length prog1)
,! 1)) 1))
656 (node-of-second-prog (+ (random-integer (- (length prog2)
,! 1)) 1)))
657
658 (setf copy-prog1 prog1)
659 (setf copy-prog2 prog2)
660 (rotatef (nth node-of-first-prog prog1) (nth
,! node-of-second-prog prog2))
661
662 ;;; WHILE LOOP ;;;
663
664 (if (<= (depth prog1) *upper-depth *)
665 (setf (nth (* i 2) individuals-for-crossover) prog1)
666 (setf (nth (* i 2) individuals-for-crossover) copy-prog1))
667
668 (if (<= (depth prog2) *upper-depth *)
669 (setf (nth (+ (* i 2) 1) individuals-for-crossover) prog2)
670 (setf (nth (+ (* i 2) 1) individuals-for-crossover)
,! copy-prog2))))
671
672
673
674 (fill-fitness-matrix-for-additional-individuals
,! individuals-for-crossover new-fitnesses)
675
676
677 ;(add-noise)
678
679
680 (dotimes (x (length individuals-for-crossover))
681 (setf (nth (nth x indicies-for-deletion) population-matrix) (
,! nth x individuals-for-crossover))
682 (setf (nth (nth x indicies-for-deletion) fitness-matrix) (nth
,! x new-fitnesses)))
683
684
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685 (setf mutant-indexes ’())
686 (setf mutants ’())
687
688
689 (let* (( temporary-population (copy-tree population-matrix))
690 (temporary-fitnesses (copy-tree fitness-matrix)))
691
692
693 (dotimes (mut (length population-matrix))
694 (setf mutation (random-integer 100))
695 (cond
696 ((< mutation *percentage-mutation *)
697
698 (push mut mutant-indexes)
699 (setf mutant-program (nth mut temporary-population))
700 (setf mutant-node (+ (random-integer (- (length
,! mutant-program) 1)) 1))
701 (setf mutant-depth (random-integer (- *upper-depth* (+
,! mutant-node 1))))
702 (setf mutant-tree (gen-program *function* *arity* *
,! terminal* mutant-depth t nil))
703 (rotatef (nth mutant-node mutant-program) mutant-tree)
704 (push mutant-program mutants)))))
705
706
707 (setf mutant-fitnesses (make-list (length mutants) :
,! initial-element 0))
708
709 (if (= (length mutants) 0) (progn (princ #\ newline) (princ "NO
,! MUTANTS"))
710 (fill-fitness-matrix-for-additional-individuals mutants
,! mutant-fitnesses))
711
712
713 (dotimes (x (length mutants))
714 (setf (nth (nth x mutant-indexes) population-matrix) (nth x
,! mutants))
715 (setf (nth (nth x mutant-indexes) fitness-matrix) (nth x
,! mutant-fitnesses)))
716
717
718 (shuffle-list population-matrix fitness-matrix)
719
720
721 (setf total 0)
722 (dotimes (av (length fitness-matrix))
723 (setf total (+ total (nth av fitness-matrix))))
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724 (setf average-fitness (float (/ total (length fitness-matrix))))
725
726 (setf total 0)
727 (dotimes (av (length population-matrix))
728 (setf total (+ total (depth (nth av population-matrix)))))
729 (setf average-population-size (float (/ total (length
,! population-matrix))))
730
731
732 (cond
733 ((< (reduce #’min fitness-matrix) fittest)
734 (setf fittest (reduce #’min fitness-matrix))
735 (setf fittest-prog (nth (position fittest fitness-matrix)
,! population-matrix))))
736
737
738 (princ #\ newline)
739 (princ "BEST FITNESS IN GEN: ")
740 (princ (reduce #’min fitness-matrix))
741
742 (princ #\ newline)
743 (princ "BEST FITNESS IN RUN: ")
744 (princ fittest)
745
746 (princ #\ newline)
747 (princ "BEST OF CHILDREN: ")
748 (princ (reduce #’min new-fitnesses))
749
750 (princ #\ newline)
751 (princ "WORST FITNESS IN GEN: ")
752 (princ (reduce #’max fitness-matrix))
753
754 (princ #\ newline)
755 (princ "AVERAGE FITNESS OF GEN: ")
756 (princ average-fitness)
757
758 (princ #\ newline)
759 (princ "AVERAGE PROGRAM DEPTH: ")
760 (princ average-population-size)
761
762
763 (format stream "~d" (+ (- *number-of-generations* *g*) 1))
764 (format stream "~t")
765 (format stream "~d" fittest)
766 (format stream "~t")
767 (format stream "~d" (reduce #’min fitness-matrix))
768 (format stream "~t")
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769 (format stream "~d" (reduce #’max fitness-matrix))
770 (format stream "~t")
771 (format stream "~d" average-fitness)
772 (format stream "~%")
773
774
775 (decf *g*)
776
777 (when (= *g* 0) (return (reduce #’min fitness-matrix))))
778
779
780 (setf *best* (reduce #’min fitness-matrix))
781 (setf *pos* (position *best* fitness-matrix))
782 (setf *best-program-in-gen* (nth *pos* population-matrix))
783
784 (format stream "~%")
785 (format stream "Best Program")
786 (format stream "~%")
787 (format stream "~s" fittest-prog)
788
789 (format stream "~%")
790 (format stream "Best Fitness")
791 (format stream "~%")
792 (format stream "~d" fittest)
793
794
795 (close stream)
Appendix B
An Example A* Implementation
for OpenStreetMaps
1 import json
2 import sys
3 from math import tan ,atan ,radians ,pi ,cos ,sqrt
4 import collections
5 import operator
6 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
7
8
9 def deg2m(degLon , degLat , latitude):
10 """ This function accepts a change in degrees longitude , a
,! change in degrees latitude and a reference
11 latitude and returns the equivalent estimated change in
,! metres , as a tuple containing horizonatal and vertical
12 components.
13
14 Usage:
15 >>> deg2m (0.1 ,0.1 , -59)
16 (11110.0 , 5747.52994674192)
17 """
18 R = 6378137.
19 beta = atan (0.99664719 * tan(radians(abs(latitude))))
20 oneDegLon = (pi / 180) * R * cos(beta)
21 oneDegLat = 111100.
22 return degLat * oneDegLat , degLon * oneDegLon
23
24
25 def coord_dict_from_json(nodes):
26 """ Returns a dictionary of coordinates with all node ids as
,! keys.
27 Input nodes should be in the form:
28 [{" coords ": [13.093293 ,
29 -59.607094] ,
30 "id": 1084140204} ,
31 {" coords ": [13.161463 ,
32 -59.616175] ,
33 "id": 319946794}]
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34 Usage:
35 >>> coord_dict_from_json ([{" coords ": [13.093293 ,
,! -59.607094] , "id": 1084140204} , \
36 {" coords ": [13.161463 , -59.616175] ,"id": 319946794}])
37 {319946794: (13.161463 , -59.616175) , 1084140204: (13.093293 ,
,! -59.607094)}"""
38
39 coords = {}
40 for node in nodes:
41 coords[node[’id’]] = tuple(node[’coords ’])
42 return coords
43
44
45 def memoize(f):
46 """A simple memoizer that accepts a function and returns a
,! helper function that accepts
47 any number of positional arguments , storing the result of a
,! call to the function , f, in
48 a dictionary for future look -up. Note that the function
,! supplied should be pure."""
49 memo = {}
50 def helper (*args):
51 if args not in memo:
52 memo[args] = f(*args)
53 return memo[args]
54 return helper
55
56 def dist_between_nodes(coords ,f):
57 """ Returns a function that returns the distance between any
,! two nodes (id0 and id1) in coords using
58 the function f. Coords should be a dictionary of nodes with
,! keys representing an id and values
59 equal to a coordinate. The function , f, should accept change
,! in degrees longitude , change in degrees
60 latitude and a refernece latitude and return a tuple
,! containing the equivalent horizontal and vertical
61 distance in metres """
62 def get_dist(id0 ,id1):
63 a = coords[id0]
64 b = coords[id1]
65 x, y = f(a[0]-b[0],a[1]-b[1],a[1])
66 return sqrt(x**2+y**2)
67 return get_dist
68
69 def adjacency_from_ways(ways):
70 """ Returns a dictionary desribing the adjancies for all
,! nodes in a list of ways. Each dictionary value
71 is returned as a set to avoid duplicate entries.
72 Ways should be a list of lists detailing the undirected
,! connections between a
73 series of node ids."""
74
75 graph = collections.defaultdict(set)
76 for way in ways:
77 for i,node in enumerate(way):
78 left = i-1
79 right = i+1
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80 if left >= 0:
81 graph[node].add(way[left])
82 try:
83 graph[node].add(way[right ])
84 except IndexError:
85 pass
86 return graph
87
88
89 def aStar(graph ,start ,end ,cost ,heuristic):
90
91 """ Returns the lowest cost path between two node ids in an
,! adjacency graph.
92
93 This function uses the A* search algorithm to find the
,! minimum path between
94 two points based on a cost function , f, which is the sum of
,! the cost thus far ,g,
95 and a heuristic function , h (f = g + h). A tree of partial
,! paths (open set) are ordered based
96 on f and new connecting nodes are explored at each iteration
,! and added to this set. Once the goal
97 node is reached the full path and cost , g, is returned OR if
,! the open set is exhausted i.e. there
98 is no solution , (None ,None) is returned.
99
100 Inputs:
101 graph -> an adjancency dictionary for all nodes (values
,! should be sets)
102 start -> starting node id
103 end -> goal node id
104 cost -> a function used to caluclate the cost of a trip
,! between two connected
105 nodes. e.g. euclidian distance
106 heuristic -> a function used to calculate the heuristic
,! cost between a
107 node and the goal. e.g. euclidian distance
108
109 Outputs:
110 (path ,total_cost)
111 path -> a list of the visited node ids along the optimal
,! path
112 total_cost -> the total cost of this path (using cost
,! function)
113
114
115
116 """
117 closed_set = set()
118 came_from = {}
119 open_set_g = {start :0}
120 open_set_f = {start:heuristic(start ,end)}
121
122 while open_set_f:
123 sorted_set = sorted(open_set_f.items (),key=operator.
,! itemgetter (1),reverse=True)
124
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125 current = sorted_set.pop()[0] #pop most promising node
,! from open set
126 neighbours = graph[current] #get all neighbours for
,! promising node
127
128 #if we have reached goal , construct path and return with
,! total cost
129 if current == end:
130 path = [current]
131 while current in came_from:
132 current = came_from[current]
133 path.append(current)
134 path.reverse ()
135 return path ,open_set_g[end]
136
137
138 node_f = open_set_f.pop(current)
139 node_g = open_set_g.pop(current)
140
141 closed_set.add(current) #add promising node to closed
,! set
142
143 #now cycle through all neighbours of promising set
144 for neighbour in neighbours:
145
146 #if neighbour already chosen go to next
147 if neighbour in closed_set:
148 continue
149
150 #calculate cost
151 g = node_g + cost(current ,neighbour)
152 h = heuristic(neighbour ,end)
153 f = g + h
154
155 #add to the open set
156 if neighbour not in open_set_g:
157
158 open_set_g[neighbour] = g
159 open_set_f[neighbour] = f
160
161 elif g >= open_set_g[neighbour ]:
162 #if neighbour already exists in open set with
,! lower cost go to next
163 continue
164
165 #best this far so add to potential path
166
167 came_from[neighbour] = current
168
169 return (None ,None)
170
171 def get_coords_from_way(way ,nodes):
172 xs = []
173 ys = []
174 for node in way:
175
176 x,y = nodes[node]
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177
178 xs.append(x)
179 ys.append(y)
180 return xs ,ys
181
182
183
184
185
186 if __name__ =="__main__":
187
188 """ Example call:
189 python graph_traversal.py graph.json 36320104 314248297
190
191 where ’graph.json’ is some JSON file of nodes and ways
,! sourced from OpenStreetMap
192 and start and end (36320104 and 314248297) are node ids that
,! exist in that map"""
193
194 #collect file_path , start and goal from standard input
195 args = sys.argv
196 file_path = args [1]
197 start = int(args [2])
198 end = int(args [3])
199
200 #load json
201 with open(file_path ,’r’) as f:
202 JSON = json.load(f)
203
204 #generate coordinate dictionary from json nodes
205 coords = coord_dict_from_json(JSON[’nodes’])
206 #bind cost function , passing cordinate dictionary and method
,! for converting to metres
207 euclidian = dist_between_nodes(coords ,deg2m)
208 #memoize cost function for additional speed on repeated use
209 euclidian = memoize(euclidian)
210
211 #generate adjacency graph from json ways
212 graph = adjacency_from_ways(JSON[’ways’])
213
214 #run A* search for graph using euclidian as both the cost
,! and heuristic function
215 result = aStar(graph ,start ,end ,euclidian ,euclidian)
216
217 if result ==(None ,None):
218 print "Unable to generate complete path"
219 else:
220 #print total distance of path
221 print result [1]
222
223 #plotting
224 fig = plt.figure(figsize =(15 ,10))
225 ax = plt.gca()
226
227 x,y = coords[start]
228 ax.plot(x,y,’go’)
229 x,y = coords[end]
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230 ax.plot(x,y,’ro’)
231
232 for i in JSON[’ways’]:
233
234 xs,ys = get_coords_from_way(i,coords)
235
236 ax.plot(xs ,ys ,’b-’,linewidth =0.5)
237
238 xs,ys = get_coords_from_way(result [0], coords)
239 ax.plot(xs,ys,’r-’,linewidth =1.5)
240
241 plt.show()
Appendix C
Fortune’s Voronoi Algorithm in
Python (by Bill Simons)
1
2 #
3 # Voronoi diagram calculator/ Delaunay triangulator
4 # Translated to Python by Bill Simons
5 # September , 2005
6 #
7 # Additional changes by Carson Farmer added November 2010
8 #
9 # Calculate Delaunay triangulation or the Voronoi polygons for a
,! set of
10 # 2D input points.
11 #
12 # Derived from code bearing the following notice:
13 #
14 # The author of this software is Steven Fortune. Copyright (c)
,! 1994 by AT&T
15 # Bell Laboratories.
16 # Permission to use , copy , modify , and distribute this software
,! for any
17 # purpose without fee is hereby granted , provided that this
,! entire notice
18 # is included in all copies of any software which is or
,! includes a copy
19 # or modification of this software and in all copies of the
,! supporting
20 # documentation for such software.
21 # THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS
,! OR IMPLIED
22 # WARRANTY. IN PARTICULAR , NEITHER THE AUTHORS NOR AT&T MAKE
,! ANY
23 # REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE
,! MERCHANTABILITY
24 # OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
25 #
26 # Comments were incorporated from Shane O’Sullivan ’s translation
,! of the
235
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27 # original code into C++ (http :// mapviewer.skynet.ie/voronoi.
,! html)
28 #
29 # Steve Fortune ’s homepage: http :// netlib.bell -labs.com/cm/cs/
,! who/sjf/index.html
30 #
31
32
33 def usage():
34 print """
35 voronoi - compute Voronoi diagram or Delaunay triangulation
36
37 voronoi [-t -p -d] [filename]
38
39 Voronoi reads from filename (or standard input if no filename
,! given) for a set
40 of points in the plane and writes either the Voronoi diagram or
,! the Delaunay
41 triangulation to the standard output. Each input line should
,! consist of two
42 real numbers , separated by white space.
43
44 If option -t is present , the Delaunay triangulation is produced.
45 Each output line is a triple i j k, which are the indices of the
,! three points
46 in a Delaunay triangle. Points are numbered starting at 0.
47
48 If option -t is not present , the Voronoi diagram is produced.
49 There are four output record types.
50
51 s a b indicates that an input point at coordinates a b was
,! seen.
52 l a b c indicates a line with equation ax + by = c.
53 v a b indicates a vertex at a b.
54 e l v1 v2 indicates a Voronoi segment which is a subsegment of
,! line number l
55 with endpoints numbered v1 and v2. If v1 or v2 is
,! -1, the line
56 extends to infinity.
57
58 Other options include:
59
60 d Print debugging info
61
62 p Produce output suitable for input to plot (1), rather than
,! the forms
63 described above.
64
65 On unsorted data uniformly distributed in the unit square ,
,! voronoi uses about
66 20n+140 bytes of storage.
67
68 AUTHOR
69 Steve J. Fortune (1987) A Sweepline Algorithm for Voronoi
,! Diagrams ,
70 Algorithmica 2, 153 -174.
71 """
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72
73 #
74 # For programmatic use two functions are available:
75 #
76 # computeVoronoiDiagram(points)
77 #
78 # Takes a list of point objects (which must have x and y
,! fields).
79 # Returns a 3-tuple of:
80 #
81 # (1) a list of 2-tuples , which are the x,y
,! coordinates of the
82 # Voronoi diagram vertices
83 # (2) a list of 3-tuples (a,b,c) which are the
,! equations of the
84 # lines in the Voronoi diagram: a*x + b*y = c
85 # (3) a list of 3-tuples , (l, v1, v2) representing
,! edges of the
86 # Voronoi diagram. l is the index of the line , v1
,! and v2 are
87 # the indices of the vetices at the end of the
,! edge. If
88 # v1 or v2 is -1, the line extends to infinity.
89 #
90 # computeDelaunayTriangulation(points):
91 #
92 # Takes a list of point objects (which must have x and y
,! fields).
93 # Returns a list of 3-tuples: the indices of the points
,! that form a
94 # Delaunay triangle.
95 #
96
97 import math
98 import sys
99 import getopt
100 TOLERANCE = 1e-9
101 BIG_FLOAT = 1e38
102
103 class Context(object):
104 def __init__(self):
105 self.doPrint = 0
106 self.debug = 0
107 self.plot = 0
108 self.triangulate = False
109 self.vertices = [] # list of vertex 2-tuples: (x,y)
110 self.lines = [] # equation of line 3-tuple (a b c
,! ), for the equation of the line a*x+b*y = c
111 self.edges = [] # edge 3-tuple: (line index ,
,! vertex 1 index , vertex 2 index) if either vertex index
,! is -1, the edge extends to infiinity
112 self.triangles = [] # 3-tuple of vertex indices
113 self.polygons = {} # a dict of site:[ edges] pairs
114
115 def circle(self ,x,y,rad):
116 pass
117
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118 def clip_line(self ,edge):
119 pass
120
121 def line(self ,x0,y0,x1,y1):
122 pass
123
124 def outSite(self ,s):
125 if(self.debug):
126 print "site (%d) at %f %f" % (s.sitenum , s.x, s.y)
127 elif(self.triangulate):
128 pass
129 elif(self.plot):
130 self.circle (s.x, s.y, cradius)
131 elif(self.doPrint):
132 print "s %f %f" % (s.x, s.y)
133
134 def outVertex(self ,s):
135 self.vertices.append ((s.x,s.y))
136 if(self.debug):
137 print "vertex (%d) at %f %f" % (s.sitenum , s.x, s.y)
138 elif(self.triangulate):
139 pass
140 elif(self.doPrint and not self.plot):
141 print "v %f %f" % (s.x,s.y)
142
143 def outTriple(self ,s1 ,s2 ,s3):
144 self.triangles.append ((s1.sitenum , s2.sitenum , s3.
,! sitenum))
145 if(self.debug):
146 print "circle through left=%d right =%d bottom =%d" %
,! (s1.sitenum , s2.sitenum , s3.sitenum)
147 elif(self.triangulate and self.doPrint and not self.plot
,! ):
148 print "%d %d %d" % (s1.sitenum , s2.sitenum , s3.
,! sitenum)
149
150 def outBisector(self ,edge):
151 self.lines.append ((edge.a, edge.b, edge.c))
152 if(self.debug):
153 print "line(%d) %gx+%gy=%g, bisecting %d %d" % (edge
,! .edgenum , edge.a, edge.b, edge.c, edge.reg [0]. sitenum ,
,! edge.reg [1]. sitenum)
154 elif(self.triangulate):
155 if(self.plot):
156 self.line(edge.reg [0].x, edge.reg [0].y, edge.reg
,! [1].x, edge.reg [1].y)
157 elif(self.doPrint and not self.plot):
158 print "l %f %f %f" % (edge.a, edge.b, edge.c)
159
160 def outEdge(self ,edge):
161 sitenumL = -1
162 if edge.ep[Edge.LE] is not None:
163 sitenumL = edge.ep[Edge.LE]. sitenum
164 sitenumR = -1
165 if edge.ep[Edge.RE] is not None:
166 sitenumR = edge.ep[Edge.RE]. sitenum
167 if edge.reg [0]. sitenum not in self.polygons:
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168 self.polygons[edge.reg [0]. sitenum] = []
169 if edge.reg [1]. sitenum not in self.polygons:
170 self.polygons[edge.reg [1]. sitenum] = []
171 self.polygons[edge.reg [0]. sitenum ]. append ((edge.edgenum ,
,! sitenumL ,sitenumR))
172 self.polygons[edge.reg [1]. sitenum ]. append ((edge.edgenum ,
,! sitenumL ,sitenumR))
173 self.edges.append ((edge.edgenum ,sitenumL ,sitenumR))
174 if(not self.triangulate):
175 if self.plot:
176 self.clip_line(edge)
177 elif(self.doPrint):
178 print "e %d" % edge.edgenum ,
179 print " %d " % sitenumL ,
180 print "%d" % sitenumR
181
182 def voronoi(siteList ,context):
183 try:
184 edgeList = EdgeList(siteList.xmin ,siteList.xmax ,len(
,! siteList))
185 priorityQ = PriorityQueue(siteList.ymin ,siteList.ymax ,len(
,! siteList))
186 siteIter = siteList.iterator ()
187
188 bottomsite = siteIter.next()
189 context.outSite(bottomsite)
190 newsite = siteIter.next()
191 minpt = Site(-BIG_FLOAT ,-BIG_FLOAT)
192 while True:
193 if not priorityQ.isEmpty ():
194 minpt = priorityQ.getMinPt ()
195
196 if (newsite and (priorityQ.isEmpty () or cmp(newsite ,
,! minpt) < 0)):
197 # newsite is smallest - this is a site event
198 context.outSite(newsite)
199
200 # get first Halfedge to the LEFT and RIGHT of the
,! new site
201 lbnd = edgeList.leftbnd(newsite)
202 rbnd = lbnd.right
203
204 # if this halfedge has no edge , bot = bottom site
,! (whatever that is)
205 # create a new edge that bisects
206 bot = lbnd.rightreg(bottomsite)
207 edge = Edge.bisect(bot ,newsite)
208 context.outBisector(edge)
209
210 # create a new Halfedge , setting its pm field to 0
,! and insert
211 # this new bisector edge between the left and
,! right vectors in
212 # a linked list
213 bisector = Halfedge(edge ,Edge.LE)
214 edgeList.insert(lbnd ,bisector)
215
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216 # if the new bisector intersects with the left
,! edge , remove
217 # the left edge’s vertex , and put in the new one
218 p = lbnd.intersect(bisector)
219 if p is not None:
220 priorityQ.delete(lbnd)
221 priorityQ.insert(lbnd ,p,newsite.distance(p))
222
223 # create a new Halfedge , setting its pm field to 1
224 # insert the new Halfedge to the right of the
,! original bisector
225 lbnd = bisector
226 bisector = Halfedge(edge ,Edge.RE)
227 edgeList.insert(lbnd ,bisector)
228
229 # if this new bisector intersects with the right
,! Halfedge
230 p = bisector.intersect(rbnd)
231 if p is not None:
232 # push the Halfedge into the ordered linked
,! list of vertices
233 priorityQ.insert(bisector ,p,newsite.distance(p
,! ))
234
235 newsite = siteIter.next()
236
237 elif not priorityQ.isEmpty ():
238 # intersection is smallest - this is a vector (
,! circle) event
239
240 # pop the Halfedge with the lowest vector off the
,! ordered list of
241 # vectors. Get the Halfedge to the left and right
,! of the above HE
242 # and also the Halfedge to the right of the right
,! HE
243 lbnd = priorityQ.popMinHalfedge ()
244 llbnd = lbnd.left
245 rbnd = lbnd.right
246 rrbnd = rbnd.right
247
248 # get the Site to the left of the left HE and to
,! the right of
249 # the right HE which it bisects
250 bot = lbnd.leftreg(bottomsite)
251 top = rbnd.rightreg(bottomsite)
252
253 # output the triple of sites , stating that a
,! circle goes through them
254 mid = lbnd.rightreg(bottomsite)
255 context.outTriple(bot ,top ,mid)
256
257 # get the vertex that caused this event and set
,! the vertex number
258 # couldn ’t do this earlier since we didn’t know
,! when it would be processed
259 v = lbnd.vertex
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260 siteList.setSiteNumber(v)
261 context.outVertex(v)
262
263 # set the endpoint of the left and right Halfedge
,! to be this vector
264 if lbnd.edge.setEndpoint(lbnd.pm ,v):
265 context.outEdge(lbnd.edge)
266
267 if rbnd.edge.setEndpoint(rbnd.pm ,v):
268 context.outEdge(rbnd.edge)
269
270
271 # delete the lowest HE, remove all vertex events
,! to do with the
272 # right HE and delete the right HE
273 edgeList.delete(lbnd)
274 priorityQ.delete(rbnd)
275 edgeList.delete(rbnd)
276
277
278 # if the site to the left of the event is higher
,! than the Site
279 # to the right of it, then swap them and set ’pm’
,! to RIGHT
280 pm = Edge.LE
281 if bot.y > top.y:
282 bot ,top = top ,bot
283 pm = Edge.RE
284
285 # Create an Edge (or line) that is between the two
,! Sites. This
286 # creates the formula of the line , and assigns a
,! line number to it
287 edge = Edge.bisect(bot , top)
288 context.outBisector(edge)
289
290 # create a HE from the edge
291 bisector = Halfedge(edge , pm)
292
293 # insert the new bisector to the right of the left
,! HE
294 # set one endpoint to the new edge to be the
,! vector point ’v’
295 # If the site to the left of this bisector is
,! higher than the right
296 # Site , then this endpoint is put in position 0;
,! otherwise in pos 1
297 edgeList.insert(llbnd , bisector)
298 if edge.setEndpoint(Edge.RE - pm , v):
299 context.outEdge(edge)
300
301 # if left HE and the new bisector don’t intersect ,
,! then delete
302 # the left HE, and reinsert it
303 p = llbnd.intersect(bisector)
304 if p is not None:
305 priorityQ.delete(llbnd);
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306 priorityQ.insert(llbnd , p, bot.distance(p))
307
308 # if right HE and the new bisector don’t intersect
,! , then reinsert it
309 p = bisector.intersect(rrbnd)
310 if p is not None:
311 priorityQ.insert(bisector , p, bot.distance(p))
312 else:
313 break
314
315 he = edgeList.leftend.right
316 while he is not edgeList.rightend:
317 context.outEdge(he.edge)
318 he = he.right
319 Edge.EDGE_NUM = 0
320 except Exception , err:
321 print "
,! ######################################################"
322 print str(err)
323
324 def isEqual(a,b,relativeError=TOLERANCE):
325 # is nearly equal to within the allowed relative error
326 norm = max(abs(a),abs(b))
327 return (norm < relativeError) or (abs(a - b) < (
,! relativeError * norm))
328
329 class Site(object):
330 def __init__(self ,x=0.0,y=0.0, sitenum =0):
331 self.x = x
332 self.y = y
333 self.sitenum = sitenum
334
335 def dump(self):
336 print "Site #%d (%g, %g)" % (self.sitenum ,self.x,self.y)
337
338 def __cmp__(self ,other):
339 if self.y < other.y:
340 return -1
341 elif self.y > other.y:
342 return 1
343 elif self.x < other.x:
344 return -1
345 elif self.x > other.x:
346 return 1
347 else:
348 return 0
349
350 def distance(self ,other):
351 dx = self.x - other.x
352 dy = self.y - other.y
353 return math.sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy)
354
355 class Edge(object):
356 LE = 0
357 RE = 1
358 EDGE_NUM = 0
359 DELETED = {} # marker value
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360
361 def __init__(self):
362 self.a = 0.0
363 self.b = 0.0
364 self.c = 0.0
365 self.ep = [None ,None]
366 self.reg = [None ,None]
367 self.edgenum = 0
368
369 def dump(self):
370 print "(#%d a=%g, b=%g, c=%g)" % (self.edgenum ,self.a,
,! self.b,self.c)
371 print "ep",self.ep
372 print "reg",self.reg
373
374 def setEndpoint(self , lrFlag , site):
375 self.ep[lrFlag] = site
376 if self.ep[Edge.RE - lrFlag] is None:
377 return False
378 return True
379
380 @staticmethod
381 def bisect(s1 ,s2):
382 newedge = Edge()
383 newedge.reg [0] = s1 # store the sites that this edge is
,! bisecting
384 newedge.reg [1] = s2
385
386 # to begin with , there are no endpoints on the bisector
,! - it goes to infinity
387 # ep[0] and ep[1] are None
388
389 # get the difference in x dist between the sites
390 dx = float(s2.x - s1.x)
391 dy = float(s2.y - s1.y)
392 adx = abs(dx) # make sure that the difference in
,! positive
393 ady = abs(dy)
394
395 # get the slope of the line
396 newedge.c = float(s1.x * dx + s1.y * dy + (dx*dx + dy*dy
,! )*0.5)
397 if adx > ady :
398 # set formula of line , with x fixed to 1
399 newedge.a = 1.0
400 newedge.b = dy/dx
401 newedge.c /= dx
402 else:
403 # set formula of line , with y fixed to 1
404 newedge.b = 1.0
405 newedge.a = dx/dy
406 newedge.c /= dy
407
408 newedge.edgenum = Edge.EDGE_NUM
409 Edge.EDGE_NUM += 1
410 return newedge
411
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412 class Halfedge(object):
413 def __init__(self ,edge=None ,pm=Edge.LE):
414 self.left = None # left Halfedge in the edge list
415 self.right = None # right Halfedge in the edge list
416 self.qnext = None # priority queue linked list pointer
417 self.edge = edge # edge list Edge
418 self.pm = pm
419 self.vertex = None # Site()
420 self.ystar = BIG_FLOAT
421
422 def dump(self):
423 print "Halfedge --------------------------"
424 print "left: ", self.left
425 print "right: ", self.right
426 print "edge: ", self.edge
427 print "pm: ", self.pm
428 print "vertex: ",
429 if self.vertex: self.vertex.dump()
430 else: print "None"
431 print "ystar: ", self.ystar
432
433
434 def __cmp__(self ,other):
435 if self.ystar > other.ystar:
436 return 1
437 elif self.ystar < other.ystar:
438 return -1
439 elif self.vertex.x > other.vertex.x:
440 return 1
441 elif self.vertex.x < other.vertex.x:
442 return -1
443 else:
444 return 0
445
446 def leftreg(self ,default):
447 if not self.edge:
448 return default
449 elif self.pm == Edge.LE:
450 return self.edge.reg[Edge.LE]
451 else:
452 return self.edge.reg[Edge.RE]
453
454 def rightreg(self ,default):
455 if not self.edge:
456 return default
457 elif self.pm == Edge.LE:
458 return self.edge.reg[Edge.RE]
459 else:
460 return self.edge.reg[Edge.LE]
461
462
463 # returns True if p is to right of halfedge self
464 def isPointRightOf(self ,pt):
465 e = self.edge
466 topsite = e.reg [1]
467 right_of_site = pt.x > topsite.x
468
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469 if(right_of_site and self.pm == Edge.LE):
470 return True
471
472 if(not right_of_site and self.pm == Edge.RE):
473 return False
474
475 if(e.a == 1.0):
476 dyp = pt.y - topsite.y
477 dxp = pt.x - topsite.x
478 fast = 0;
479 if ((not right_of_site and e.b < 0.0) or (
,! right_of_site and e.b >= 0.0)):
480 above = dyp >= e.b * dxp
481 fast = above
482 else:
483 above = pt.x + pt.y * e.b > e.c
484 if(e.b < 0.0):
485 above = not above
486 if (not above):
487 fast = 1
488 if (not fast):
489 dxs = topsite.x - (e.reg [0]).x
490 above = e.b * (dxp*dxp - dyp*dyp) < dxs*dyp
,! *(1.0+2.0* dxp/dxs + e.b*e.b)
491 if(e.b < 0.0):
492 above = not above
493 else: # e.b == 1.0
494 yl = e.c - e.a * pt.x
495 t1 = pt.y - yl
496 t2 = pt.x - topsite.x
497 t3 = yl - topsite.y
498 above = t1*t1 > t2*t2 + t3*t3
499
500 if(self.pm==Edge.LE):
501 return above
502 else:
503 return not above
504
505 # create a new site where the Halfedges el1 and el2
,! intersect
506 def intersect(self ,other):
507 e1 = self.edge
508 e2 = other.edge
509 if (e1 is None) or (e2 is None):
510 return None
511
512 # if the two edges bisect the same parent return None
513 if e1.reg [1] is e2.reg [1]:
514 return None
515
516 d = e1.a * e2.b - e1.b * e2.a
517 if isEqual(d,0.0):
518 return None
519
520 xint = (e1.c*e2.b - e2.c*e1.b) / d
521 yint = (e2.c*e1.a - e1.c*e2.a) / d
522 if(cmp(e1.reg[1],e2.reg [1]) < 0):
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523 he = self
524 e = e1
525 else:
526 he = other
527 e = e2
528
529 rightOfSite = xint >= e.reg [1].x
530 if(( rightOfSite and he.pm == Edge.LE) or
531 (not rightOfSite and he.pm == Edge.RE)):
532 return None
533
534 # create a new site at the point of intersection - this
,! is a new
535 # vector event waiting to happen
536 return Site(xint ,yint)
537
538
539 class EdgeList(object):
540 def __init__(self ,xmin ,xmax ,nsites):
541 if xmin > xmax: xmin ,xmax = xmax ,xmin
542 self.hashsize = int(2* math.sqrt(nsites +4))
543
544 self.xmin = xmin
545 self.deltax = float(xmax - xmin)
546 self.hash = [None]*self.hashsize
547
548 self.leftend = Halfedge ()
549 self.rightend = Halfedge ()
550 self.leftend.right = self.rightend
551 self.rightend.left = self.leftend
552 self.hash [0] = self.leftend
553 self.hash[-1] = self.rightend
554
555 def insert(self ,left ,he):
556 he.left = left
557 he.right = left.right
558 left.right.left = he
559 left.right = he
560
561 def delete(self ,he):
562 he.left.right = he.right
563 he.right.left = he.left
564 he.edge = Edge.DELETED
565
566 # Get entry from hash table , pruning any deleted nodes
567 def gethash(self ,b):
568 if(b < 0 or b >= self.hashsize):
569 return None
570 he = self.hash[b]
571 if he is None or he.edge is not Edge.DELETED:
572 return he
573
574 # Hash table points to deleted half edge. Patch as
,! necessary.
575 self.hash[b] = None
576 return None
577
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578 def leftbnd(self ,pt):
579 # Use hash table to get close to desired halfedge
580 bucket = int (((pt.x - self.xmin)/self.deltax * self.
,! hashsize))
581
582 if(bucket < 0):
583 bucket =0;
584
585 if(bucket >=self.hashsize):
586 bucket = self.hashsize -1
587
588 he = self.gethash(bucket)
589 if(he is None):
590 i = 1
591 while True:
592 he = self.gethash(bucket -i)
593 if (he is not None): break;
594 he = self.gethash(bucket+i)
595 if (he is not None): break;
596 i += 1
597
598 # Now search linear list of halfedges for the corect one
599 if (he is self.leftend) or (he is not self.rightend and
,! he.isPointRightOf(pt)):
600 he = he.right
601 while he is not self.rightend and he.isPointRightOf(
,! pt):
602 he = he.right
603 he = he.left;
604 else:
605 he = he.left
606 while (he is not self.leftend and not he.
,! isPointRightOf(pt)):
607 he = he.left
608
609 # Update hash table and reference counts
610 if(bucket > 0 and bucket < self.hashsize -1):
611 self.hash[bucket] = he
612 return he
613
614 class PriorityQueue(object):
615 def __init__(self ,ymin ,ymax ,nsites):
616 self.ymin = ymin
617 self.deltay = ymax - ymin
618 self.hashsize = int(4 * math.sqrt(nsites))
619 self.count = 0
620 self.minidx = 0
621 self.hash = []
622 for i in range(self.hashsize):
623 self.hash.append(Halfedge ())
624
625 def __len__(self):
626 return self.count
627
628 def isEmpty(self):
629 return self.count == 0
630
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631 def insert(self ,he,site ,offset):
632 he.vertex = site
633 he.ystar = site.y + offset
634 last = self.hash[self.getBucket(he)]
635 next = last.qnext
636 while ((next is not None) and cmp(he ,next) > 0):
637 last = next
638 next = last.qnext
639 he.qnext = last.qnext
640 last.qnext = he
641 self.count += 1
642
643 def delete(self ,he):
644 if (he.vertex is not None):
645 last = self.hash[self.getBucket(he)]
646 while last.qnext is not he:
647 last = last.qnext
648 last.qnext = he.qnext
649 self.count -= 1
650 he.vertex = None
651
652 def getBucket(self ,he):
653 bucket = int (((he.ystar - self.ymin) / self.deltay) *
,! self.hashsize)
654 if bucket < 0: bucket = 0
655 if bucket >= self.hashsize: bucket = self.hashsize -1
656 if bucket < self.minidx: self.minidx = bucket
657 return bucket
658
659 def getMinPt(self):
660 while(self.hash[self.minidx ].qnext is None):
661 self.minidx += 1
662 he = self.hash[self.minidx ].qnext
663 x = he.vertex.x
664 y = he.ystar
665 return Site(x,y)
666
667 def popMinHalfedge(self):
668 curr = self.hash[self.minidx ]. qnext
669 self.hash[self.minidx ]. qnext = curr.qnext
670 self.count -= 1
671 return curr
672
673 class SiteList(object):
674 def __init__(self ,pointList):
675 self.__sites = []
676 self.__sitenum = 0
677
678 self.__xmin = pointList [0].x
679 self.__ymin = pointList [0].y
680 self.__xmax = pointList [0].x
681 self.__ymax = pointList [0].y
682 for i,pt in enumerate(pointList):
683 self.__sites.append(Site(pt.x,pt.y,i))
684 if pt.x < self.__xmin: self.__xmin = pt.x
685 if pt.y < self.__ymin: self.__ymin = pt.y
686 if pt.x > self.__xmax: self.__xmax = pt.x
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687 if pt.y > self.__ymax: self.__ymax = pt.y
688 self.__sites.sort()
689
690 def setSiteNumber(self ,site):
691 site.sitenum = self.__sitenum
692 self.__sitenum += 1
693
694 class Iterator(object):
695 def __init__(this ,lst): this.generator = (s for s in
,! lst)
696 def __iter__(this): return this
697 def next(this):
698 try:
699 return this.generator.next()
700 except StopIteration:
701 return None
702
703 def iterator(self):
704 return SiteList.Iterator(self.__sites)
705
706 def __iter__(self):
707 return SiteList.Iterator(self.__sites)
708
709 def __len__(self):
710 return len(self.__sites)
711
712 def _getxmin(self): return self.__xmin
713 def _getymin(self): return self.__ymin
714 def _getxmax(self): return self.__xmax
715 def _getymax(self): return self.__ymax
716 xmin = property(_getxmin)
717 ymin = property(_getymin)
718 xmax = property(_getxmax)
719 ymax = property(_getymax)
720
721 def computeVoronoiDiagram(points):
722 """ Takes a list of point objects (which must have x and y
,! fields).
723 Returns a 3-tuple of:
724
725 (1) a list of 2-tuples , which are the x,y coordinates
,! of the
726 Voronoi diagram vertices
727 (2) a list of 3-tuples (a,b,c) which are the
,! equations of the
728 lines in the Voronoi diagram: a*x + b*y = c
729 (3) a list of 3-tuples , (l, v1 , v2) representing
,! edges of the
730 Voronoi diagram. l is the index of the line , v1
,! and v2 are
731 the indices of the vetices at the end of the edge
,! . If
732 v1 or v2 is -1, the line extends to infinity.
733 """
734 siteList = SiteList(points)
735 context = Context ()
736 voronoi(siteList ,context)
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737 return (context.vertices ,context.lines ,context.edges)
738
739 def computeDelaunayTriangulation(points):
740 """ Takes a list of point objects (which must have x and y
,! fields).
741 Returns a list of 3-tuples: the indices of the points
,! that form a
742 Delaunay triangle.
743 """
744 siteList = SiteList(points)
745 context = Context ()
746 context.triangulate = true
747 voronoi(siteList ,context)
748 return context.triangles
749
750 if __name__ =="__main__":
751 try:
752 optlist ,args = getopt.getopt(sys.argv [1:],"thdp")
753 except getopt.GetoptError:
754 usage ()
755 sys.exit (2)
756
757 doHelp = 0
758 c = Context ()
759 c.doPrint = 1
760 for opt in optlist:
761 if opt [0] == "-d": c.debug = 1
762 if opt [0] == "-p": c.plot = 1
763 if opt [0] == "-t": c.triangulate = 1
764 if opt [0] == "-h": doHelp = 1
765
766 if not doHelp:
767 pts = []
768 fp = sys.stdin
769 if len(args) > 0:
770 fp = open(args[0],’r’)
771 for line in fp:
772 fld = line.split()
773 x = float(fld [0])
774 y = float(fld [1])
775 pts.append(Site(x,y))
776 if len(args) > 0: fp.close ()
777
778 if doHelp or len(pts) == 0:
779 usage ()
780 sys.exit (2)
781
782 sl = SiteList(pts)
783 voronoi(sl ,c)
Appendix D
A Zero-Thrust, Point-Mass Flight
Dynamics Model in Python
1 from math import sin ,cos ,pi
2
3 ####################################
4 ############# Properties #############
5 ####################################
6
7 ############# General Aircraft Properties #############
8 rho = 1.225
9 m = 0.65
10 g = 9.81
11
12 ############# Wing and Tail Areas #############
13
14 S = 0.2
15 Sv = 0.01
16 Sf = 0.02
17 St = 0.01
18 AR = 10
19 ARv = 4
20
21 ############# Airfoil Drag Parameters #############
22
23 Cdo = 0.01
24 Cdl = 0.05
25 Cdf = 0.08
26 Cdt = 0.02
27 Cde = 0.03
28 CDo = Cdf*(Sf/S)+(Cdt*(St+Sv)/S)+Cde+Cdo
29
30 ############# Airfoil Lift Properties #############
31
32 Clmin = 0.001
33 alphao = -2.5*(pi /180)
34 ao = 1
35 e = 0.95
36
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37 ########################################################
38 ############# Aerodynamic Force Coefficients #############
39 ########################################################
40
41 ############# Lift Angle Dependant #############
42
43 Clalpha = ao /(1+(ao/(pi*e*AR)))
44 CLalpha = Clalpha *(alfa -alphao)
45
46 ############# Drag Angle Dependant #############
47
48 CDalbeta = CDo + Cdl*(( CLalpha -Clmin)**2) +(( CLalpha **2) *(1/( pi*e
,! *AR)))
49
50 Lv = 0.5* rho*S*CLalpha
51 Dv = 0.5* rho*S*CDalbeta
52
53 ########################################
54 ############# Initialisation #############
55 ########################################
56
57 x,y,h,V,L,D,C,dxdt ,dydt ,dhdt ,azi ,gamma
,! =[] ,[] ,[] ,[] ,[] ,[],[],[],[],[],[],[]
58
59
60 x.append (0)
61 y.append (0)
62 h.append (800)
63 dxdt.append (0)
64 dydt.append (0.1)
65 dhdt.append (0)
66 V.append ((dxdt [0]**2 + dhdt [0]**2 + dydt [0]**2) **0.5)
67 azi.append (0)
68
69 gamma.append ( -90*(pi/180))
70
71
72 ###########################################
73 ############# Control Variables #############
74 ###########################################
75
76 alfa = 10*(pi/180)
77 sigma = 5*(pi/180)
78
79 dt = 0.1
80 i = 0
81
82 dVdt ,dgammadt ,dazidt ,dxdt2 ,dydt2 ,dhdt2 ,yaw ,roll ,pitch =
,! [],[],[],[],[],[],[],[],[]
83
84 with open(’output.txt’, ’w’) as f:
85 f.write(’V dxdt dydt dhdt h dgammadt dazidt dVdt\n’)
86
87 while h[-1]>0:
88
89 ############################################
90 ############# Aerodynamic Forces #############
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91 ############################################
92
93 L.append ((V[i]**2)*Lv)
94 D.append ((V[i]**2)*Dv)
95
96
97 #############################################
98 ############# Equations of Motion #############
99 #############################################
100
101 dVdt.append(-(D[i]/m)-(g*sin(gamma[i])))
102 dgammadt.append ((((L[i]/m)*cos(sigma)) -(g*cos(gamma[i]))
,! )/V[i])
103 dazidt.append ((Lv*V[i]*sin(sigma))/m)
104
105
106 ############# Change in Co-ords #############
107
108 dhdt.append(V[i]*sin(gamma[i]))
109 dxdt.append(V[i]*cos(gamma[i])*cos(azi[i]))
110 dydt.append(V[i]*cos(gamma[i])*sin(azi[i]))
111
112 dhdt2.append ((dVdt[i]*sin(gamma[i])) + (dgammadt[i]*V[i
,! ]*cos(gamma[i])))
113 dxdt2.append ((dVdt[i]*cos(gamma[i])*cos(azi[i])) - \
114 (dgammadt[i]*V[i]*sin(gamma[i])*cos(azi[i])) - \
115 (dazidt[i]*V[i]*sin(azi[i])*cos(gamma[i])))
116 dydt2.append ((dVdt[i]*sin(azi[i])*cos(gamma[i])) - \
117 (dgammadt[i]*V[i]*sin(gamma[i])*cos(azi[i])) + \
118 (dazidt[i]*V[i]*cos(azi[i])*cos(gamma[i])))
119
120
121 ############# New Motion #############
122
123 gamma.append(gamma[i]+(( dgammadt[i]*dt)))
124 azi.append(azi[i] + (( dazidt[i]*dt)))
125 V.append(V[i] + (dVdt[i]*dt))
126
127
128 #############Co-ords #############
129
130 x.append(x[i] + dxdt[i]*dt + 0.5* dxdt2[i]*dt**2)
131 h.append(h[i] + dhdt[i]*dt + 0.5* dhdt2[i]*dt**2)
132 y.append(y[i] + dydt[i]*dt + 0.5* dydt2[i]*dt**2)
133
134 f.write(’{0} {1} {2} {3} {4} {5} {6} {7}\n’\
135 .format(V[i],dxdt[i]*dt,dydt[i]*dt,dhdt[i]*dt,h[i],\
136 dgammadt[i]*dt,dazidt[i]*dt,dVdt[i]*dt))
137
138 yaw.append(azi[i])
139 roll.append(-sigma)
140 pitch.append(gamma[i])
141
142 ############# Iterate #############
143 i = i+1
